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Greetings and a warm welcome to our second issue 
of Nineveh Magazine in 2013. Here we are half way 
through the year, and many great events have al-
ready taken place; while witnessing the unveiling of 
the Joseph Strauss Legacy monument, our 3rd an-
nual member’s appreciation event and many more, 
we have few other great events taking place in the 
second part of this year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is my honor to write to my beloved AFA mem-
bers, and readers of Nineveh, its magazine, all 
around the globe as it remains the greatest cultural 
magazine. It reaches out to many homes, hands and 
hearts. It is an honor to be part of this wonderful 
organization and serve on its board as the President 
of the Assyrian Foundation of America. I truly ap-
preciate my predecessors by road mapping a differ-
ent path to Assyrian Foundation’s success; as I look 
back at our accomplishments, how much this or-
ganization has flourished and expanded to reach out 
and touch so many families by our needy/welfare 
committee. How much it has assisted to promote  
Assyrian culture, language and heritage through the 
education committee. The investment in real estate 
which took many years to achieve, but we did it. Let 
us not forget our consistent and successful social 
events & activities, those are due to our great team 
of volunteers as they worked very hard to put the 
venues together and provide us great social and cul-
tural events. I do not think I can stop talking about 
those accomplishments, the leadership and the te-
nacity of those volunteers who have served the As-

syrian community in many ar-
eas; we should all be very proud 
of those accomplishments. Frank 

Lloyd Wright once said; “I know the price of suc-
cess: dedication, hard work, and an unremitting de-
votion to the things you want to see happen” 
 
As I take on the role of the president, I know I have 
many challenges, I would strive to keep up with 
those high standards and expectations and take it to 
the next level with the support of the board and all 
the members, and, of course, our supporters near 
and far.  
 
Nineveh magazine has been our voice, and a pre-
cious collection that is near and dear to many Assyr-
ians. As you look at each category, or just peruse  
the list of articles, you just want to sit and read the 
entire magazine from one cover to the other at once, 
or you may come back to the issue several times to 
digest the articles more slowly and enjoy what has 
been delivered to you. I encourage everyone to 
please send us your favorite articles, suggestions, 
memories and happy events; the editorial team pre-
screens and selects the articles to be included in 
Nineveh. Furthermore, the pages of Nineveh Maga-
zine are a collection of inspired articles written by 
real, honest, down-to-earth folks who worked hard 
to live deliberately, and who are not afraid to admit 
who they are, “True Assyrians”; they have gone 
through many struggles,  and remain proud of who 
they are.  
 
I am very excited to have made it to this point, fol-
lowing in the legends’ foot steps and seeing the 
years unfolding as the Assyrian Foundation of 
America will proudly celebrate its 50th anniversary 
next year , marking a milestone of great accom-
plishments in every avenue of its mission, vision 
and promise to our community. 
 
I will leave you with one note: the Assyrian Foun-
dation of America will continue its mission to fulfill 
our community’s needs; this is a strong commitment 
and the momentum will continue to build on what 
was done by the past, present & future leaders of 
this great organization. God Bless our Assyrian na-
tion, and thank you for all your support. 
 
Best Regards; Sue Odah 
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Conclusion: 
 

   The assertion that the classical Greeks were the sole de-

mocrats of the ancient world has achieved the status of 

received wisdom because it is premised on several over-

lapping and apparently mutually confirming factors. 

Firstly, we have a handful of surviving texts from Greece 

which discuss democracy. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that none of these texts explicitly detail the proce-

dures and principles of Athenian democracy, that most of 

them are decidedly anti-democratic in tone, and that they 

are written by concerned elitists, who in fact propose alter-

native models of governance. We also tend to believe that 

the Greeks invented democracy because that is what they 

themselves believed. However, we must be cautious about 

such assertions, particularly given that they are under-

pinned by racial stereotypes about non-Greeks and by an 

understandable lack of knowledge, on the part of ancient 

Greeks, about the complex political history of the Orient.  

 

Perhaps more disconcerting is the fact that we have also, 

and for too long, held faith in the ‘Athenian Revolution’ – 

because, at the time when democracy was being born 

anew in Europe and the United States in the late eight-

eenth century, Westerners had no knowledge of the Epic 

of Gilgamesh, the Laws of Hammurabi, or the Declaration 

of Cyrus. Indeed it is quite conceivable that our entire per-

spective on the origins of democracy has been shaped in 

part by Euro-centrism and in part by the fact that certain 

Greek sources were readily available in Europe at a time 

when the Middle Eastern ones were obscured as a result of 

the extinction of languages and under the hardened dirt of 

time. One is left to wonder how different the history and 

the discourse of democracy would be today if texts relat-

ing to the political landscape of ancient Middle Eastern 

city-states and empires had arrived to modern Europe be-

fore those concerned with classical Athens. 

   The above comparison between the democracy of classi-

cal Athens and the regimes of the ancient Middle East 

serves as a corrective to the notion that only the Greeks 

invented and practiced democracy. In the interest of scruti-

nizing the traditional history of democracy, the examples 

of the ancient Middle East can be seen as something of a 

‘secret’ history, one that has been mostly marginalized, if 

not completely excluded from standard accounts. This al-

ternative history reveals that examples from the ancient 

Middle East rival classical Athens in terms of its lively 

and egalitarian assemblies, its legal framework premised 

on notions of justice, its complex voting mechanisms, its 

ideals of personal freedom and its nuanced definitions of 

citizenship and participation.   

 

The point here is not to dismiss the achievements of an-

cient Athens, nor to ‘prove’ once and for all that the an-

cient Middle Easterners ‘invented’ democracy, or that they 

were more democratic in nature or in practice than the 

Athenians. Indeed such assertions would directly contra-

dict the impetus of this volume, which is concerned with 

discussing alternative histories and stories and with asking 

probing questions about the complex origins of democ-

racy. Instead, this chapter asserts that, by conducting 

genuine comparisons between the ancient Middle East and 

classical Athens, we might move beyond frameworks of 

‘primitive democracy’, to view instead ancient Middle 

Eastern democracies as powerful precursors to the impor-

tant legacy left behind by the Greeks. The intention is to 

stimulate discussion by moving beyond linear and restric-

tive histories, towards a more kaleidoscopic picture of de-

mocracy, its history and its relevance today. 

 

 
 
 

What is so ‘Primitive’ about ‘Primitive De-
mocracy’?  
Comparing the Ancient Middle East and 
Classical Athens 
 Benjamin Isakhan 
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 Dr. Benjamin Isakhan, an Assyrian-Australian, is 

Australian Research Council Discovery Early Career Re-
search Award (DECRA) Senior Research Fellow at the 
Centre for Citizenship and Globalization and the Convenor 
of the Australian Middle East Research Forum, Deakin 
University. Previously, Ben has been Research Fellow with 
the Centre for Dialogue at La Trobe University and Re-
search Fellow and Lecturer for the Griffith Islamic Re-
search Unit, part of the National Centre of Excellence for 
Islamic Studies, Australia. Ben has also been Visiting Re-
search Fellow at the Centre for Middle Eastern Studies and 
the Oriental Institute at the University of Chicago (US) and 
at the International Centre for Cultural and Heritage Studies 
at Newcastle University (UK).  
 
Research interests   
• Democracy in Iraq 
• Middle East Studies 
• Orientalism and the media 
• The history of democracy  
• Middle Eastern politics and history 
• The cultural heritage of the Middle East  
 
Current research projects  
In 2011, Dr. Isakhan was awarded a highly prestigious Re-
search Fellowship as part of the Australian Research Coun-
cil’s Discovery Early Career Research Award (DECRA) 
Scheme. This project, starting in 2012, is entitled 
‘Measuring the Destruction of Heritage and Spikes of Vio-
lence in Iraq’ and seeks to investigate the complex inter-
relationship that exists between the destruction of cultural 
heritage and sharp upsurges in terror and violence.  
 
Editorial Committee: 
• Global Change, Peace and Security (international peer-
reviewed journal) 
• Journal of Democratic Theory (international peer-
reviewed journal) 
 
Awards Include: 
• Isakhan, B. (2012). Vice-Chancellor's Award for Out-
standing Contribution to Research: Early Career Re-
searcher. University wide award competition for best ECR 
contribution to research. Chief Investigator: Deakin Univer-
sity. $5000 
• Isakhan, B. (2011). Measuring the Destruction of Heritage 
and Spikes of Violence in Iraq. Australian Research Coun-
cil. Discovery Early Career Researcher Award. Chief In-
vestigator: Deakin University. $375,000. 
• Isakhan, B. (2011). Measuring Heritage Destruction and 
Spikes of Violence in Iraq. Deakin University Central Re-
search Grant Scheme. Chief Investigator: Deakin Univer-
sity. $22,000. 
• Isakhan, B. (2009). La Trobe University Postdoctoral Re-
search Proposal Award. Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences (for Australian Postdoctoral Fellowship submis-

sion). Chief Investigator: La Trobe University. $6000. 
 
Qualifications   
Bachelor of Arts in Applied Psychology (1997) 
First Class Honours in Literature and Cultural Studies 
(1998) 
PhD in Middle East Studies (2009)  
 
Memberships   
Middle East Studies Association (US) 
The American Academic Research Intitute in Iraq (US and 
Iraq) 
The International Association of Contemporary Iraqi Stud-
ies (UK) 
The Middle East Institute (US) 
The British Society for Middle Eastern Studies (UK)  
Australasian Political Science Association (APSA)  
 
Publications  
Books: 
•Isakhan, B. (2012). Democ-
racy in Iraq: History, Politics 
and Discourse. London: Ash-
gate. 
 
Edited Books: 
•Isakhan, B., & Stockwell, S. 
(Eds.). (2012). The Edinburgh 
Companion to the History of 
Democracy. Edinburgh: Edin-
burgh University Press. 
•Isakhan, B., Mansouri, F., & 
Akbarzadeh, S., (Eds). (2012). 
The Arab Revolutions in Con-
text: Civil Society and De-
mocracy in a Chnaging Mid-
dle East. Melbourne: Melbourne University Press. 
•Isakhan, B., & Stockwell, S. (Eds.). (2012 [2011]). The 
Secret History of Democracy. London: Palgrave Macmil-
lan. 
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Prelude 
 

   The story is set during the Byzantine-Sassanid wars of 

602-628.  It recounts an incident that is often repeated in 

Christian history, that is: when the will of the people is 

robbed by their conquerors, despair and havoc reigns, de-

featism stares at the destitute.  True believers, deprived of 

their will-power, will see nothing except the image of Je-

sus and hear nothing except the cries of the Crucified One 

on Golgotha abseil into their minds. 

 

   This incident was originally recorded by Youhanan Al 

Amide around sixth century and was compiled by Bishop 

Yacoub Ogin Manna. 

 

 

The story 
 

   The Sassanid king Khosrau II ingratiated himself with 

arrogance and glory after defeating the Byzantines and 

conquering Edessa. This city was thought to be impregna-

ble by the Byzantines, because of Jesus’s promise to king 

Abgar V of Edessa to give him victories over all his ene-

mies.  Khosrau was startled at the spoils and the amount of 

prisoners he took from the Byzantines. In addition to the 

292,000 prisoners there were 2000 exquisite Christian vir-

gins. 

 

   He instructed his councilors to find two thousand beauti-

ful virgins from his prisoners. They were to be brought in 

front of him to inspect them. He ordered them to be 

dressed in beautiful and garishly patterned garments, their 

necklaces, rings, fibulas were of chased gold, their hairs 

were sprinkled with gold, and their lips, eyebrows, eyelids 

dazzled with fleck of gold dust. They were to be sent as 

pleasure slaves to his barbarian and savage allies for help 

 

ing him defeat the Byzantines. The king chose a unit of his 

elite guards under the command of two of his loyal offi-

cers to escort the girls. He gave strict orders to his soldiers 

to look after them during their journey and no harm to be-

fall on them so that they arrived fresh and healthy. If his 

orders were disobeyed he would execute all of them. 

 

   The hopeless girls were distraught, their cries reached a 

deafening level as they bid farewell for the last time to 

their families and folks.  Their eyes were aghast for they 

saw the anguish of their parents.  Khosrau seated on a 

carved wooden throne was unmoved by the waves of cry 

and emotions that beat about him. It was as if the heavy 

surges of wrath, rising higher and higher like the waves of 

the boisterous ocean, brook about him, but did not touch 

him. When he burst out laughing at the torment of the par-

ents, the gold ring encircling his beard bobbed up and 

down and his courtiers jigged about. 

 

   As they left the city to start their long journey, disparate 

thoughts would emerge from the crevasses of their mind, 

they were aware that their souls would depart from Chris-

tianity and their bodies would be given to the brutal ene-

mies to be violated. These thoughts imbued them with the 

desire to die rather than be given to the savages. Seeing 

the tears that would not stop, the older girls  took the 

young girl’s hands and gathered their tired souls into their 

arms, tenderly cradled them, took their exhaustion,  their 

fear and their vulnerability and  they started hymning: 

 

My gentle God 

When our hearts beat heavy 

And we fear what lies ahead 

Uncloud our souls 

So that we may see You 

When we are beyond the depth 

 

Suicide of the two thousand virgins 
By: Robert Ewan, London 
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And cannot understand why it happened 

Help us to stand still 

Within your pool of light 

And simply be 

When we cannot fight no more 

Take our hands we ask 

And hold us close 

Our gracious friend 

Hear the crying of our hearts 

O our gentle wondrous God 
 

   The girls wanted to surrender themselves to death as 

they are, clean and pure and to face the torments of the 

righteous justice that they deserve in the other world. They 

wanted to present their undefiled bodies to the lord rather 

than let their bodies meet a dishonored and sullen death. 

They would loose their lives all at the same time for the 

sake of their Christianity. And the thought of mass suicide 

was discussed amongst them. 

 

   They were in unity for their cause and swore to keep 

their intention secret. Their convoy passed small towns 

and big towns, and knots of little villages that kept spring-

ing up one after another till they came across the great Zab 

River with its swirling waters, as dusk was approaching 

the guards decided that it was time for rest and that they 

would attempt the crossing in the morning. They set camp 

for the girls on the edge of the river. 

 

   Under a cloudless sky dotted with uncountable number 

of stars, the girls sat a long their crackling fire, a curious 

stillness filled with the hum of insects descended on them 

as they all contemplated their fate, they would kill them-

selves by drowning in the river, they knelt in prayers mut-

tering: 

 

Merciful Lord forgive us 

When our love to You grows weak 

When for deeper faith we seek, 

Then in faith we turn to Thee, 

Garden of Gethsemane 
 

   They realized that their plan could not be achieved, as 

the guards were camped too close to them. As the sun 

tipped over the horizon and flooded the desolate dawn 

some of the girls approached the two officers and re-

quested  them if they could move their camp further from 

them as they  wished to refresh and clean up on the edge 

of the river before they start their grueling journey. They 

could not do this with their guards camped so close to 

them. The guards obeyed and acquiesced to their wish, 

seeing the guards moving away from them they were all 

ready to commit their act. With a gleeful intensity and 

warmth of spirit, they held hands together; glancing up at 

the sky their leaden souls screamed silently with despair: 

 

Delight which floods our souls 

As we stand uncertain on the brink of life 

Keep us true to all our loveliness 

Christ of our brother’s hands 

The hands that flung stars into space 

Yet to cruel nails surrendered 

Hold our hands 

Christ who surround us 

Although our feet slowly tread towards death 

Our eyes only follow you 

As we move towards our final journey 
 

   They drew the sign of the cross on their foreheads and 

nonchalantly ran into the river. 

 

   The guards were preparing for the day’s journey, sud-

denly they saw the listless bodies of the girls like leaves 

floating on the river. They frantically headed for the girls’ 

camp; they came to a screeching halt and froze with 

freight as they saw none of the girls. They were too late. 

Only their pleasant scent lingered in the air. 

 

   The panic stricken guards were slathered with sweat; a 

frisson of fear enfolded them. Their faces contracted into a 

grimace of terror. They began pelting themselves with a 

torrent of curses. They knew their irascible king would 

have no mercy on them. The king’s warning to them rang 

concussively in their ears. Conflicting emotions swirled 

inside them; they preferred quick death to a slow agoniz-

ing torture. Together they held their shaking and twitching 

hands and walked into the river, ending their misery by 

drowning. Poetry in the article by Hilary faith Jones. 
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Kurdish Mob Attacks Assyrian Village in North 
Iraq -- Attempts Land Grab 
 
North Iraq (AINA) -- Armed Kurdish men, mostly be-

longing to the Zebari tribe, attacked the Assyrian village 

of Rabatki on Thursday at 18:00 local time in Northern 

Iraq. The motive behind the attack was to forcefully 

claim parts of the village. 

 

When the villagers realized that the large truck filled 

with construction material and bricks approaching their 

village was an attempt by the Kurds to forcefully erect a 

house on their lands, they quickly formed a road block 

using their cars, effectively blocking the truck from en-

tering the village. The move angered the Kurds, who 

then left only to come back less than one hour later, at 

18:00 with seven cars full of Kurdish men armed with 

Kalashnikovs and other weapons. 

 

A fight broke out between the male inhabitants of the 

village and the attackers and several rounds were shot in 

the air by the Kurds to try to scare the villagers. The vil-

lage chief, Mr Zaya Barcam Khoshaba, was beaten in the 

face by one of the attackers with the side of the kalash-

nikov. The attack stopped only when police were called 

to the area. 

 

The village of Rabatki lies in the district of Aqra in the 

Dohuk province. The village, which has never had any 

Kurdish inhabitants, has been fending off land grab at-

tempts since the early 1990s. The Kurds living in the 

area belong to the powerful Zebari clan, with their most 

known clan member being Hoshyar Zebari, Iraq's current 

foreign minister and a prominent member of the Kurdish 

political elite. 

 

The first court ruling concerning the ownership of the 

village and its lands came in 1992. The verdict stated 

that the village and its lands belong to its Assyrian in-

habitants. The Kurds would not accept the outcome of 

the civil process and continued to file complaints, which 

they continued to lose. The problem pressed on even 

after the fall of the regime of Saddam Hussein. In 2006 

the American Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) in 

Dohuk investigated the ownership issue after Kurdish 

complains only to conclude what former court cases had 

found more than a decade earlier -- the Kurds did not 

have any valid ownership claims over the village and its 

lands. 

 

Assyrians, who are the indigenous people of Northern 

Iraq, have been subjected to massive land grabs and dis-

crimination by the Kurdish political establishment, 

headed by Masoud Barazani and his Kurdistan Democ-

ratic Party. Dozens of Assyrian villages in Northern Iraq 

are either partly or entirely occupied by Kurds. 

 

Kurdish General and Police Officer Lead Attack 
on Assyrian Village 

Northern Iraq (AINA) -- New information has surfaced 

on the recent attack by Kurds on the village of Rabatki, 

in the Dohuk province in Northern Iraq (AINA 6-13-

2013). According to observers in the area who have spo-

ken to AINA on condition of anonymity because of fear 

of reprisals, the attack last Thursday was headed by a 

general in the Kurdish Peshmerga forces. General Aref 

Habib Al Zebari was identified by witnesses as leading 

the attack along with his brother Hares Habib Al Zebari, 

a police officer in the nearby city of Aqra. The Assyrians 

of the village of Rabatki maintain that most of the armed 

Kurds who attacked them were actually Peshmerga sol-

diers wearing civilian clothes. 

The Peshmerga is the Kurdish Regional Government's 

(KRG) military force tasked with the security of the 

three provinces carved out for Kurds. The force is fi-

nanced with money from the Iraqi national budget. As-

 

Situation of Assyrians In Iraq 
2013 

                                                                                                                       Courtesy of AINA (www.aina.org) 

http://www.aina.org/news/20130613170234.htm�
http://www.aina.org/news/20130613170234.htm�
http://www.aina.org/news/20130613170234.htm�
http://www.aina.org/news/20130613170234.htm�
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syrians are systematically discriminated against in the 

armed forces in Iraq. In the Nineveh plain, for example, 

Assyrians have almost no presence in the police force de-

spite constituting the major ethnic group in several mu-

nicipalities. Calls for more Assyrians in the local police 

force where many of them live have been opposed by the 

KRG since 2008. 

No one has been arrested for the attack and the villagers 

don't expect any of the assailants to face any kind of con-

sequences because of their background and because the 

victims are Assyrians. Exemplifying the marginalization 

Assyrians face in all aspects of life in Northern Iraq were 

the words of general Aref Habib Al Zebari during the at-

tack on Rabatki: "We are the authority around here and we 

will take what we want." 

Assyrian Businesses and Chruch Attacked in 
Baghdad July 2013 

A series of attacks against Assyrian establishments in the 
last three days has shaken the Assyrian community of 
Iraq. Four Assyrian businesses and one church were at-
tacked, resulting in two fatalities and more than 12 inju-
ries. 

Gunmen opened fire on St. Mary Assyrian Church at 2 
AM on Tuesday morning, wounding two security guards. 
The gunmen were traveling in a civilian car, according to 
a source in the interior ministry, when they fired a barrage 
of bullets at the church, which is located in the Ameen 
Thania neighborhood in eastern Baghdad. The church 
guards were taken to Al Kindi hospital. According to 
Bishop Gewargis of the Assyrian Church of the East, who 
visited the guards at the hospital, one guard was released 
and the other remains in hospital in serious but stable con-
dition. 

Three Assyrian businesses were attacked in the Karada 
district. The Warda Store on Alkarada street was bombed, 
killing Ashur Yonan, an Assyrian, and a Muslim em-
ployee. Several others were wounded. The store was com-
pletely destroyed. A video posted on Facebook shows the 
aftermath of the explosion. 

Simultaneous with the bombing of the Warda Store, an-
other Assyrian Business, Mariana, in Alsinaa Souq, was 
attacked. There were no injuries. 

In both attacks booby trapped cars were used. 

Two days earlier an 
attack occurred on As-
syrian and Yezidi 
owned alcohol shops in 
Bataween. Muslims had 
threatened the owners 
and ordered them to 
stop selling alcohol. 

Assyrians have been the 
target of a low grade 
genocide since 2004. 

The first church was 
bombed on June 26, 
2004. This marked the 
start of the campaign against Assyrians. Since then the 
population of Assyrians in Iraq has dropped precipitously 
from 1.4 million to 600,000 -- more than one half of As-
syrians have fled Iraq to Syria, Jordan and Turkey. This 
Assyrian flight has been caused by the following: 

 5 priests were kidnapped and released after ransom 
was paid. 7 priests and 3 deacons were murdered, for a 
total of 15. 8 of these occurred in Baghdad, 7 in Mo-
sul. 

 73 churches were attacked or bombed since June, 
2004: 45 in Baghdad, 19 in Mosul, 7 in Kirkuk and 1 
in Ramadi. 

 At least 13 young women were abducted and raped, 
causing some of them to commit suicide. 

 Female students were targeted in Basra and Mosul for 
not wearing veils; some had nitric acid squirted on 
their faces. Elders of a village in Mosul were warned 
not to send females to universities. 

 Mahdi Army personnel circulated a letter warning all 
Christian women to veil themselves. 

 Al-Qaeda moved into an Assyrian neighborhood and 
began collecting the jizya and demanding that females 
be sent to the mosque to be married off to Muslims. 

 Assyrian businesses were targeted. 95% of liquor 
stores were attacked, defaced or bombed. 500 Assyr-
ian shops in a Dora market were burned in one night 

 Property was confiscated by Kurds in the north and 
Shiites in Baghdad. 

 Kurdish authorities denied foreign reconstruction as-
sistance for Assyrian communities and used public 
works projects to divert water and other vital re-
sources from Assyrian to Kurdish communities. Kurd-
ish forces blockaded Assyrian villages; children were 
kidnapped and forcibly transferred to Kurdish fami-
lies. 
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The Hammurabi Human Rights Organization (HHRO), an 
Assyrian organization based in Iraq, jointly won the 2012 
Human Rights Defenders Award, issued by the U.S. State 
Department. The other recipient was Syrian human rights 
activist Hanadi Zahlout. HHRO is headed by Pascale 
Warda, former Minister of Immigration and Refugees in 
the Iraqi Interim Government. 
 
Despite significant challenges facing Iraq, HRRO has 
fearlessly advocated on a range of human rights issues and 
has achieved remarkable results in fundamental human 
rights promotion for all Iraqi citizens. 
 
The official announcement of the award follows: 
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
June 12, 2013 
 
Winners of the 2012 Human Rights Awards 
 
The U.S. Department of State is pleased to announce the 
winners of the 2012 Human Rights Awards. The winner of 
the Diplomacy for Human Rights Award is Ambassador 
John Tefft of U.S. Embassy Kyiv. Erin Webster-Main 
from Embassy Rangoon was selected for the Human 
Rights and Democracy Achievement Award. The joint 
winners of the Human Rights Defenders Award are Syrian 
human rights activist Hanadi Zahlout and the Iraqi NGO 
Hammurabi Human Rights Organization. 
 
The Diplomacy for Human Rights Award recognizes a 
U.S. Chief of Mission who has demonstrated extraordi-
nary commitment to defending human rights and advanc-
ing democratic principles in his or her host country. Am-
bassador Tefft has led collaborative, effective, and sus-
tained efforts to strengthen and promote democracy, hu-
man rights, and the rule of law in Ukraine. Under his di-
rection, Embassy Kyiv has positively influenced a number 
of reforms, including to the criminal justice system. 
 
The Human Rights and Democracy Achievement Award 
honors a U.S. Department of State employee who has im-
plemented creative strategies to support human rights and 
democracy. This year's winner, Erin Webster-Main, has 
worked tirelessly on behalf of those affected by human  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
rights abuses in Burma to shape U.S. policy during 
Burma's on-going transition. Her active engagement with  
 
all stakeholders, including the government, civil rights 
activists, and former political prisoners, has contributed 
greatly to improving the situation of human rights in 
Burma. 
 
The Human Rights Defenders Award is given to individu-
als or non-governmental organizations that have shown 
exceptional valor and leadership in advocating for the pro-
tection of human rights and democracy in the face of gov-
ernment repression. Human rights activist Hanadi Zahlout 
organized peaceful protests in the beginning of the Syrian 
revolution and continues to work for a peaceful democ-
ratic transition in Syria. The second recipient of this 
award, Iraqi NGO Hammurabi Human Rights Organiza-
tion, has fearlessly advocated for human rights and was 
critical in concrete achievements in the protection of fe-
male detainees, as well as taken on critical work on cur-
riculum reform to promote religious freedom. 

 

Assyrian Human Rights Organization  
Wins American State Department Award 

 
                                                                                                                                                     Courtesy of Aina 
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A monument to the victims of the Turkish Geno-
cide of Assyrians in World War One was un-
veiled on August 4 in Belgium, on the site of the 
Sanctuary of Banneux, near Liege. The monu-
ment was carved from a 12 ton stone by re-
nowned Assyrian artist Moushe Malke. The 
monument was a joint initiative of of the Syriac 
Institute of Belgium and Assyrian Genocide Re-
search Center. 
The Turkish genocide of Assyrians occurred be-
tween 1915 and 1918 and claimed the lives of 
750,000 Assyrians (75% of the population), as 
well as 1.5 million Armenians and 500,000 Pon-
tic Greeks. 

 

Assyrian Genocide Monument in Belgium August 2013 

                                                                                                                                         Courtesy of Aina 
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In Memory of 

 Malphono Ninos Aho 
1945 -  2013 
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   “Strength does not come from winning. Your struggles 

develop your strengths. When you go through hardships 

and decide not to surrender, that is strength.” Arnold 

Schwarzenegger 

 

From the moment I set foot in her home, I felt surrounded 

by a warm ambiance of friendliness and structure. 

 

Nancy Oshana Wehbe was born in the Assyrian village of 

Tel Tamar of the Khabour region in Syria. Her relocation 

with her brother to the United States at the tender age of 

ten helped her push boundaries to be-

come very independent. Similarly, her 

forward-thinking mentality and posi-

tive attitude is in large due her open-

minded upbringing by both parents. 

 

She earned a Bachelor degree in Inter-

national Business and Business Man-

agement, and later, inspired by body-

building and nutrition, became a Cer-

tified Personal Trainer by the Ameri-

can Council on Exercise (“ACE”). 

 

Actions have more strength than 

words… "Years ago," states Nancy, "I 

was judged very harshly at the onset 

of my involvement with body-

building, commonly a male-

dominated sport," and in particular, 

by her patriarchal-lead society. “But instead of giving up, I 

fully embraced the sport and manifested the negative into 

positive.” 

 

Like her many other life choices, her ammunition for en-

tering into and winning competitions is emerged into 

prayers seeking guidance from God. If a plan is ascer-

tained, she is shown the way. Once she sets her mind on a  

 

goal, nothing can distract this 5'6" Glenview resident, wife 

and mother of four boys, making her toughest hurdle bal-

ancing family life with a career that requires diligent 

workout and appropriate diet, for which she trains an hour 

to an hour and a half daily, five-days per week by break-

ing down body parts. 

 

Happily married since 2005, the 38 year-old goddess  

 

turned body-builder has since turned every road block into 

a stepping stone by overcoming the frivolous impediment 

of cultural barriers and gender preju-

dices and has gained a widespread re-

spect and support for a hardcore com-

petitive sport that requires fitness and 

modeling, both, in and out of her taboo 

Assyrian community. 

 

 

“Everywhere I go I am asked about 

my diet.” While training for a compe-

tition, her meal plan consists of oat-

meal, six eggs (one whole and five 

white only) for breakfast; fish, chicken 

turkey breast, steak, brown rice, sweet 

potato and steamed vegetables, eating 

six meals throughout the day, with 

three hour intervals in-between meals. 

During off season, however, as a Mid-

dle-Eastern woman, she thoroughly 

enjoys spending time in her state-of-the-art kitchen, cook-

ing her mother’s recipes and Lebanese cuisine for her hus-

band and #1 fan, using only canola and olive “spray” oils. 

 

In an image-conscious society, Wehbe embodies the im-

portance of honing a signature style and remaining true to 

it. Her last show placed her in the top ten at the national 

level. Still, she claims that she has areas to develop, such 

 

“Nancy Oshana Wehbe… Beauty, Strength and  
Assyrian Pride” 

 
By Helen Talia, MBA, CPA, Chicago 

http://www.assyrianvoice.net/forum/index.php?topic=43157.0�
http://www.assyrianvoice.net/forum/index.php?topic=43157.0�
http://www.assyrianvoice.net/forum/index.php?topic=43157.0�
http://www.assyrianvoice.net/forum/index.php?topic=43157.0�
http://www.assyrianvoice.net/forum/index.php?topic=43157.0�
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as triceps and rounder shoulders, which will require rigor-

ous training. This year, as she stands on the brink of yet 

another competition, she insists that she must gain more 

muscle mass by consuming a high protein diet and training 

throughout the summer, making her new goal to reach the 

top five tier. Through it all, though, Nancy is not compet-

ing with other women, but instead is further developing 

herself in a sport that requires a lot of discipline. After all, 

she skillfully plans to become pregnant at least once more 

with a girl. 

 

Healthy eating habit, the counterpart to building physical 

strength, is on her agenda. Nancy’s other notable passion 

lies in helping women become more health conscious, and 

thus can train a body that is out of shape in as little as 

three months… all depending on how bad someone wants 

it. Realistically, it’s like a switch that goes on inside the 

head. But if she can wake something up in another 

woman, even if it’s to eat healthier, she feels that she will 

have accomplished a lot. “Starving diets,” she adds, “just 

won’t work; they slow down metabolism.” 

 

Awards and Competitions 

-2012 NPC Junior Nationals Figure division D placed 10th 

-2012 NPC Illinois State Masters overall winner 

-2012 NPC Illinois State Masters 35-39 winner 

-2012 NPC Figure open placed 5th 

-2009 NPC Midwest Ironman placed 4th 

-2009 NPC Natural open class placed 1st 

-2003 INBJ Great Lakes Bodybuilding placed 2nd 

-2003 NPC Junior Nationals placed 16th 

-2002 NPC Junior Nationals placed 7th 

-2002 NPC Regional Midwest placed 1st 

-2002 NPC Regional Midwest overall winner 

-2001 NGA Natural Powerhouse placed 1st 

-2000 IFF Miss 

Bikini National 

overall winner 

 

This article is 

dedicated to the 

immortal soul of 

the 23-year old 

Physiotherapy stu-

dent who met rape 

on a New Delhi 

bus and embraced 

her death on De-

cember 16, 2012. 

http://www.assyrianvoice.net/forum/index.php?topic=43157.0�
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A distant land that I dreamed of, a history that I only 
read in books, heard in stories, and saw in pictures in-
spired me to make this journey. It would become a truly 
momentous journey that would ultimately change my 
life. In 2012, the stars aligned and I finally had the op-
portunity to turn my dreams of visiting my homeland, 
Assyria, into a reality. 
 

The excitement I felt while making the long voyage from 

northern California to northern Iraq sur-

prisingly put my mind at ease. It was in 

fact this excitement that helped me em-

brace every moment of the trip.  One 

moment that I will forever hold close to 

my heart was the day I spent celebrating 

the Assyrian New Year, Akitu, with 

thousands of Assyrians parading through 

the streets of Nuhadra.  I shared this 

amazing occasion with friends who 

joined me on this journey from around 

the world, including the United States, 

Canada, Australia, Europe, and Iraq. 

And although at times this journey  

seemed like nothing more than a dream, it was truly an 

unforgettable experience of a lifetime. 

 

This trip was first organized by a few young Assyrians 

who believed that traveling to the homeland would help 

strengthen their bond with the Assyrians in Assyria and 

lead to a brighter future for all Assyrians. Today, Gishru 

has created an annual Birthright Assyria trip with the 

goals of preserving the Assyrian history and 

culture, strengthening the bond between 

Assyrians in the Diaspora and Assyrians in 

the homeland, and instilling hope for a 

stronger and more progressive Assyria, for 

this generation and for future generations to 

come.  

 

The itinerary of the trip entails visits to As-

syrian schools in north Iraq, some of which 

teach their entire curriculum in the Assyrian 

language. There are expeditions to historical 

Assyrian sites like the aqueduct of Sennach-

erib and Khenis, ancient monasteries like 

Mar Matay, day 

 

Gishru: Birthright Assyria Trip 2013 
By Natalie Babella, San Jose 
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cares, pharmacies and other businesses owned 

and  operated  by Assyrians, as well as visits to 

ancestral Assyrian villages, cities and regions 

including Barwar, Zakho, Arbil, and the Nine-

veh Plain.  

 

Walking through the valleys of Assyria where 

pure water flows and climbing the mountains to 

reach the monastery of Rabban Hurmiz are just 

two reasons why we cherish the homeland so 

immeasurably. A vast history lies beneath the 

land, and more so in the memories and stories 

that have been passed down from generation to 

generation. This trip transformed the vision I 

had of what it meant to be an Assyrian into a 

reality, a reality that was better than any dream 

I have ever had. If walls could talk, they would 

tell the amazing story of thousands of years of a 

great civilization as well as the horrific stories 

of continued persecution and genocides of the 

indigenous Assyrians.  

  

I sit here writing this narrative in order to en-

courage all my brothers and sisters to join me 

on this journey in the spring of 2014. From my 

experience to yours, there lies a history that can only be 

strengthened with the bond, the bridge that only we, the 

future of this nation, can build.  

There are many ways to support this journey including 

personal participation, sponsorship, and other donations. 

Gishru is always looking for ways to improve this jour-

ney and we welcome and encourage your feedback.  

 

 

Until we meet in Atra… 

 

Gishru, Birthright Assyria 2014 

www.Gishru.com /info@gishru.com 
 

“Gishru” means “Bridge” in Assyrian. It 

is our duty to bridge the ideas, resources, 

and beliefs of Assyrians worldwide, for 

the common goal of preserving the cul-

ture, tradition and heritage of one of the 

oldest civilizations in the world. 

 

 

http://www.Gishru.com�
mailto:info@gishru.com�
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Assyrian Foundation of America’s  

 
 

Annual Members Appreciation Event 
2013 

On April 28, 2013 the AFA had its Third Annual Member’s Appreciation Event with Keynote  Speaker Dr. 
Sargon Donabed (Dr. Donabed is Assistant Professor of History at Roger Williams University where he 
teaches Middle Eastern history and religious studies), at Best Western Hotel in South San Francisco. This an-
nual event is part of our cultural projects, presented free of charge to our community in the Bay Area. 
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Assyrian Foundation of America 

  

At the Golden Gate Bridge  

 

Plaque Unveiling 

On May 23, 2013 the Golden Gate Bridge Joseph Strauss Circle donor name plaque was un-
veiled. The plaque bared the beautiful name of Assyria in both English and Assyrian. The AFA 
was present and proud to witness this historic moment.  
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I once gave a general talk about ancient Mesopotamian 
gardens, and was astonished, when I prepared for it, to 
find that there was really no hard evidence for the Hang-
ing Garden at Babylon, although all the other wonders of 
the ancient world certainly did exist. A member of the au-
dience stood up and said how disappointed she was that I 
had not mentioned it. All the stories of the garden were 
written by Greek writers many centuries after the garden 
was supposedly built, so some scholars thought the ac-
counts were fairy-tale fiction. That meant that the Hanging 
Garden didn't fit the category of marvellous places you 
could visit. I could see that my audience was disappointed, 
and the problem lingered irritatingly in the back of my 
mind. 
 
Some years later I was working on an inscription of the 
Assyrian king Sennacherib who ruled around 700 BC, at 
Nineveh not Babylon. It was edited in the 1920s, and one 
passage made nonsense in the translation. 
 
With a further 70 years of scholarly work now available, 
including vastly better dictionaries, I have been able to 
show that the passage relates how Sennacherib cast screws 
in bronze for watering his terraced garden, some centuries 
before the time of Archimedes whose name is usually 
quoted as the inventor. The castings were huge. Sennach-
erib's own inscriptions show that he was personally proud 
of his technical achievements in metal-casting, water man-
agement, and collecting exotic foreign plants. Sennacherib 
called his work a wonder for all peoples. 
 
Because this was all so unusual and unexpected, I re-read 
the Greek accounts of the Hanging Garden. Strabo men-
tioned the use of the screw, and must have known that Ar-
chimedes lived long after the garden was supposedly 
made. Herodotus described Babylon, but did not mention 
the garden. Only one author, Josephus, actually named 
Nebuchadnezzar as the builder. Another wrote that an As-
syrian king built it. Could it be that there were so many 
confusions, especially Nebuchadnezzar for Sennacherib, 
Babylon for Nineveh? 
 
In the British Museum a panel of sculpture found at Nine-
veh had long been understood as a likely prototype for the 
Hanging Garden at Babylon. It was carved in the reign of 

Sennacherib's grandson, and was thought to show Sen-
nacherib's garden when it had matured. It shows an aque-
duct supplying water just as the Greek accounts said. The 
British Museum also has a 19th century drawing of a 
sculpture from Nineveh, now lost, which matched the 
most original detail in the Greek texts: there was a pillared 
walkway on the top terrace of the garden, thickly roofed, 
and trees were planted on top of that roof. 
 
The aqueduct shown in the British Museum's sculpture 
could not be traced by archaeologists at Nineveh, but 
could be traced further away in a watercourse that 
stretched back 80km into the mountains. Wonderful rock-
cut panels with huge sculptures of the king Sennacherib 
and the gods of Assyria, as well as an inscription, revealed 
that the palace garden at Nineveh was only the end result 
of a staggering work of water engineering. 
 
More than 300 years later, when Alexander the Great was 
preparing for the battle of Gaugamela in which he de-
feated the Persian king, he camped in the vicinity of a cen-
tral part of Sennacherib's watercourse where over two mil-
lion dressed stones were used in an aqueduct crossing a 
valley. His scouts would have seen inscriptions and sculp-
tures, and heard about the garden. Later Greek writers ex-
tracted their accounts of the Hanging Garden from Alex-
ander's companions whose writings no longer survive. 
 
There may be much confusion surrounding the Hanging 
Garden, but it is clear that amazing technology created a 
magnificent garden and justifies its place among the origi-
nal seven wonders of the world. 
 
Stephanie Dalley is an Honorary Research Fellow at Somerville 
College, Oxford, and a member of the Oriental Institute at Wolf-
son College, Oxford. With degrees in Assyriology from the Uni-
versities of Cambridge and London, her academic career has 
specialized in the study of ancient cuneiform texts and she has 
worked on archaeological excavations in Iraq, Turkey, Syria, 
and Jordan. Her most recent book, The Mystery of the Hanging 
Garden of Babylon, was published by OUP in 2013.  

 

The Mystery of the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon 

By Stephanie Dalley 
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Assyrians in Syria are under intense pressure to flee the 
country as fighters from both sides target them because 
of their religious believes, Christianity. Many are unwill-
ing to side with Assad, but also feel increasingly threat-
ened by jihadists which have bolstered the ranks of the 
Free Syr-
ian Army. 
 
The devel-
opment 
isn't new, 
as Assyr-
ians have 
been per-
secuted 
for some 
time amid 
the vio-
lence, but 
the inten-
sity is be-
coming 
more pro-
nounced 
as ji-
hadists 
target 
Christians 
and their 
churches 
and shrines. 
 
If Israel is the cradle of Christianity, Syria is its nursery. 
In the city of Damascus, followers of Jesus were for the 
first time referred to as Christians. Christians have a long 
presence in the state, which today hosts various Catho-
lics including Roman Catholics, Eastern Orthodox 
Catholics, Syrian Orthodox, and other smaller sects. 
 
Christians did not generally join the uprising against As-
sad, having enjoyed a measure of tolerance under his 
regime. This reluctance to war has made them suspect to 
rebels. However, Christians have suffered widely under 
the depredations and indiscriminant killings of Assad's 
regime. In response, Christians formed a brigade in the 
Free Syrian Army. 
 

Despite this, they're still seen as targets, primarily by 
jihadists who want Syria to become an Islamist state. For 
the jihadists, mostly affiliated with al Qaeda, Christians 
are a barrier to creating that state. 
 
At the start of the conflict, Christians made up 10 per-
cent of Syria's population. Today, that percentage is sim-
ply unknown. What is known is that a disproportionate 
number of Christians seem to have fled their homes, 
many into neighboring Turkey. However, they're not 
exactly streaming into the refugee camps established for 
them. In fact, in a camp set up by the Turkish govern-
ment, with a segregated section just for Christians, no-

body resides. 
Christians won't 
enter the camp 
for fear of Is-
lamic reprisals. 
Instead, Assyr-
ians are trying to 
live in the poor 
sections of Turk-
ish cities, often in 
apartments and 
slums, afraid to 
go to the camps 
and afraid to re-
turn to Syria. 
 
Most Muslims 
have no hostility 
towards the 
Christians, who 
in Syria have 
long enjoyed a 
good reputation 
as devout people 
who were easy to 

live beside. However, Christians are too afraid to take 
their chances with strangers, and thus their quiet reclu-
sion, even in safety. 
 
Across the border in Syria, stories continue to develop of 
Churches destroyed not by indiscriminate bombing and 
shelling by Assad's forces, but by jihadist rebels. Rebels 
are burning churches, icons, and on several occasions 
have martyred Christians there. 
 
The growing awareness of jihadist extremism amid the 
rebels has likely stalled U.S. and other western support 
for the rebels as they fight what seems to be a slow, los-
ing campaign against the Assad regime. Meanwhile, As-
sad has turned the tide against the rebels, making gains 
with Russian, Iranian, and mercenary support. 
 

Struggling Assyrians in  
Syria’s Sectarian War 

Saint Elie Church, seen here on Aug. 1, was damaged during the clashes between Syrian 
regime forces and rebel fighters in the city of Qusayr, in Syria’s central Homs province. 
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DONATIONS 

GENERAL DONATIONS 
Your donations are vital for generating continual support to help Assyrians in need and support 
education for Assyrians.  AFA expresses its sincere appreciation to the donors who have made 
generous donations and would like to remind you that every cent you send to AFA goes di-

CORPORATE MATCHING GIFTS 
Double or even triple your support with Corporate Matching Gifts. Check with your com-
pany’s Human Resources office to see if they offer a matching gift program. For donations 
made to the AFA, please contact us at info@assyrianfoundation.org with any questions. The 
AFA extends its deepest appreciation to the following organizations that have made contribu-
tions through their matching gifts program. 

*Fidelity Charitable, $500.00 (via Beneta Baitoo) 

Youil Barko, $30.00    
Rowena D'Mar Shimun, 
$25.00 
David & Alice Henderson, 
$25.00 (In Memory of Victor 
Hamzaeff) 
Robert & Ingeborg Issac, 
$50.00    

John & Beatrice Joseph, 
$120.00 
Victoria & Robert  
Kaprelian, $300.00  (In 

memory of beloved mother, 
Pana Oraham Khouri on 
the 10th Anniversary of her 
passing) 

Wilson & Jean Karamian, 
$100.00  (In Memory of 
Victor Hamzaeff) 

Alfred Rasho, $75.00    
Ashur Avedeen 

Thomaszadeh, $100.00    
Jouzafin Younan, $10.00    

Your donations are not only crucial but vital for generating continual support to helping the 
many Assyrians in need suffering worldwide, support and promote education for Assyrians and 
preserve the Assyrian history.  The Assyrian Foundation of America is dedicated to helping As-
syrians and every cent you send goes directly for the cause that you designate.   
Please continue with your help our people living in diaspora need you more today than ever 
before.  

mailto:info@assyrianfoundation.org�
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NINEVEH MAGAZINE 
Nineveh Magazine is the global voice of not only the Assyrian Foundation of America but As-
syrians worldwide.  The magazine is distributed to thousands of readers around the world, in-
cluding major universities (i.e., Harvard, UC Berkeley, UCLA, etc).  Nineveh Magazine ex-
tends its deepest appreciation to all the individual contributors who helped fund publication of 
Nineveh.  Without your support Nineveh could not continue to spread your voice.  Please con-
sider sponsoring the publication of the next issue Nineveh Magazine.  For more information 
visit our website at www.assyrianfoundation.org or email us at editor@assyrianfoundation.org 

Ninous Ashour, $20.00    
Robert Baba, $60.00    
Natalie Babella, $20.00    
Mary Badal, $30.00    
Youil Barko, $40.00    
Nahrin Belooz, $20.00    
Florence Betgeorge, 

$20.00    
Nina Charbakhshi, 

$25.00    
Pera & Margo Daniels, 

$25.00 
Albert & Mildred  
Danielzadeh, $100.00    
Awigail Daryawish, 

$30.00    
Albert Davidoo, $20.00    
Irene Dilak, $20.00    
Rowena D'Mar Shimun, 

$25.00 
Khamy Elia, $20.00    
Narmella Elissa, $25.00    
Carlo Ganjeh, $100.00    
Sammy Huwe, $25.00    
Amly Khan, $25.00    
Anoeil Khoushabeh, 

$20.00     

Lazare  Kianoun, $25.00    
Dr. Peter Kiryakos, 

$50.00    
Nora Lacey, $1,000.00    
Homer Maiel, $20.00    
David Malick, $20.00    
Sargon Y Mikael, $25.00    
Persi Mishel, $20.00    
Ramona Moradkhan, 

$50.00    
Pierre Noghli, $20.00    
Ovrahim & Flora Oushana, 

$20.00    
Ramson & Helen Piro, 

$25.00 
Alfred Rasho, $25.00    
Dr. Ghazi & Edna Shaba, 

$25.00 
Sanharib William Shabbas, 

$30.00    
Dr. William & Kathleen 

Suleiman, $50.00    
Breemo  Tamraz, 

$100.00    
Anna Tamrazi, $60.00 
 

Marodeen  Thomaszadeh, 
$100.00 (In memory of 
Grandmother, Rabi Bato 
Petros, passed on 12/7/12 
in Tehran, Iran) 

Wisconsin Historical Soci-
ety, $20.00    

Nnos & Julie Yadagar, 
$20.00   

George Yana, $20.00    
Victoria Yohana, $25.00    
John & Sargina  Yohanan, 

$25.00    
Sabah Youash, $100.00    
Francis Bet-Ishue Younia 

Rihaneh, $20.00    
Margaret Yousefi, $25.00    
Aprim Yousip, $50.00    
Younia Zaya, $46.20    
Ann Distributors, $20.00    
Assyrian School Kirkuk 

Reuniion, $50.00    
Assyrian Universal  
Alliance Foundation, 

$200.00 

http://www.assyrianfoundation.org�
mailto:editor@assyrianfoundation.org�
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EDUCATION 
Your gift is crucial in providing support for Assyrian Foundation to achieve its goal to provide 
significant scholarships to bright young Assyrian students who are working toward advanced 
degrees in Assyriology and related Assyrian studies. AFA gratefully acknowledges your gener-
osity and foresight to the importance of building a strong Assyrian academic foundation that 
will keep the flame of Assyrian history and identity burning bright for  

Evelyn Bitbadal, $75.00    
Bernadette Daniel, $100.00 

(In  Memory of Victor 
Hamzaeff) 

Rowena D'Mar Shimun, 
$25.00    

Victor & Chris Hamzaeff, 
$300.00 (In Memory of 
Samuel Jacobs) 

Robert Karoukian, 
$1,000.00    
Albert Khoshaba, $50.00    
Dr. Peter Kiryakos, $300.00 
Nora Lacey, $2,000.00    
Persi Mishel, $120.00    
Ramson & Helen Piro, 
$25.00    

  

Dr. William & Kathleen 
Suleiman, $100.00    

Anna Tamrazi, $200.00    
Sargon & Nanajan Yelda 

and Family, $100.00 (In 
Memory of Victor  

Hamzaeff) 
Elias Hanna  
Realty    $100.00    

 
Lily Gail Jacob Education Fund 

 
Annonymous, $50.00 
Annonymous, $100.00 
Annonymous, $1,000.00 
Flora, Ben Ashour, Lisa 

May, Julie, Hana and Kai 
Ashouri Kingsbury, 
$500.00 

Loretta Bourang, $100.00 
Kermit Cole, $50.00 
Nancy Cooper, $25.00 
Rami  Dakkuri, $250.00 
Janet Daniels, $100.00 
Bella, Bernadette, & Bobby 

Danielzadeh, $500.00 
 

 
Milo C Delucchi, $100.00 
Dianne M Easton, $100.00 
Fred & June Elia, $200.00 
Nazli Eshoo, $160.00 
Rene & Rosette Eshoo, 

$500.00 
Jonathan Fox, $100.00 
Rosemary Gamblin, $50.00 
Sidney Irving, $50.00 
Martin & Gail Jacob, 

$1,000.00 
Ashoorbell & Sherli Mo-

radkhan, $500.00 
Ramona Moradkhan, 

$100.00 
Nathan & Helen Nasseri, 

$100.00 

 
Madeleine Oranges, $20.00 
Abraham & Odette Panos-

sian, $500.00 
Steven Plumb, $100.00 
Susan and David Rose, 

$250.00 
Lauren Scher, $10.00 
Sargon & Jermaine Shabbas, 

$100.00 
Kristen Stotts, $15.00 
Donatella Yelda, $100.00 
Jackline  Yelda, $100.00 
Sargon & Nanajan Yelda, 

$100.00 
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Please note that we have made every effort to ensure that our lists of supports are up-to-date.  
It is possible that a name may have been misspelled or omitted.  If so, please accept our sin-
cere apology and kindly notify us by emailing us at editor@assyrianfoundation.org, so that 

NEEDY  
Your extraordinary generosity is the primary source of Assyrian Foundation’s financial assis-
tance to needy Assyrian families throughout the world. AFA is honored to recognize your gen-
erosity and is extremely grateful for all your donations that enable AFA to continue with its 
dedication to help Assyrians. 

Lucy Abraham, $25.00    
Anonymous, $500.00    
Florence Betgeorge, $50.00 
Evelyn Bitbadal, $75.00    
Sargon & Maryam Bourang, 

$1,000.00 (For Needy  
Assyrian in Turkey) 
Pera & Margo Daniels, 

$75.00    
Daniel & Roelfina Deke-

laita, $200.00 (In memory 
of Victor Hamzaeff) 

Rowena D'Mar Shimun, 
$25.00    

Paul Elias, $50.00    
Narmella Elissa, $25.00    
Solomon Eshu, $25.00    
*Fidelity Charitable, 

$500.00 via Beneta Baitoo 
Victoria Hermes, $20.00    
Sammy Huwe, $75.00    
Lazare  Kianoun, $25.00    
Flora, Ben Ashour, Lisa 

May, Julie, Hana and Kai 
Ashouri Kingsbury, 
$500.00 (In Memory of 
Victor Hamzaeff) 

Dr. Peter Kiryakos, $400.00 
Nora Lacey, $2,000.00    
  

Lida Lawando, $30.00    
Ramson & Helen Piro, 

$50.00    
Suzie Sayad, $100.00    
Dr. Ghazi & Edna Shaba, 

$25.00    
Dr. William & Kathleen 

Suleiman, $100.00    
Anna Tamrazi, $200.00    
George Yana, $50.00    
Victoria Yohana, $25.00    
John & Sargina  Yohanan, 

$100.00 
Almas Youkhana, $150.00    
Younia Zaya, $46.20    
Clare Zia, $16.00    
Roya, $50.00    
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One Thousand Assyrian Names 
By Raman Bit-Shamoon 

 

As most Assyrians live in Diaspora, it is becoming 

more imperative to protect our identity by using As-

syrian names. This book was created and made avail-

able to fulfill the need that most Assyrian parents are 

facing today. These names can be used for people, 

businesses or any other purpose that requires an As-

syrian identity. The original edition of 2000 copies of 

this book was sold out, and we are now making this 

second edition available to you. We believe that 

every Assyrian family should have a copy of this 

book. My sincere thanks to all who demanded the 

reprint of this book and congratulations to the newly 

born Assyrian children that will keep the torch of our 

nation and our name alive. This book is in the Assyr-

ian Language. All Rights Reserved by Raman Bit-

Shamoon 2012. 

 

The book can be purchased online via this link at 

www.lulu.com 

http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-

thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-

20442394.html 

 

 

NEW BOOKS 

http://www.lulu.com�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
http://www.lulu.com/shop/raman-bit-shamoon/one-thousand-assyrian-names/paperback/product-20442394.html�
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Dragons  & Violins 
 
By David A. Armstrong 
 
   Dragons & Violins is a narrative nonfiction account of 

the tumultuous early life of George Edgar, who was born 

in Persia (now Iran) at a time when Turks & Kurds were 

determinedly carrying out unimaginable violence against 

Assyrian, Armenian and Pontic Greek Christians. Born 

Sargis Georges Yadgar, George Edgar's Assyrian family 

escaped to southern Russia, where they were caught up in 

the chaos of World War I and the Russian revolution and 

civil war. They eventually escaped to Constantinople, and 

finally made their way to Ellis Island and the United 

States on July 4th, 1921. 

 

   As a poor immigrant kid surviving the Great Depression 

in New York, he encountered figures as renowned as vio-

linist Fritz Kreisler, Yankee great Joe Dimaggio, and 

gangster Dutch Schultz. He married the beautiful "Miss 

Assyria" of the 1933 Chicago World's Fair, and was 

barred from participating as a gymnast in the 1936 Olym-

pics because he wasn't a native-born American. But as a 

lieutenant in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in World 

War II, he helped build dozens of assault bridges in com-

bat at the front lines of the Allies' push from the beaches 

of Normandy to the outskirts of Berlin. 

 

   A man who struggled throughout his life to gain the re-

spect of his father, George Edgar, like many immigrant 

men of his generation, drove himself to succeed at what-

ever he set his heart on. His singular life unfolded against 

the backdrop of some of the most consequential events of 

the first half of the twentieth century. But despite all ob-

stacles, nothing deterred him from his one true dream... to 

be a violinist.  

 

About the Author 
 

Dragons & Violins has been ten years in the making and 

I’'m grateful to many people for their vital help to me in 

bringing this story to the page. George Edgar, my Assyr-

ian grandfather, kindly sat for more than thirty hours of 

videotaped interviews and recounted his early life for me 

in extraordinary detail.  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I also interviewed many surviving members of our family, 

and I'’m particularly indebted to my mother, Georgeanne 

(Edgar) Melvin, cousins Robert “"Bobby"” Marshall, Flor-

ence (John) Johnson, Clara John, David Alan John, Nata-

sha (Edgar) Pavia, Albert Sargis, Jeanne Noghli Youk-

hana, Pierre Noghli, Atoorina Noghli, Nancy “Pera” Shaw 

and longtime family friends Elliot Ohannes and Don 

Ohannes. 

 

David is a director and veteran cinematographer in the 

motion picture industry and currently lives in Los Ange-

les, California.  He is also the grandson of George Edgar  

and is currently adapting Dragons & Violins into a screen-

play and motion picture. 
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The Line in the Sand 
By Nuri Kino 

 
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 
 

Journalist, author and film maker Nuri Kino, Winner of 
European Parliament Prize for Journalism 2010, is one of 
the few Swedish reporters specializing in international 
investigative journalism. Taking personal risks, he’s un-
earthed buried secrets in Syria, Poland, Georgia, Ethiopia, 
Greece and Jordan. He works for media in The Nether-
lands, USA, Turkey and Denmark. His stories have been 
published in virtually all the Swedish national media. 

A diligent debater and speaker, Kino has participated in 
Russian and Canadian seminars and lectured at several 

Susan George, courageous American TV 
journalist goes to Iraq, investigating a rumour 
of an enormous oil find. She finds herself in 
the midst of an ethno-religious cleansing of 
Christian Iraqis. She is kidnapped and held as 
hostage by a terrorist gang led by a ruthless, 
former Saddam henchman. This sets off a fu-
rious and deadly hunt for her rescue…  
 
The Line in the Sand is a story based on the 
true experiences of many Christian Iraqis for 
whom kidnappings and beheadings have be-
come daily happenings. The once sophisti-
cated and multi-ethnic, historic city of Mosul 
with the beautiful river Tigris running 
through it, has become “Murder City”.  

This is a novel about the yearning for freedom.  
 
Freedom to live a life without persecution, in harmony 
with one’s neighbors irrespective of their ethnicity or re-
ligion. The authors relate, with eloquent and detailed de-
scriptions, how it was to live as a Christian Assyrian boy 
in Northern Iraq several decades ago when one hardly 
gave a thought that one’s best friend had a background 
different from one’s own. Now, violent antagonisms 
dominate the land and most non-Muslims live in constant 
fear for their lives. But on the square in Midyat in south-
eastern Turkey where the non-Muslim population has 
fled, a stone pillar still stands on the main square:  
 
”A monument, a square pillar atop a pedestal, stood in the 
middle of the crossroad where they had parked, Susan 
walked over to look at it. Dani followed her. Carved in 
the stone inside a rectangle were three images. Dani ex-
plained. ´These represent the three peoples that lives or 
lived here. The mosque represents the Kurds and Turks, 
in other words, the Muslims, the church represents the 
Christians and the peacock at the base of the church 
represents the Yezidis.´”  
 
Susan George a TV journalist known to millions of 
viewer is in Midyat on her way to Iraq. Her Assyrian birth 
name is Shoshane Gewargis. She plans to use her ethnic 
roots and language skills to uncover a scoop that will 
make her as famous as Christiane Amanpour. She under-
estimates the risks and involves both herself and her secu-
rity men in mortal danger. The results are catastrophic.  
 
The Line in the Sand is a dramatic and violent political 
thriller that affects and disturbs. The novel is also a his-
torically revealing document about the fight for oil con-
tracts as well as the individual Iraqi’s struggle to survive. 
It is compelling and current, grounded on actual occur-
rences in Iraq. A number of characters in the book are 
based on acquaintances and even close friends of the au-
thors. A number of them have already been killed at the 
hands of terrorists since the Swedish publication of the 
novel.  
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universities, for example The University of Paderborn in 
Germany. He has served as a moderator for the EU Parlia-
ment and addressed the Swedish Parliament. 

His revelations of terrorism, espionage, intelligence 
agency misdeeds, corruption and the consequences of war 
have either been published or followed-up by Time Maga-
zine, The New York Times, BBC, al-Jazeera,The Dan 
Rather Report and El Pais. 
 
Kino’s documentaries and books have been highly suc-
cessful. His report “By God – Six Days in Amman” 
helped to elevate the Iraqi refugee situation as a high po-
litical priority. Thanks to this, a number of countries, for 
example The Netherlands and the U.S.A., have made large 
charitable contributions to diverse refugee organizations. 
He also writes for highly reputed organizations like the 
Minority Rights Group.  
 
His TV series “Assyriska – a national team without a 

country” won The Golden Palm Award at the Bev-
erly Hills Film Festival. He’s been awarded a num-
ber of other prizes, was a six-time finalist for the 
prestigious Swedish investigative award, “The 
Golden Spade,” and has won that award on three 
separate occasions.  
 
His latest publications (books): 
The Swedish Godfather 
The Line in the Sand 
 

 

The novel was first published in Sweden in 
October 2010, original title: ”Gränsen är 
dragen”. The first edition was sold out and a 
trade paperback is under production. All rights 
except the Swedish are free. A complete uned-
ited American version of the text is available.  
 

 

 
 Nuri Kino is a renommed investigative journalist and 
the winner of the European Parliament’s Journalist Prize 

2010. Among several other awards he has also 
won the Golden Palm in Beverly Hills 2006. Nuri 
has followed the developments in Iraq like no 
other Scandinavian journalist. He has reported in 
radio, TV, newspapers, and magazines.  
 

David Kushner worked as a journalist and PR 
man in New York where he and a colleague trans-
lated “Four Screenplays of Ingmar Bergman”. Ten 
years ago he met Nuri Kino and they decided to 
write a screenplay based on the true stories taking 
place in today’s Iraq. It ended up as a novel: “The 
Line in the Sand.”  
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Ok, I will admit from the start I never made it big in 
film music or films or anything.  I didn’t even get 
close.  I didn’t even get remotely close.  But looking 
back after many years it was a magical time and I did 
lots of things I never thought I would so I thought it 
might be worth writing about. 
 

The Beginning 
I was born in 1976 in the UK.  I lived a very normal 
childhood and I liked movies of course (and com-
puter games!).  The first time I think I really noticed 
film music was maybe Jan Hammer in the late 80s 
when I was about 12 maybe doing Miami Vice.  I did-
n’t really watch Miami Vice as I think I was too 
young but I loved hearing the music when it was on 
for a show or the news or anything.  One time in 
Spain on holiday it was on TV and I dragged my 
brother I think to the bar by the pool and we just 
stood there while Jan Hammer was doing his thing.  I 
thought (and still think) he was the coolest.  Then 
when we were in Universal Studios LA doing the 
tour (maybe I was 13 now) they had a Miami Vice 
stunt show and they showed a clip with Jan playing 
his guitar keyboard thing to a VHS scoring and talk-
ing about it.  I thought he had the coolest job in the 
World!  I would tell my parents and brothers excit-
edly when his music was playing during the stunt 
show and they would be polite but they didn’t really 
care much which is understandable! 
 
I liked many kinds of music growing up, Debussy, 
The Rippingtons,  Spyrogyra and of course film mu-
sic like John Williams Indiana Jones and the Last 
Crusade tape (which I still have!) 
 

Engineering 
After school I decided to go to University to study 
engineering as I liked studying sciences and engi-
neering and stuff (I still do).   
 

Summer 1997/1998 
My first foray into movies came in 1997 summer 
when I had to do a internship in something technical 

for my degree.  I didn’t want to work at a bridge 
building company at that point in my life so for some 
reason I thought of movie special effects.  I got out 
the Yellow pages (a UK thing maybe, sorry) and 
phoned around.  The first guy I spoke to mentioned 
James Bond!  Could it be this easy.   A bit later and I 
had an internship working at Leavesden Studios on 
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace.  I won’t go into 
that here but it passed uneventfully and I was spec-
tacularly bad at being a special effects guy (apologies  
to the people who hired me!) 
 
After another year studying, I had another summer 
free and thought if this internship thing is so easy to 
get why not try Hans Zimmer!  The Golden Prize!  
(Of course I loved Rain Man, Driving Miss Daisy, 
etc.)  back in those days I would look at movie post-
ers and look down at who did the music and would 
go depending on who did it!  I was very alone in my 
hobby of doing this (to put it mildly, I think) although 
many people like my brothers and others also liked 
Hans Zimmer’s music and stuff, they just wouldn’t 
scan posters! 
 
So, summer was coming up.  I was sitting at home in 
my Dad’s study.  I think we had dialup maybe by that 
time (internet) but somehow I found Media Ventures.  
I never wanted to be a composer, I definitely didn’t 
want that pressure, I was thinking of hanging out in 
Santa Monica, staying at the Youth Hostel, cycling to 
work and maybe driving tapes around or making tea 
or coffee or something.  I think I spoke to someone 
maybe called Mark. 
“Hi; do you ever offer internships, etc?” 
“Yes, we do” 
“How could I go about doing one to just do general 
work, etc.”  “I live in the UK but can come on BU-
NAC work exchange for the summer and will have a 
temporary visa” 
“Just come over, should be no problem” 
Wow! 
That was pretty much it and my dream was coming 
true surprisingly easily! 
 

 

Adventures In LaLa Land! 
The memories of a film music fan trying to make it big! 

By Pierre Shlimon 
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Touchdown 
So I flew to LA and stayed 1 night in the Back-
packers Paradise motel in Inglewood and had my 
Bunac briefing. A couple of days later, in a bar in 
Santa Monica, I phoned Mark from a payphone.  
They had to cancel as they were just really busy with 
movies so they said they cancelled the entire pro-
gram. I wasn’t too bothered and thought I could now 
try and do something else, surely there must be a 
composer around to meet or work for. So I got a 
beeper! 
 
And I hit the 192 directory (in the Santa Monica Bor-
ders on 3rd street)! Everyone seemed to be in LA, 
James Newton Howard, Mark Isham, James Horner 
etc.  I learned of Gorfaine/Schwartz! 
 

General Living 
Besides trying to do film stuff we also did a lot of 
other stuff.  I stayed at the YHA in Santa Monica just 
parallel to third street and also at a hostel in Venice 
and sometimes at Backpackers Paradise even in Ven-
ice.  I got a rental car.  I met a guy from Chicago in 
the hostel and he sold me his car for 50 dollars.  It 
was a Volvo and didn’t go in reverse so when you 
parallel park you had to be on a hill or you would 
need to push!  My brother came for a visit and we 
went out and drove around listening to the Rock 
score and the Jackie Brown soundtrack all the time! 
 
I tried to get some work and worked for a while at 
Her Majesty’s café.  They were nice guys who 
snubbed Starbucks (Charbucks they called it).  They 
also gave me a key so in the evening when I was hun-
gry sometimes I’d go and eat muffins they didn’t sell 
and were most likely to be thrown out (sorry).  I tried 
to get a job waiting at the Broadway Deli.   
 
There was a girl also interviewing sitting outside with 
a Lion King rucksack.  I’m not one to talk to girls but 
somehow we talked and turns out she was Hans 
Zimmer’s ex-assistant.  She was really nice to me and 
even invited me to her house a few times in Santa 
Monica and we played music (I had my MC-303 with 
me).   
 

Get to the Music already! 
I think my first experiences before or during the time 
I was working that summer were just meeting people.  
Somehow I think maybe I spoke to Basil Poledouris’ 

agent (the late Basil Poledouris RIP) and one day 
they invited me to his studio in Venice.  We just sat 
around with him and his engineer, Tim Boyle I think, 
and his wife.  They were really nice and didn’t mind 
me smoking either.  He wasn’t working on a movie at 
that time and his studio wasn’t really that technical 
with loads or samplers or anything.   
I think he liked sailing a lot and weather was always 
sunny in LA (at least when I was there). We had 
lunch and I told him about Hans and we had strudel I 
think for desert and Basil Poledouris was making a 
joke like “Ve Vill hav zee Strudel mit Hans!”  They 
were really nice and cool and I said thanks and they 
wished me luck and I left.   
 
Although I am not a real big Basil Poldouris fan I 
loved the music to Lonesome Dove (and loved the 
show too).  To think that sitting in my TV room in 
Surrey watching this TV series with Danny Glover 
that years later I would be sitting smoking cigarettes 
with the guy who did the music is kind of surreal but 
it was a real nice experience and a nice memory. 
 
And I kept going to Kinkos and buying time on PC’s 
and sending out CV’s! (24 hours Kinko's probably 
back then!) 
 

My first job/my two jobs 
One day I got offered something from Sony Pictures 
who needed an intern to help computerise their music 
library at the Thalberg annex in the Music executive 
department in Culver City.   
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They said it wasn’t anything really musical and was-
n’t paid but I was happy to do it (extremely happy!)  
My boss was a big man called Burt Berman.  I think I 
met him once for a minute or a few.  He seemed like 
a nice guy and was happy to have me.  I generally 
reported to his secretaries who were down to earth 
level-headed people who provide a balance to the 
crazy A-listers they work for (no disrespect to the A-
listers).  I generally just turned up and sat there doing 
the work.  The place was really nice, even the mail 
room was really nice.  We had lots of free coffee and 
cokes and little kitchens.  The library contained lots 
of CD’s of film scores and other stuff which would 
be available to people working on films who needed 
to look for something.  I would just catalogue the 
CD’s in a computer program on a Compaq desktop 
PC.   
 
It was just a smallish room 
with my room next door I 
think and it had no em-
ployees as such.  There 
was also a grand piano in 
the entrance room be-
tween the entrance and my 
office.  A couple of times 
I would play for myself in 
the evening and once I 
think even the secretaries 
heard me and thought it 
was nice (probably they 
were just being nice).  
That was the closest I got 
to Hollywood success!  I 
was still driving my 50 
dollar car and once or 
twice the attendant in the 
underground garage of-
fered to take it off me when I left!  Something I 
probably would have done if I hadn’t got into an acci-
dent and had it written off. 
 
My other job was in Burbank with a TV guy Geoff 
Levin.  I used to get up in Venice, drive to Sony, 
work, then in the late afternoon/evening drive up to 
Burbank (normally via the beautiful Mulholland 
Drive) and up past Universal Studios on the right.  I 
loved how it felt quiet and rural up there and I was 
seeing parts of LA I never thought I’d see as my main 
intention was to live in Santa Monica and cycle to 

13th Street and Media Ventures only.  I even drove to 
Las Vegas twice; once with a friend and once with 

my brother where we sat around and enjoyed 
smoking indoors (well, me anyway) and the 
cool architecture and the desert on the way 
and the Hoover Dam.   
 
Mr. Levin was a friend of Mark Isham I be-
lieve or an associate and Mr. Isham’s secre-
tary I think contacted me (I think by pager 
while I was playing the Out Run arcade in 
the Backpackers Paradise in Inglewood).   
 
He needed someone to input notes in MIDI 
for him for a musical project for Sun Micro-
systems (I think like a Hawaii pep rally thing 
for employees).  It was like a musical with 
the words changed to Sun Microsystems 
themed ones and I faithfully inputted notes 
listening over and over to Desree’s “You 
Gotta be” (a tune I really like luckily).  It 
was a lot of fun working at night and Mr. 
Levin and Mr. Chinese the real composers 

would also be in there until 1am or even 2am maybe 
in their own studios in adjacent rooms when the sec-
retary had gone home.   
 
I only went into Burbank itself once to cash my 
cheque (they even paid me at the end which was awe-
some!) when I finished the work and was soon to re-
turn home.   
 
You can’t really ask for a more LA experience than 
that!! 
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Daughter of Semiramis 

Hold your back up straight 

Let not the woes of the world 

Break down your will with hate 

 

Like the Tigris and Euphrates 

Did flow for thousands of years 

Tho' the blood of many of your people 

Did flow like endless tears 

 

Daughter of Semiramis 

Hold your shoulders even 

When strain would wear you down 

Recall the gods your forbears believed in 

 

Like the Winged Bull had power 

And strength beyond compare 

Fight the battles of this earth 

As no one else would dare 

 

Daughter of Semiramis 

Hold your body with grace 

Let no ill cause you pain 

Let no one break your pace 

 

As your forefathers did fight 

With courage and with vigor 

You must show your power  

Through education and through rigor 

 

 

 

 

Daughter of Semiramis 

Hold your head up high 

Let no force hold you back 

For you are your own ally 

 

Like your beauteous namesake Queen 

Be all that you can be 

Show the glory of your past and future 

And have faith in God almighty 

 

 

Daughter of Semiramis 

 

By Elizabeth Mickaily-Huber, PhD 
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An investment in knowledge always 

pays the best interest 
 

On May 19, 2013 the 144th commence-
ment at UC Berkeley -Department of En-
gineering took place and the Odah fam-
ily’s celebration began! 
 
Sabrina Odah participated in this cere-
mony, marking her graduation from UC 
Berkeley, Department of Engineering, 
“Master’s of Science – Civil & Environ-
mental Engineering”. It signified the for-
mal ending of one very important chapter 
of her life and the beginning of another. 
 
The Dean congratulated Sabrina on her 
accomplishment. Her professors, family 
and many friends who joined her success 
were cheering while she received her De-
gree. It was a priceless moment & feeling 
witnessing the event. Sabrina walked to-
wards the podium with a genuine smile 
and a humble personality, and her most 
enjoyable moment was moving the tassel 

to the left, that was the 
indication of those 
graduates’ step as they 
join a vital community 
of leaders, builders, 
astronauts, CEOs, re-
searchers, filmmakers, 
even Academy Award 
winners, that is all 
Berkeley Engineering. 
 
Sabrina, you have al-
ways been and will 
continue to inspire and 
motivate many people, 
May the Lord bless 
you and guide you to a 
bright future. We are 
all so proud of your 
accomplishment and 
your journey is yet to 
continue with many 
more chapters, blos-
som life and a suc-
cessful career.  
May your highest 
aspiration be 
achieved. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS ! 
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Victor Hamzaeff 
1952 - 2013 
 
It is with great sadness we must announce that Victor 
Hamzaeff passed away, peacefully at home, May 30th at 
the age of 61. Vic loved life. Those who made his ac-
quaintance soon realized they had encountered a very in-
telligent and intuitive man with great charisma and humor. 
Victor was born May 2, 1952 in Baghdad, Iraq, to Alexi 
and Hannah Hamzaeff. He was of Russian and Assyrian 
descent.  After the devastating death of his adored father, 
Victor found himself traveling with his widowed mother 
and older brother, Alex, to live in Lebanon for one year, 
awaiting papers to allow them into the United States. 
Their arrival in New York was on July 4, 1964 and at the 
young age of 12, Victor absolutely believed the fireworks 
were to celebrate his arrival.  They were sponsored by 
their Uncle in California.   
 
From New York they traveled by bus to San Francisco to 
an upstairs apartment on Mission Street. Being a tough 
neighborhood, he soon found he had to learn to defend 
himself.  During his teen years he worked selling newspa-
pers, upholstering furniture and was employed in his Un-
cles Auto Body Shop, to help supplement the family in-
come. It was during this time he befriended a neighbor, 
Dale Todd, who was raising 3 boys of his own. Dale be-
came a surrogate father for Victor, stood steadfast by him 
and even moved to Sonoma after retiring, to be near Vic-
tor. 

 
Victor excelled in school sports especially soccer, football.  
He also loved jogging the Marina. He became an out-
standing boxer for the San Francisco Police Athletic club, 
winning the San Francisco Golden Gloves Award in the 
Welter Weight division two years in a row. After graduat-
ing from the John O’Connell Trade School, he was excited 
about beginning his first official job as a Sheet Metal 
Worker when tragically, a diving accident in Tiburon, left 
him a quadriplegic. He was 19 years old.  This accident 
immediately changed Victor from a teen, totally immersed 
in the physical world to a person who would eventually 
spend the rest of his life developing his mind and spirit.  
 
He spent an entire year at Santa Clara Valley Spine Center 
receiving extensive rehabilitation. From there, he went to 
his family’s first single-level home, in chilly, foggy West-
lake.  The dismal weather and Victor’s depression from 
the accident set the tone for his best move when a cousin 
visited and offered Victor the opportunity to move, with 
him, to his grandmothers’ home on Austin Street in sunny 
Sonoma. Victor literally left the next day, found someone 
in Sonoma to assist him and could often be found basking 
in the sun, without a shirt, on sunny days in January.   
 
His mother soon followed and in 1979 they found his pre-
sent ½ acre paradise on Orange Avenue. Victor got his 
first taste of the real estate process in the purchase of this 
home, loved it and began diligently studying, earning his 
real estate license in 1983. He was soon hired & inspired 
by Henry Mayo, a broker for Sonoma Properties. Being 
able to make a living on his own, he encouraged his 
mother to retire, ending her years of commuting by bus to 
San Francisco, working as a seamstress at Layne Bryant.  
His mothers’ passing in 1993 was devastating but he en-
dured, with the support of numerous friends, neighbors, 
cousins and aides who made sure he was not alone. Later, 
that same year, he was provided with a van, specialized 
for quadriplegic drivers, enabling him to drive for work 
and pleasure. Once he had the van, he was on the road al-
most every day, even traveling as far as Los Angeles with 
his friend, Carlos.  It was a freedom he hadn’t had for 21 
years. 
 
Victor went on to obtain a Broker’s License in 1996, at the 
urging of his many friends and especially his close busi-
ness associate, Michael Beale of Beale Properties.  He 
became the broker for All Sonoma Brokerage, which was 
later renamed Sonoma Real Estate Co., Inc.  
 

He met his future wife, Chris, from Modesto, at a wedding 
in Bodega Bay. He courted her for 2 years, before, Victor 

In Memoriam 
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 liked to say, she proposed. Ultimately she became a real 
estate agent and his business partner. They loved vacations 
in Hawaii, had as many parties as possible and loved life 
together until brain cancer exhausted him.  
 
Much of this freedom would not be possible without the 
assistance of his aide, Carlos Zelaya who stood by Victor 
for 24 years and more recently, Roy Sevilla. They were 
more like brothers, sharing music, traveling to Reno to-
gether and planning “Men Only” BBQ’s. 
 
Though his time as a boxer was in the past, Victor re-
mained a fighter. His response to what life threw his way 
showed great courage and inner strength. Vic's amazing 
smile and daily passion for living made others often forget 
that he had such a significant disability. 
 
Even in his unique position, Vic always remained a person 
who gave, first and foremost. He was an incredibly opti-
mistic person who was never afraid to show his deep ap-
preciation for life. He was a realist, but also an idealist, 
who cared about justice; he always remained informed and 
engaged in matters of the world. And he brought a lot of 
good into this world by how deeply he cared about things. 
 
Vic was a singular and unforgettable man who inspired 
many, many people. He was also a very funny guy who 
could quickly bring out the humor in others with his own 
sharp wit. Through friendship and love, he became the 
central hub for others, connecting a diversity of people 
who might never have known each other. 
 
Victor was loved dearly and will be missed greatly by his 
family and many friends. He is survived by his wife of 14 
years, brother, Alex Hamzaeff (Irene), niece, Nichole, 
step-daughters Stephanie Duncan and Christine Gervase 
and numerous caring cousins. 
 

Ninos Aho 

1945 - 2013 

 

April 24, 1945: 
Ninos Aho is born to Georges Aho and Saydé Chamoun in 
the village of Girkeh-Shamo, Syria. The strategic place of 
his birth, located in the contemporary Arab world due to 
the division of Mesopotamia during the Sykes-Picot agree-
ment in 1916, set the foundation for Ninos’ future involve-
ment in the Assyrian cause. 
1958: 
Ninos moves from Girkeh-Shamo to the city of Qamishly, 
Syria to continue his studies. 
1961: 
At the age of seventeen, Ninos joins the Assyrian Democ-
ratic Organization (Mtakasto Othurayto Demoqrotayto/
ADO), an underground assembly that aims to promote the 
Assyrian cause. The ADO, the first organization of its 
kind, is forced to work underground due to the existing 
political atmosphere in the Middle East and the push for 
Assyrians to assimilate and call themselves Arabs. 
1965: 
Ninos completes his Baccalaureate and receives a scholar-
ship from the Syrian government affording him the luxury 
of attending Damascus University, majoring in Math, 
Physics and Chemistry. However, because his ongoing 
role in Assyrian activism is directly affected by the poli-
tics in the region, he is unable to complete his degree. 
1969: 
Ninos returns to Qamishly to teach math & science 
courses at the local high school. Malfono means teacher in 
Western Assyrian. Subsequently, in his career, Ninos con-
tinues to be called Malfono as a sign of respect for his na-
tionalistic work. The term Malfono is used interchangea-
bly with Rabi, which means teacher in the Eastern Assyr-
ian dialect. 

 
Malfono Ninos believes with true conviction that Assyri-
anism is a way of life that should encompass an Assyr-
ian’s complete existence. In order to awaken and unite the 
people of a displaced nation, a protagonist to whom As-
syrianism is a way of life must be created. Prompted by 
the state of the Assyrian nation in diaspora, Malfono Ni-
nos feels there is a need for a “New Assyrian”. This gener-
ates the conception of “Atouraya Khata”. 

Furthermore, in order to secure our rights in Occupied As-
syria (regions of modern-day Iraq, Turkey, Syria and 
Iran), Malfono believes there is a dire need for Assyrians 
to have a strong political movement comprised of various 
political parties, organizations and foundations to promote 
the Assyrian cause. 

 
Malfono Ninos’ political activism has taken him around 
the world. The following are examples of a select number 
of instances: 

EARLY YEARS  

PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY  

POLITICS & ACTIVISM  POLITICS & ACTIVISM  

PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY  

EARLY YEARS  
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 In 1970, along with fellow Assyrian revolutionaries 
Malfono Jean Kardously, George Bet-Shlimon and 
the late Gowriyé Alyo, Malfono Ninos is chosen to 
represent the ADO at the Assyrian Universal Alli-
ance’s Third World Congress in Cologne, Germany. 

Malfono Ninos has the honor of working with the As-
syrian Universal Alliance (AUA) in 1974, and con-
tributing to the creation of bylaws meant to be util-
ized by Assyrians worldwide. 

Malfono Ninos and the late Nadan Younadam travel to 
Russia in 1986 to retrieve Freydon Atoraya’s mani-
festo titled, “Urmia Manifesto of the United Free 
Assyria”. With the help of Dr. Elia Vartanov, they 
are able to recover and translate the manifesto. 

In 2003, Rabi Yosip Bet Yosip and Malfono Ninos rep-
resent Occupied Assyria at the World Congress of 
Poets (a UNESCO affiliation) in Taipei, Taiwan. 
Several years later they return to the Congress, this 
time held in Kenosha, Wisconsin, where they raise 
our flag in the name of Occupied Assyria alongside 
the flags of 22 other nations, a very proud moment 
for all Assyrians. 

In Australia in 2003, Malfono and Rabi Yosip Bet 
Yosip continue to edify people on the origins, his-
tory and future of the Assyrians. 

In 2005, Malfono Ninos meets Malfono Sabri Atman, 
the founder and director of Seyfo Center – Assyrian 
Genocide Research Center. Malfono Ninos becomes 
heavily involved in the organization’s work, as his 
belief is that the tragic genocides inflicted upon our 
people can be our unifying factor. In 2008, he is 
named Seyfo Center’s Honorary Global Ambassa-
dor. 

Malfono Ninos participates in the European Union sym-
posium on Assyrian Rights and the Democratization 
of Turkey in Brussels, Belgium in 2010. 

Malfono fervently supports Assyrian lobbyists who 
have petitioned Washington against the political 
marginalization of the Assyrian people and is an in-
tegral player in the struggle for the Assyrians to re-
gain ownership of the Nineveh Plains. 

In pursuit of his Assyrian vision, Malfono has been ex-
posed numerous times to the prevailing political turmoil of 
the the Middle East, being both kidnapped and hijacked on 
different occasions. 

 
Utilizing his innate talent, Malfono Ninos uses poetry as an 
outlet to deliver his nationalistic passion and ideology. He 
inspires fellow Assyrians through his declarations of belief. 
Due to the moving messages contained in his poetry, many 
of Malfono Ninos’ works have been set to music, both tra-
ditional folkloric melodies and original compositions. 

Prior to 1968, singing in the Suryoyo dialect was forbidden 
in the Western Assyrian community; it was considered a 
sacred language to be used only in church liturgy (in con-
trast to the Eastern Assyrians, who already had traditional 
song). At the time, Western Assyrians sang in Arabic, 
Kurdish and Turkish at gatherings and celebrations. The 
ADO believed that our nation would not be able to sustain 
itself without folkloric traditions. Consequently, they set 
out to renew the Assyrian song in the Western culture of 
the nation. 

As a result of the ADO functioning as an underground na-
tionalistic movement, they had to utilize the church choir to 
bring these songs to the community. Overcoming initial 
skepticism regarding this idea, Malfono Ninos was at the 
forefront of organizing the church choir and teaching them 
these songs, which they began to perform at various parties 
and functions. This innovative idea was well received; in 
later years, when these choir members immigrated to other 
countries, they organized new choral groups, perpetuating 
the idea of the Assyrian song. Consequently, the current 
industry of Assyrian music today is a direct result of the 
young nationalistic revolution headed by the ADO in the 
1960’s. 

 
1971: 
Malfono Ninos immigrates to the United States and assimi-
lates into the large Assyrian community in Chicago, IL and 
the American way of life. 
1975: 
Malfono Ninos marries Ogareet Bakkal (daughter of Ab-
dulNoor Bakkal and Widad Atmaja) in Kamishly, 
Syria.  They soon settle into life in Chicago and begin to 
build their family. 
1984: 
The Aho family relocates to Sturbridge, MA. 
1987: 
Malfono Ninos and Ogareet’s family continues to grow 
with the birth of their fourth child.  Malfono and Oga-
reet bestow unique Assyrian names upon their children; 
Romrama (higher than the highest), Zalgai (rays of the 
sun), Delmon (paradise) and Enleil (a chief Assyrian de-
ity). 
1991: 
Believing that Assyrian heritage, traditions and civilization 
are all based in Assyria (regions of modern-day Iraq, Tur-
key, Syria and Iran), Malfono Ninos and Ogareet move 
their family to Aleppo, Syria in order for Malfono to au-
thentically promote his belief in the Assyrian cause. Even 
though the family’s return to the homeland is a sacrifice for 
them on many levels, their love for their nation outweighs 
their struggles. 
2001: 

FAMILY  FAMILY  

CAREER  
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Malfono Ninos, Ogareet and their children return to the 
United States when Malfono is diagnosed with Non-
Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. 
2012: 
Tragedy strikes the Aho Family.  Delmon Aho, Ninos 
and Ogareet’s third child, and eldest son, unexpectedly 
passes away due to a heart attack. 
2013: 
The Aho family currently resides in Los Angeles, CA 
where Malfono Ninos continues to bravely battle his ill-
ness with positive resolve, encouraged by his loved ones 
including eldest daughter Romrama’s family; her hus-
band Aphram Khalbourji and their sons Albert Romiel 
and Marc Antony Robby. 
 

Samuel Jacobs 

1921-2013 

By Ninous Beitashour   

 

Samuel Jacobs was born in the village of Yangija, Ur-
mia. Iran, on March 16,1921.  Sam Jacobs, the youngest 
of five brothers and sisters, migrated to Almavir Russia, 
with his parents and siblings, where a large number of 
the Assyrians from Urmia had resided. There, he at-
tended the Assyrian 
schools and afterwards, 
finished his high school 
education at the Rus-
sian schools.  Sam met 
and married Zoja, the 
love of his life, in Ger-
many. After the conclu-
sion of World War II, 
Sam and Zoja migrated 
to the United States and 
settled in Santa Bar-
bara, California. Sam and Zoja often spoke of the beauty 
of the orange groves in Santa Barbara. Sam, thru differ-
ent contacts he had established in Santa Barbara, learned 
of a large Assyrian community that resided in the Cen-
tral Valley. Being a true Assyrian at heart, Sam decided 
to join the larger Assyrian community of Turlock, Cali-
fornia with his wife Zoja and their two daughters, Nina 
and Magda. After Sam and Zoja settled in Turlock, Cali-
fornia, Sam became involved with the Assyrian commu-
nity. The present Civic Club of Turlock was in existence 
and the membership decided to buy a parcel of land to 
build an Assyrian hall for their membership and the 
community. Sam Jacobs was always very talented and 
gifted with the use of his hands as a builder. Sam volun-
teered and joined with others to build the Assyrian Hall. 
His friends encouraged him to seek employment as a 

carpenter in San Francisco. His friends and fellow As-
syrians like John Komo, Luther Warda, the Michael 
brothers, Russ Shimon and others, were in the construc-
tion trade at the time. After working alongside his fellow 
Assyrians, Sam joined the San Francisco Carpenters Un-
ion and was a lifetime member. While working as a car-
penter on a full time basis, and taking care of his wife 
Zoja, their four children, Nina, Magda, Helen and Alex, 
Sam attended Heald’s college in San Francisco at night 
in order to gain knowledge in design and engineering to 
obtain his general contractors license. Sam obtained his 
general contractors license in 1960 and formed his own 
company under the name of Samuel Jacobs Construc-
tion, Inc. The talented and visionary, Samuel Jacobs, 
developed and constructed over one hundred homes and 
apartment buildings in the greater San Francisco Bay 
Area. During his time as a builder, Sam Jacobs also su-
pervised many projects for Angelo Sangiacomo, a well-
known developer in San Francisco. Sam was well known 
and respected for his honesty, integrity, and quality of 
his construction. 
 
Samuel Jacobs was very proud of his “Assyrian Heri-
tage”. Sam Jacobs was a founding member, and was 
elected as the First President of the Assyrian Founda-
tion of America. He was honored many times by its 
membership. His vision was always inspiring to all.  
Samuel Jacobs was also a founding father and builder of 
the Assyrian Church of the East Mar Narsai Parish in 
San Francisco. He attended church service on a weekly 
basis and was a member of Motwa, among other church 
committees. Whenever repairs were needed, Sam was 
always available and offered his helping hand to his 
community. His expertise and talent was always appreci-
ated. During this time, Sam was also a member of the 
American Assyrian Association of San Francisco. The 
membership of this club consisted mainly of the first 
generation of American born Assyrians. When the 
American Assyrian Association purchased an old build-
ing on Monterey Boulevard, in San Francisco, Sam Ja-
cobs spent every Saturday and Sunday helping to re-
model the hall. Sam Jacobs loved his Assyrian people 
and nation. Whenever there was a meeting, be it local, 
national or international, Sam was proud to participate. 
Sam and his wife Zoja traveled to Sydney, Hawaii, Chi-
cago, Hartford, Los Angeles, San Diego, San Jose and 
Turlock to attend many “conventions” hosted by various 
Assyrian Organizations. Sam Jacobs always encouraged 
his family to participate and be part of the Assyrian com-
munity.  Although Samuel Jacobs loved the “United 
States of America” and was proud to be an “American”, 
he never forgot his Assyrian roots.  
Sam and his wife Zoja eventually moved to Marin 
County and settled in Greenbrae, California. Remember-
ing how difficult it was to start out in a new country, 
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Sam and Zoja welcomed, into their home, many Assyrians 
that migrated to the United States. Their home was always 
filled with much love, warmth, Assyrian music and great 
food. Sam Jacobs and his wife zoja always tried to help 
fellow Assyrians that were in need of support or assis-
tance. Sam was a wonderful husband, father, and grandfa-
ther and great-grandfather. He was also a great friend to 
those who were fortunate to have met him.  
Sam passed away on February 8, 2013 at St. Luke’s Hos-
pital in San Francisco, California, surrounded by his fam-
ily.  Sam passed away leaving behind the love of his life, 
Zoja, four children, five grandchildren, one great-
grandchild, two son-in-laws and many friends and family 
members. His loving and energetic spirit will live with 
them forever.  May you rest in peace Sam, for you have 
done your share of serving God, your nation and human-
ity. You will be missed my friend of many years. 
 

Lily Gail Jacob  

December 14, 2001 - 
July 11, 2013  

Lily Gail Jacob died Thurs-
day, July 11, 2013. She was 
11 years old. Lily unexpect-
edly passed in less than one 
day after the entire family 
was suffering food poison-
ing while vacationing in 

Costa Rica. Lily is survived by her parents Sargon Jacob 
and Juliana Touney Jacob, sisters Summer and Ashley 
Jacob, maternal grandmother Winifred Touney, fraternal 
grandparents Martin and Gail Jacob, and 11 uncles, 8 
aunts and 30 cousins. She was born in Sacramento, CA on 
December 14, 2001. 
At the time of her 
death she was living 
in La Selva Beach, 
CA and attended 
Valencia and Rio del 
Mar schools. Lily 
was a very bright 
and happy girl who 
loved spending time 
with her family, mu-
sic, playing the pi-
ano, baking, knit-
ting, singing, swim-
ming, reading, and 

soccer. She was a joyful and active girl. She was an excep-
tional student and had planned to attend Stanford Univer-
sity when she grew up. Lily had so much pride in herself 
and tried hard in all that she did. Lily was very grown up 
and wise for her age, and was an eager and able helper at 
school and at home. She was a faithful friend and nurtur-
ing sister. She had an infectious laugh, a smile and big hug 
for all. One of the ways she was unique was her many per-
sonal relationships with adults (many have told me this). 
The size of her heart was immeasurable. She was never 
afraid to stand up for what was right and support those that 
needed a voice. She was just starting her pathway into be-
coming a beautiful young woman, with an uncommon 
amount of both grace and humility. She will be sorely 
missed by everyone who knew her but especially her two 
younger sisters and parents.  

Lily was the best daughter anyone could have dreamed of 
having and we are thankful to God to have been blessed 
by her presence for 11 years. We will never understand 
this, but take solace in her lack of suffering. She was short 
changed in time, but the time she had was full. We will 
miss her always. A visitation will be held for Lily on Fri-
day, July 19th, 2013 at Benito & Azzaro Pacific Gardens 
Chapel, 1050 Cayuga St. in Santa Cruz from 6-8 pm. The 
Funeral Mass will be on Saturday, July 20th at Resurrec-
tion Church, 7600 Soquel Dr. in Aptos beginning at 10 
am. A Reception will be held after the funeral, at 12:30 
pm, at Seascape Resort, 1 Seascape Resort Dr. in Aptos. 
Donations can be made to The Lily Gail Jacob Education 
Fund C/O Assyrian Foundation of America, PO Box 2660 
Berkeley, CA 94702 or visit their website, 
www.assyrianfoundation.org 
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 ܼͰͼܵܕ ͕

ܵ
Εܼͯ͘ ͘ ܼܿͥ  
 

ȐȁȤܹȚ ܕ ǳ ܼܐܿ ܿȂܼǪ .ǧȂܵȈܵܪȨȔܐܿܘ ȃܼȎǳȔܸ ،ȜȔܸǶȁܵ  
 

 Ɂȋܸܡ ܵܕǳ݇ ܿȡܼ Ȑị̑ Ȯܵȏ ܿȌܼȁ Ȥǫ̣ܼܘܗܝ Ȩܹȡܵ ǵȈܹ ǧȚܹǶܼȔܗ ǩǳܵǸ ܼܗܿ ܿǸܼ
ǩ ܹǳ̈Ȃܼȏ ܿȗܼܕ ǩܵܪǳȕܸǪ Ǩܗܵܘ . ǧȡܵ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȥܵȤܵȚ ǨܵܬǶȋܵ ܪȨ݇Ǫܵ Ȑị̑

Ȥǫ̣ܼܘܗܝ ܿǸܼ ǧȡܵ ǵȈܹ ܝǵȂ ܿ
ܼǪ̣ȨܵȆǪܸ ǧǭܹȴ ܿ

ܼǭ̰ ǧȎܹ Ȥǫ̣ܼܘܗܝ، ܼܐܿ ܿǸܼ:  
 

 ǵȉܹȁ ǧǫܵȈܸ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ   
ǧǼܵȂܼȌȥ ǵȉܹȁ݇ ܕܼܘ   

ǵȉܹȁ ǧǫܵȈܸ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ  
ǧȘܵȁܼȤȋ ǵȉܹȁ݇ ܕܼܘ  
ǧȘܵȂȈܙ ǵȉܹȁ݇ ܕܼܘ  

ǩܕܵܪǶܼȔ ܕ̇ܗܝ Ɂȁ ܿǦܼȋ  
ǧǼܵȁܼȤȚǵȉܹȁ݇ ܕܼܘ . 

  
ǧȏܵȢܵȔǶܼȚ ǳ݇ ܿǹܼȈ ǵȉܹȁ ǩȤܵǫܵȕǪܸ  

  ܵܐܹܬȨܹȡܵ Ǩܗ
 ܹȮȥܵ ǵȏܹȋܸ ǵȕܹȅܵ ȊȢܸȥܵ  

Ȥܹǫ̣ܗ ܿǸܼ ̇ܗܘ ȖȆܸȈ ǧȋܵܵܐܸܙܠ ܵܬ  
ǵȌܹ ܘܵܗȨܹȡܵ ǧȡܹܗ ܿȗܼ ܡǷܸȋ  . ܼܗܿ

  
ɀܼܘȨǫȂܼǫ ܿǸܼ ̇ܗܝ  
 ̇ǵȉܵȁ ܼܝȨǫȂܼǫ ܿǸܼ  
ɀܼܘȨȎȤܵǼȥܸ ̇ܗܝ  
 ̇ǵȉܵȁ ܼܝȨȎȤܵǼȥܸ  
ɀܼܘȨȆȉ ܿȋܼ ̇ܗܝ  
 ̇ǵȉܵȁ ܼܝȨȆȉ ܿȋܼ  
 ̇ǵȎܵȠܸȉǸܵ ǳǪܸ  
 ̇ǵȎܸܵܪȨȡܵ ǳǪܸ  
 ̇ǵȏܵȢܸȦȎܵ ǳǪܸ . 
 ̇ǵȈܵȨȢܸȦȎܵ ǧȡܵ . 
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ȂܼȌـȤܵܡ ܿȥܼܕ ǨܵܬȤܵـǪ   
ǨܵܬǶܼțȁܼܪ ܿǷܼǪ ȃȆ݂ȌܵȥǶܼǭ ȃܼȉȆ ܿȋܼ   

ȃȆ݂Ȉܵ ܥȤܸȌ ܿȋܼ ǧȗܵȤ ܿȋܼ ȃȡǶ̇ǫ̣ȥ ȷȈܵ   
ȃẹ̏ȨܵȗǶܿȕțܵȈ ȷȉܹȆ ܿȋܼ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ Ƕܼḛ̏ ȃȡǶܿǫ̣ȥ ȷȈܵ  .  

 

ȃ ̈ȅ݂ܵܬǵܵ ܵǪ̣ ǵȉȦȉܸȚ Ɂȁܿܘܢ ܼܐܿ       ȃȥǶ̇ȉȚ ܼܐܿ
ȷȉܵȂ ܿǹܼǪ ǶܼȌǸܵܬǨ ܼܘܿ ܿǷܼǪ      

ȃȆ݂ȉܵȂ ܿǹܼȈ ܝȨ ܿ
ܼȁܼǷǹ ܿȋܼܡ ܕǷܸȈܵ ܝȨȎ݇       ܼܐܿ

ȷȉܵȂ ܿǸܼܘ ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȗܵȠȌܸǪ     .  
 

ȂܼȌـȤܵܡ ܿȥܼܕ ǨܵܬȤܵـǪ   
ǧȋܵܵܪ Ȋȉܸȗܸ ȃȆ݂ȥܹܵܪ ǵȈܹ ȷȉܹȆ ܿȋܼ   

ǩܵܪȨ݇ǫܵȈ ȃȅ݂Ȥܵȗܸǳ ܿȋܼܕ ȷȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ Ƕܼḛ̏ ȃȡǶܿǫ̣ȥ ȷȈܵ   
ȃȆ݂ȏܵǭܵܕ ǧȌܵȂܵȡ ݇ܬȤ ܿǪܼ ܬܝ ܿǶܼȁܼ ܝȨȎ݇ .  ǵ̇Ǫܝ ܕܼܐܿ  

 

 ܵȮȆȉ ܿȋܼ ǧȌܵȥܸȤ ܿǪܼܕ ȃȅ݂ܼܘܵܬȤȂܼț ܿȥܼ Ɂȁ       ܼܐܿ
Ȩܝ ܿȁܼܝ ܵܗܘȨ ܿȁܼȠȋܼܵܝ ܕǳȏȋܸ Ȋȅ ܗܘܼܝ      

ǳȁܼȨȗ Ȥ ܘܼܕܿ ܿ
ܼǫ̣ȗ Ƿǹܼܝ ȃȆ݂ǹܵǪ̣ǶܼȦȈ ܕܼܕܿ ܿȋܼ      

ȊȆȈ ǧȏܵȁܵȠ ܿȋܼȨȋܸ ǨǵܵȈܵ ܿǦܼǪ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȌܵȁ .      ܘܵܗܹܘȃȆ݂Ȉܵ Ǩ ܼܗܿ  

ܚ ȊȉܸȘܸȈ ܕܼܘܙ    ܿȠܼǸܵ ǵȈܹ ȃܼȌ ܿǸܼ  
ǧȂܹȎܕܕܼܘ ǧ ܹȗ̈ǳ ܿȡܼ ȃȡǶܿǫ̣ȥ ȷȈܵ   

 ܵȮȂȏܵȕǪܸ ȃȆ݂ȏܵȂܵǫ̣ȕܸȈ ȃܼǼȌȥܵ  .  
 

Ɂȁ ܸܕȨȉܵȡ ܘȤܵȚܬ        ܼܐܿ
 ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸܕ ǧ ܹț̈Ȉ ǧȡܵ ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܼܐܿ ܵȆ݂țܵȦǪܸ      

ȃȆ݂Ȍܵȉȗܵ Ȑị̑ ǧǪܵܕܵܪ ǧȋܸܵܕ ȐȚܸܵܐ      
ǧ ܹȏ̈Ȃ ܿȗܼܕ ǧ ܹȘ̈ȋܸܕ Ɂȁܐ ǵȉܹȁ ǧ ܵȆ݂țܵȦȚܸ     .  

 

ȂܼȌـȤܵܡ ܿȥܼܕ ǨܵܬȤܵـǪ   
ǧǭܵܵܙܘ ȃȏܵȦܵȚ̮ܼܘȳ ܿܘܢǵȈ ȃܼȉȆ ܿȋܼ   

ȃẸ̑Ȉܵ ǧțܵȆܸ ܿȋܼ ǧȂܵȘǪܵ ȮܵǼ ܿȋܼȤ ܿȡܼܕ Ȑ ܿȌܼȁܼܐ   
ǵȂܝ ܼܿẠ̑Ǫ ܗܵܘܘ ȃܼȏȋܸ ǧȅܹ ȃ ܼܗܿ ̈ȅ݂ܵܬǵܵ ̣Ǫܵ Ǩ ܕܼܐܿ ܹǵ̈Ȉܵ ܿǦܼȈ ܼܝȤȡ   

 

ǧ ܹȏ̈țܵȈǶܼǭ ǩȤܸȋܵ ǩܕܵܬܘܵܪ ȷȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ Ɂȁ       ܼܐܿ
ǧȌܵǹ ܿțܼȋ ǧǫܵȏ݇ǮܹȈ ȃȏȉܸ ܿǸܼܘ      

ǧȗܵܪ ǧ ܕܵܐܵܗǨ ܼܐܿ ܹȦ̈ȉܵȚ ȃȥǶ̇ȉȚ      
ǳܸȦܪ ܿȡܼ ȷȈܵ ǧȎܵȤ݇Ǹܹ݇ܐ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȡܵ     .  

ǦǹܵǪǶܼȁܢ ܪǶȁܼܵܘܫ ܼܐܿ  ܼܕܿ

*  ǳ ܿȂܼǪ ȖȂܼȉǮȎܸܐ : ȤǪܵـ ܗܼܘ ȃܼȉȁǦܹ ܼȆܵȂܼȋ ȨȂǪܵǷܵȂȈܸܐ  
*  ȇȈܵܬܼܘܪ ،ȖȂܼǭܪ ܿǶܼȂܼǭ ǧȂܵǪǶܼǻ ،ǧȁܵܬܿܘܵܪǦܵȈ ǧȌܵǭܵܬܼܘܪ  

ܼͯـΑܵܡ  ܿΒܼܕ ͕
ܵ

 ͗ـΑܵܬ
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ǨܵܬǶܼȂȏܵ ܿȆܼȁ ܗܵܘܠ ܼܐܿ  ܼܐܿ
ǨܬܼܘܵܬȤȁܵ  ǨܼܘܵܬȤǭܵܬ ܿȤܼȂܼȋ 
ǧȁܵܙǶܼȏȥ  ǧȂܵȎܵǶܿȏȡܵ ȷȈܵ 
ǧȑܵǶܿȌȎܵ  ǧȎܵǶܿȏȡܵ 
ǧȒܵȆܼ ܿǻܼ   ǧȎܵǶܿȏȡܵ ؛Ǩܹܪܐܵܙ 

ǧȗܵܵܙܘ  ǧ ܵǭ̰Ƕܵǭ̰ 
ǧȏܵȂܵǪܼܸܨ  ǧȁܸܵܪܵܙ 

ǨܵܬǶܼȌȉ ܿȥܼ  ǧȌܵȉܵȥ 
ǧ ܵǮܼȁܼǷȋ  ǳ ܿȂܼǪ ȷȉܵȂܼǫܼǭ 

ǨܼܘܵܬȤȂܼȦ ܿȅܼ ܬ ܿȤܼȂܼȡ 
ǧȏܵȁ Ǭǫܵȑ  ܼܙܿ ǧȆܵ؛ ܼܐܿ ܿ

ܼḛ̏ 
ǧȏܵȁܼǷȋ   ǧȏܵǫܸȅǶܼḛ̏ 

ǧȂܵȉܵȅܵǶܼȑ  Ȋ ܵȂܼǸܕ 
ǨܵܬǶܼȎȨܵȈǶܼȆܼ ܿȎܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȉȂܼḚ̑Ț 

ȊȂ ܹǪܼܹܬ  ǧȂܹȎܕܼܘ 
 ܵȮȋܐܼܘ  Ȩ ܿȉܼȋܸ 
ǧȡܸܵܙܕ  ǨܵܬǶܼȡ  ܼܗܿ

ǨܪܼܘܵܬǦǸܹ  Ǩܵܐܵܙܕܼܘܵܬ 
ǧȏܵȂܵȗܸܪ  Ȋ ܵȂܼǸ 
ǧȏܵȏܵǻ  ܬ ܿȤܼȂܼȡ 
ǧǻܵܗ  ǧǸܵȨȋܸ  ܼܪܿ

ǧǹܵȁܼȠ ܿȎܼ  ǩȤܵǫܵȏ̄ ܿǭܼ 
ǧǼܵȚܵǶܼǸ   ܵȮȦ ܿȉܼ ܿ

ܼḛ̏ 
ȨȁܼܵܕܐǶܿǫܼȗܵ ȊȌܵȘܵǪ 

ǨܵܬǶܼȎǳܵǫܼȘ ܿȋܼ ܪǦȅܵ 

 ǧȎܵȴǪ ܿǳܼȋ ܵܗܘܼܝ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ ܝǵȁ ܿȴܼȆ ܿȆܼǪܘ ǨܵܬǶܼǹȂܼȦǹǪ ǧȏܵȁ
ܢ ܿȨܼȋܼܘǦǪ ǧȂܵȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ǧ ܵǭܼܪ ܿǳܼǪܘ  . ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ ǧ ܵḛ̏ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ܢ ܘܸܐ

ǨǷܵȡǶܼȎ ǨܵܗǦܵȈ Ǻ ܿǼܼȋܵ ȨǪܸ Ȑ ܿȂܼ ܿǹܼǪ Ǻ ܿǭܼ ܢ ǩǳܵǸ ܐܼܘȮܵȋ ̄ܐȤ̄ǸܹܵܬǨ  : ܼܗܿ ܸܐ
 Ǩ̄ܗܵܘ Ǩܵܗܹܘ ȷȈܹܘ Ǩܵܘǵ̄ȁ ȮܵȢȂܼȈܬ Ȯܵȋܿܗܝ ܐܼܘ ،Ȑ ܿǫܼǭܹ Ȑȋܼ Ǩ̄ܗܵܘ ǧȁܵܵܗܘ

ǧȌܵȥܸ ǳ̄ ܕǦܸȚܵܫ ̄ܗܵܘǨ ܕǶܼȏȋܸ ǩȤܵȂܼȅܼܿܗ ǦܸȢܵǪܡ ܿǸܼ ǵܿȈܵ  . ǵǮܵȁܘܿܗ
ȷȈܵܵܐǶܼȥ Ǩܵܐܵܗ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȁܵܵܬǦǪܹ : ܢ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ Ȯܵȉȗܸ ǵܿȉܵȁ ܕܼܝǶܼȋ

 ȮܵȦȂܼȚܿܗܝ ܕ ǵܿȉܵȆǪܘ ،ǵܿȉܵȁ ܝǵȁ ܿȨܼȁܼǷǸܕ Ǩ ǶܵȢȒܹܬ̈ ܿȗܼ ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȆǪ
ȊȂ، ܐǳȏ̄ȋܸ ǧȏܵȁܼܹܪ̄ܫ  ܹǪܼܕܹܬ ܹȮ̈ȂܵȏțܸȘ ܿǪܼܪ ܿǦܼǪ ǨܵܬǷǪܸܪǶܼǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ

ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȂǸܵ ȮܵȂȌܵȌ ܘǵܵǪܼǶܼȦȈ ȮܵȂܼȦȎ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȈܹܪܼܘܿܗ  ܿȗܼ ܿܗǶܼǸܪܼܘ
 ،ȷȈܵܵܐǶܼȥ ǨܵܗǦܵȈ ǧȏܵȉܵǫ ܿȡܼȨȋܸ ǧȂܵȎܵǶܼȚ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ǧ ܵǪܼǵȂܵȈ  ܿܗ؟ǶܼȏȦܵȉܹȈܘ

 ǧ ̈ǹܹȁܼȠ ܿȎܼ ،ǧ ̈ȏܹȎܵܵܗܘ Ȑ ܿǼܼ ̈Ȃܼȉ ܿȦܼȈ Ȑ ̈ ܿȏܼȂ ܿȗܼ ܡǳ̄ȡܵ Ǻ ܿȁܼȨ ܿȋܼܕ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȁȠܵȈ ܼܐܿ
 Ȑ ̈ ܿȋܼǶܿȂȒܵȈ ،ܢ

ܿ
ǵܵ̈ܬܼ ܵǪܼ ǩ ܕܼܐܿ ܹǳ̈ȂܵȘȈ ،Ȑ ܿȌܼ ܿȗܼܕ ǧ ܹȦ̈ț̮ ܿȏܼǹȂܼǪܼܢ ܕ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ

ǧȁܹȳܵܐܬܿܘ ܹȮ̈ȌܵȂܸȈ ،ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȅ Ȑȋܼ Ȋȉܸȗܸ ܫǶܼǪܘ ،Ǩ ܹǵ̈Ȍ ܿȦܼȋ. 
ܚ،  ܿǷܼǸܵܘ Ǻ ܿȦܼǭܼܵܪ ȨǪܸ Ȋȉܸȗܸܕ Ǩ ܹǷ̈ȡǶܼȏȈ ȮܵȢȂܼȌ ܿȗܼ Ȯܵȏ ܿȌܼǸ ܿȨܼǪ   

 ǧ ܹȂ̈ȌܵȌ ܿȗܼ ǧ ܹȗ̈Ƕܼǫ ܿȋܼ ǧȎܹ ǵȂܝ ܼܐܿ ܿȉܼȅܕ ǧȂܵǸܵܘ ǧȂܵȈܵܨ ǧȗܵǶܼǫ ܼܐܿ ܿȋܼ
 ȮܵȑܸܐȨ ܿȥܼ ǩǳܵǸ ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܼܕܗܘ ǵܿȉܵȁ  Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȌܵȁܸ ܢ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ

 ܵȮȂȎܵȨܵȋܿܗ ܐܼܘǶܼǸܼܘȤǪ ȮܵȏțܵȉܸǸ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ ȷȈܵܘ ȮܵȁܼǶȡ  . Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȌܵȁܸ
 ǧȌܵȁܸܿܗ، ܘ ̈ǶܼȎǶܿȏǪ ǧȡܵ ǧǸܵܪܼܘ Ǩܕܵܐܵܗ Ȯܵȏțܵȉ ܿȋܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܼܗܘ

 ǧ ܵǭܼܪ Ȑ ܕǵܿȈ ȃܼǼȋܵܘ ܼܕܿ ܿǼܼ ̈Ȃܼȉ ܿȥܼ ǧȡܵ ȷȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܼܗܘ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ
ǧȏܵǼܵȈǶܼȥܕ ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ. 

 Ǻ ܿțܼȉȁܵ ȨǪܸ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȏܵȂܵǼȑȤܸȅܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȎܵȨܵȋܐܼܘ Ȑ ̈ ܿȂܼ ܿǹܼǪ ܚ ܿȤܼȆ ܿȚܼ ܢ    ܸܐ
 ǧ ܹȥ̈ܵܬǶܼȆǪ ،ܝǵȁ ܿȨܼȏܵǪ ȍ ܿȗܼ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȅܵܕܼܘ ǧǪܵȤܵǪ ،ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ܹȮ̈Ȍܵȁܸܕ

 ǧ ܹȂ̈Șܵȑ ܡǳ̄ȡܵ ǩܵܪǶܼǻ ȇܼȁ ǧ ܕǧȏܵȁ ǧȂܹȉȅܸ ǧȦܵȉܵȚ ܼܐܿ ܹȏ̈ȉܵȢ ܿǹܼǪܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼܕ
 ǧȏܵȁܼܐ ،ǧ ̈ǹܹǪܼܸܕ ǧ ܹǫܼȁܼǵȁܘ ǧȦܹȂܼȉȚ ،ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼ ܿȗܼ ǧȦܹȁܼȤǭ ǧȏܵȁ ǧȦܹȂܼȚܕ

ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚ . ܕ.ܪܼܘȃǸܵ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǶܼǸ ȮܵȁܼǷǸ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȈܹ Ȯܵȁܙܵܕǧǰܵ، ܗ
 ܵȮȏȁܵǶȢܵȋܘ ȮܵȂǸܵ  . ȇܼȁ ǶܼȌȂܸȈ ǧȁܵǷܵǹǪܸ ǳܿܗ ܼܐܿ ܿȅܼ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܘ

 ǧ ܹȡ̈ܿܗ ܘܸܙܕ ̈Ƕܼȡܬ ܸܙܕǶܼǪ ǧȦܵȉܵțǪܸܘ ȮܵȂܼȉȅ ǩȤܵȒܵȁܼܐ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼܘ ǧǹܵȁܼȠ ܿȎܼ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ
 ،ȮܵȂȎܵȨܵȋܪܣ ܐܼܘ ǧ ܕܐܼܘȨȋܼܘܿܗ، ǶܼțȉܵȂܼǪܿܗ ǵܿȉܵȁ ܵܐܵܗǨ ܼܕܿ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȏǪܕ

 ǧȁܵܵܘǵǪܹ ،ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ ǧȏܵȂܵȒȎܸ ȷȈܹǶܼǫ ܿȡܼ ǳ ܿȅܼ ،ǧȏܵǪܼ ȤܵܬǨ ܕܼܙܿ ܵǫܼȘǪܘ
 Ȑȋܼ Ȯܵȏȏܵ ܿǻܼܘ ȮܵȂȎܵȨܵȋܫ ܐܼܘǶܼǪܘ ǧȌܹǸ ǶܼǪ ǵܿȉܵȁܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǩ ܼܙܿ

 ǧȡܵ ܪܣ ǵܿȈܵ ǧțܵȉ ܵܐܵܗǨ ܼܕܿ ܿȋܼܕ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȁȠܵȈ ǶܼȌȁܸܿܗ، ܘǧȗܵǳܵȂܼǪ ܕܼܐܿ
ܗܿ  ܼǶ̈ȎǶܿȏǪ. 

 ǵǮܵȁܿܗ ،ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ȮܵȑܸܐȨ ܿȥܼ ǧȌܵȁܸܚ ܕ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȁܵǷܵǹǪܸ ǳ ܿȅܼܘ   
ǩܵܪȤܵȥ Ǩܢ ܵܐܵܗ ܿȨܼȡܵ ǧȂܵȉǭܸ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵȂܵțǪܸ : ،Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ
 ܵȮȏȏܵ ܿǻܼܘ ǨܵܬȤȂܼȦ ܿȅܼܘ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȂȎܵȨܵȋܚ .  ܐܼܘ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȂܵǼܵȌǪܸ ǳ ܿȅܼܘ

 ȮܵȉȂܼȢȑ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܚ ܕ ܿǶܼȁ ǧțܵȉܵȂܼǪ ،ǧȁܵȤܵǸܵ̄ܐ ǨǷܵȡǶܼȎ ǨܵܗǦܵȈ
 ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧȏܵ ܵǭ̰ǶȈܵ ǧȦܵȌȥܸ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼܘ ،ǩȴܹȂܼț ܿȥܼ ǩȴܹǪܼܵܘǳǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ

ܿܗ܀ ǧȎܹ ܕȨȂܵȉܵȁܼܼܘ̈ ܿǦܼǪ ܢ ܿȨܼȋܼܘǦǪܘ Ǩ  ǶȦܵǪܵܬǶܵȚ̈ܬܹ

ǧǹܵȂܼǫܼȥ  ǩȤܵȂܼȢǸ 
ǧ ̈ȋܹǶܿȂȑܵ  ǧ ܼܹǪ̈Ȩܵȅܵ 

ǨǵܵȌ ܿȦܼȋ  ǧȌܵȥܸ ǩȤܹȋܵ 
ǧȦܵț̮ ܿȏܼǹȂܼǪܼܕ ǧȏܵǭܵܕ ǧȏܵǹܵǪܼܵܕ 

ǩܵܪǦǸܹȤ ܿǪܼ  ܵܐܵܙܕ ǧȎܵܿܘȤǪ 
ǩȴܹǪܵܕܼܘ   ܹ̈Ȯ ܿȁܼȠ ܿǸܼ 

ǧ ܼǫܵǻܵ  ǧȂܵȅܼܸܕ 
ǧȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ  ǩȤܵǫܼ ܿǸܼ 
 ܹ̈ȮȂܵȉܵȁܼܕ  ǩȴܹǪܵܕܼܘ 

ǨܵܬǶܼțȆܼ ܿȎܼ  ǨܵܬǶܼǪܵܐܵܕ 
ǧȥܵܵܬǶܼȅ   ܵȮȦ ܿȉܼ ܿ

ܼḛ̏ 
ǨܵܬǶܼȁǶ ܿȥܼ  ǨܼܘܵܬȤǪܵȤܵ ܿǪܼ 

ǨܼܘܵܬȨȁܼȨ ܿǸܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȘȌ ܿ
ܼǭ̰ܪȨܸǸܵ 

ǨܵܬǶܼȂǫܵ ܿǭܼ  ǨܵܬǶܼȢȂܼǼȏܵ ܵȚ̮ 
ǩȤܵȋܵܕܼܘ  ǧǪܹǶܼǮ̰ ܿȗܼ 
ǧȑܵܵܘǶܼȑ  ǧ ܵǮܼȉ ܿȑܼ 
ȷȉܵȂܼǹȋ  ܢǶܿǪ  ܼܙܿ

ǧȦܵȉܵ ܿǸܼ  ܢǶܿǪ  ܼܙܿ
 ܹ̈ȮȂܵȏȚܸ   ܹ̈Ȯ ܵȂܼǮ̰ȎǶܼȡ 
 ܵȮȁȠܵȈ  ǷܸȈܵܡ  ܼܐܿ
ǩ ܹǳ̈Ȃܵȗ  Ǩ ̈ܬܹ ܿǳܼȗܵ 

ǧȏܵțܵȉܸǸ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ ǧȏܵțܵȉܸǹ ܿȥܼ 
ǧȂܵȘܵȑ  ܡǶܿǭ̰ܸܗ 

ǩȤܵȒܵȁܼܐ  ǧȂܵȡܵ 
ǩܵܪȤܵȥ  ǨܼܘܵܬȨȑȤܵ ܿȑܼ 

ǩȤܵǫ ܿǸܼ  ǧȢܵȥܵǶܼȚ ǩȤܵǫ ܿǸܼ  ǧȢܵȥܵǶܼȚ 
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 ǨܵܬǶܼȂȅܼܸܕ ،ǨܵܬǶܼȏȋܼܘǵȌǪ ȮܵǮܼȁܼǷȋ ȨȁܼǦȏܵȂܼȋ ܗܘǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܼ ܼܐܿ
ǧ ܹȂ̈ȦܵȎܵ̄ܐ ȮܹǸܵȳܼܘǦǪ ǧȌܵȉȗܵܕ ǧǼܵȥܵܘǶܼȥ ǧȡܵ ȮܵȂȦܵȎܵ̄ܐ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȌܵȁ ܿǵܼǪܘ  .

ǳǪ ǺܼܘǦܵǪ ǩȤܵȋܵܵܗǵܿǪ ،ǧȦܵȂܼȎ Ǩܝ ܕ  ܿȦܼȂ ܿȚܼ ȷȈܵܘ» ܵȮȂȉܵȗܸ ǧǸܵܪܼܘ« 
ǧȁܹȳܢ ܵܐܬܿܘ ǵܼܵܬܿ ܵǪܼ ܢ Ȑȋܼ ܼܐܿ ܿȨܼȡܵ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚ  . ǨܵܬǶܼȂȉܵȗܸ ،Ǩܘܵܐܵܗ

 ،Ȑ ܿȂܼǪ ȮܵȂܼȚǶܼȑ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚܕ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǨܬܼܘܵܬȤȁܵ ǩǳܵǸ ،ܼܝǳȏȋܸ ȊȆǪ
 Ȑ ̈ ܿȎܼǶܿȏǪ ǧȡܵ ǵܿȉܵǹ ܿțܼ ܿȑܼ ȨǪܸ ǵǱܵȁܼܘܿܗ ܘܿܗȤȂܼǼȎܚ ܘ ܿǶܼȁ ܿܗǶܼȂȋǶܼǸ

ǳȁܼȨȗ ܿǳܼǪܕ. 
ܢ  ܿȨܼȏȁܵǳȈ Ǻ ܿǪܼǵȁܵ ܚ ܿȠܼȋܵ ǧȅܹ ،ǧȂܵȎܵȨܵȂܼȘȥ    ܘǦܵǪܵܗȷȈܵǶܼȂȅ Ǩ ܼܬܿ
 ȮܵȌȉܸȗܘܬܼܘ ȮܵȑܪܸܘǶܼǭ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚܕ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ،ܚ ܿȤܼȋܘܵܐ

ǧȦܵȂܼȎ ǳ̄ ̄ܐǶܿǫܼȥ ǧȎܵȤ̄Ǹܹܩ  ܿǹܼǪ ǧȁܵܕܵܗܘ ǧȁܵȠȋܵ ȷȈܹ ،ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ǧȦܵȂܼȏǪ
Ȑȋܼ  . ǧ ܿܗܘ ܕȨȡܵ ǧțܵȈǶܼȋ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵȂܼȚܼܘܗܿ  ܹȂ̈ ܿǹܼǪ ܚ ܿȤܼȆ ܿȚܼ ܢ ܘܸܐ

 ȨǪܸ ،ܝǵȁ ǶܼȂȏܼܵܬܿ ܿȆܼȁ ܿǦܼǪ ǧȢܹ ܸǪܼܕǶܼȋ ،Ǩ ܕȮ̈ȏܵǪܹ ܵܐܬܿܘǶȦܵǪ ǧȁܹȳܵܬǶܵȚ̈ܬܹ
ǵȂܝ،  ܿȏܼǹܵȈǶܼțǪ ،ܝǵȁ Ȥܕܼܘܼܬܿ ܿȌܼǪ ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȉܵȗܸ ܫǶܼǪ ܿܘܢǵ̄ȉǸ ܿǷܼǸܵ
 Ȑȋܼ ȷȈܵǶܼȥܕ ǧǼܵȥܵܘǶܼȦȈ ܝǵȁ ǵȁܝ ܘǵȌǪܼܘǶܼȏȋܼܬܿ ǶܼȏȌܵȁܼܬܿ ܿǵܼǪ

ǧȎܹȴ̄Ǹܹ̄ܐ Ǩ ȤܵǪ ǩǳܵǸ ǺܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȮܹȏܵǪ  . Ȯܵȁ̈ ܕܸܐǶܵȋ̈ܬܹ ܿǹܼḚ̑Ȧ ܿȋܼ ܢ ܘܸܐ
ܚ  ܿǷܼǸܵ ȨǪܸ ܹܪܫǳȏ̄ȋܸ ǧȏܵȁܼܐ ،ȮܵǪܼȨܵȅܘ ȮܵȁȤܵȡ ǧȗܵǳȁܵ ȷȈܵܐܼܘܦ ܕ

 ȷȈܵȠțܸǪ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȉܵȗܸܕ ǧȗܵܵܙܘ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ܿܗǶܼȏȂܵȆǪܼܘܬܼܘܿܗ ܘȨȁܼǦǪ Ȩȁܼܕܐ
Ȩȏܼܘܿܗ ܘǶܼȏǹܵȈǶܼȚܗܿ  ܿȌܼȈ Ȩȏܼܘܿܗ، ܼܨܿ ܿȌܼǸ Ǻ .  ܕܼܬܿ ܿȉܼȢȥܵ ǧ ܵȅܼȷ ܿȈܼܘ

 Ȑȋܼ ǧȏܵȁ ǧȁܹǷǸܸܕ ǧȁܹȴȅܼǶܼȎܕ ǩȴܹȁܼȤ ܿȥܼ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȋܵǷȋܸǵܹȈܘ Ǩ ǵȒܵȈܕܵܘ̈ܬܹ
 ǧȦܹȂܼȚܘ ǧȁܹȳܕܵܐܬܿܘ ȮܵȁȨܵȂ ܿǪܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȂ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȑܵܵܘǶܼȑܘ ǨܐܵܙȤܹȈ ǧǪܵܪǶܼȡ
 ܵȮȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧ ܵǫܼȢȎܸܕ ȮܵȁȨܵȂ ܿǪܼ ȮܵȂȉܵȁܼܕܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȉܵȗܸ ǨܵܗǦܵǪ ǩȤܵȋܼܵܘǳǪ  .
 ȷȈܹܘ ،Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܕ ǧȋܵǳܸǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǨܵܬȤȂܼǫܼȗ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȉܵȗܸ Ǩܘܵܐܵܗ
 ǧȦܵȂȚܵܿܗ ܕǶܼǫȉܸǪ ȨȂ ܿȈܼܝ ܕǵܿǪ ،ȮܵȦȉܵ ܿǸܼܘ ȮܵȉȂܼǹȋ ǧȁܵܕܵܗܘ ǧȁܵȠȋܵ

 ܵȮȂȉܵȗܸ ȷȈܸܵܐ ،ǨܿܘܪܵܬȠǪܵ  . 
 Ȑ ܿȌܼ ܿȗܼ ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ ܵܗܘܼܝ ̄ܗܵܘܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼܕ Ǩ Ƕܵȏ̈ܬܹ ܿȆܼȁ ǧ ܘܼܐܿ ܹȂ̈ȗܵȠȋܸ ܢ    ܸܐ

 ǧ ܵǭܼܪ Ȑ، ܸܐܕǶܿȁܡ ȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȨǪܸ Ȯܵȁ ܵܗܘǧȁܵ ̄ܗܵܘǵܿǪ Ǩܘ ܼܕܿ ܿȁܼܘܕ
ǧȦܹȁܼȴȚ Ǩ ǶȦܵǪ ǧܵܬǶܵȚ̈ܬܹ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ܫǶܼǪ  . ܹȮ̈ȂܵȉܵȆ ܿȋܼ ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȆǪ

 ǧ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȏǪ Ȑȋܼ ǧǪܵܕܵܪ ȮܵȁȨܵȏ ܿȋܼܕ ǧǸܵܡ ܐܼܘܪǳ̄ȡܵ ǧ ܹȁܼܗܘ Ȩȁܼܕܐ
Ȩȋܼܘܿܗ،  ܿǷܼȋ ܿǵܼǪ ،ܼܘܿܗȨȏ ܿȌܼǸ ܿȨܼǪ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ܹܪ̄ܫǳȏ̄ȋܸ ،ǧȁܹȳܵܐܬܿܘ
 ǧǪܵܵܪ ȮܵȂȚܵܵܬǶȥܵܘ ȮܵȁȨܵȂ ܿǪܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȂ ܿǸܼܕ ǨܐܵܙȤܹǪܘ ȷȈܵȠțܸǪܼܘܿܗ ܘȴǪܼܵܘǳǪ

 ܵȮȂȉܵȗܸ ܫǶܼǪ ǧȦܵȂܼȏǪܘ ،ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȂȥܹܵܪ. 
 

 ȤܹȢȘܸȈ ȷȉܵǰܸܗ Ǧܸȡܵ ǧȅܹܡ
ǧǼܵȉȚܵ ǧȅܹ ܿܗǶܼȌȂܸȈ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܘ. 

 ǧȁܵܵܗܘ ǧȅܹܘ ǧȑܸܵܘȤ ܿǰܼܘ ǧȌܵȂȡܵ ǧȅܹ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ،ǧ ܵȅܼܘܵܗܕ
ܢ. ܕ.ǳȏȋܸ ȊȆǪ ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ǧȦܵȂܼȏǪܼܝ، ܗ ǵܼܵܬܿ ܵǪܼ  .ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ǧȦܵȂܼȎ ܕܼܐܿ

 
 ܐܼܘȤܵǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȂȎܵȨܵȋܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȮܵȁ . ܘ

 

 ȷȈܵ ܚ ܿǷܼǸܵ ȨǪܸ ܢ ܿȨܼȂܼȘȥ Ǩ ܕܼܬܿ ȨțܵȈ ȨȁܼǦȢܵȂܼȌܵܘ̈ܬܹ ܿȗܼ ܚ ܿȤܼȡܵ ܢ ܸܐ
 ȮܵȆȉܸ ܿȋܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܼܡ ܗȤܵȂܼȌ ܿȥܼ ȇܼȁ ǧ ܼܐܿ ܵǫܼȢȎܸ ǩǳܵǸ ȃܼḚ̑Ǹ ܼܐܿ

 ǧȁܹȠȋܸܕ ǧȎܹȴ̄Ǹܹ̄ܐ ǧ ܹǫ̈ȢȎܸ ǧ ܹȁܼܗܘ Ȩȁܼܐ ǧȏܵȁܼܬܿܘܪ، ܐǦܵǪ ȮܵȎȤܵǪ ܿǳܼȋܘ

ȤǫܼܼܘܵܬǨ. ܕ.ǶȥܵܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǨ، ܗ ܿǸܼ[. 
 ،ǧȁܹȳܿܗ ܵܐܬܿܘ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ ܪǧȗܵ ܸܕǧȂܵȅܼ ܕܼܐܿ    ȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȮܵȁ ܕǵܿȉܵȁܼ ܼܙܿ
 ȮܵȌȉܸȗܬܼܘ ،ǩȴܹǪܼܵܘܬ ܕܼܘȤȂܼț ܿȦܼǪ ǨܵܬȤǫܸǭܬܼܘ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚܘܕ

 ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵțȂܼȉȁ ،Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ȮܵȂǸܵ ǧǸܼܵܘȤǪ ȮܵȑܪܸܘǶܼǭ ،ǨܵܬǶܼțȆܼ ܿȏܼǪ
 ǧȢܹȂܼȏȑܕ ȃܼȎܵܐ ǧȡܵ ǧȌܹǸȳ ǩȤܹȋܵ ،ǧ ܹȦ̈Ȏܵ̄ܐ ȍ ܿȗܼ ȮܵȏǪܵǶܼǸ ǧȁܵܕܵܗܘ

 ǧȏܵȁ ǧǹܵȉܵțǪܸܕ ȃܼȎܵܐ ȍ ܿȗܼ ǧǹܵȉȚܵܘ ،ȮܵȂȦܵȎܵ̄ܐ ǨܵܬȤ ܿȁܼ ǩǳܵǹȈ ǧȏܵȁ ܼܗܿ
ǧȌܵȉܵȥܘ ǧȏܵȂ ܿȥܼ ǧȡܵܘ ȃܼȂȚܵܫ ܨǶܼǪ ǨܵܬǶܼȂ ܿǸܼ ǩǳܵǸ ǧȡܵ  . Ǩܵܐܵܗ

 ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚ ،ȮܵȂȌܵȌ ܿȗܼܘ ȮܵȂȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ ܼܘܿܗȨȂܼȈܵܘ ǵܿȉܵȁܼܕ ȮܵȂȉܵȁܼܕ
  ȮܵǮܼȁܼǷȋ ،ܪܼܘܬܼܘܿܗǶܿȗܕܙ ǧ ̈ȏܹȥܸ Ȑȋܼ Ǩܵܗ ،ǨܬܼܘܵܬȤȁܵ ǩǳܵǸ ȇܼȁ Ȩȡܼܵܘܿܗ ܼܐܿ
 ǨܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǶȥܵܕ ǩȤܵȁܼȤ ܿȥܼ ǧȋܵܵܕ ǳ̄ ܼܗܿ ܿǸܼ ǧȁܼܵܘܿܗ ܕܵܗܘȨȑܪܸܘǶܼǭ ،ܿܗǶܼȂ ܿǹܼǪ

 ܵȮȁܵܐܬܼܘܵܪ  . ǧȁܵȠȋܵ ȷȈܹ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȏܵȆܵȁ ܘǦܵǪܵܗǨ ܼܐܿ
ȨȂܼܘܿܗ، ܗ ܿǫܼǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ܼܘܿܗȨțȂܼȉȁܕ ǧȂܵȦȎܵܕ.ܕ . ܵȮȁȨܵȂ ܿǪܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǶȥܵ. 

 ǧȋܵܵܕ ǳ̄ ܼܗܿ ܿǸܼ ȇܼȁ ȤܵǪ ǳܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵțȂܼȉȁ Ȯܵȁ ܕܵܗܘǧȁܵ ܼܐܿ ܿȅܼܘ   
 ǩܵܪȤܵȥ ǨܵܗǦܵȈ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ȷȈܹǶܼǫ ܿȡܼ ǵǮܵȁܿܗ ،ȮܵȁȨܵȂ ܿǪܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǶȥܵܕ ǧȂܵȅܼܸܕ

 ǧȁܵȠȋܵ ȷȈܹܿܗ، ܘǶܼȏȂܵȆȈ ǧțܵȉܸǹ ܿȥܼܕ ǧȁܵȠȋܵ ȷȈܹ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܕ
ܿܗ،  ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ ܿǦܼǪ ܼܘܿܗȨȡܵ ǧțܵȈǶܼȋ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵȂܼȚܘ ܕǵܿȈ ǧȂܵȦȎܵܕ

 ،Ȯܵȋܘܐܼܘ ǧȌܵȉȗܵ Ƕǭܵ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǩȤܵ ܵǫܼȘǪܹܚ ܕ ܿǶܼȁ ܿܗǶܼȁǷܵǹǪܸܘ
 ǧȗܵܵܙܘ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧȗܵǶܼǫ ܿȋܼ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ǧȁܵܕܵܗܘ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧȁܵȠܵȌǪܸ ܬܼܘܿܗǶܼǼțܵ ܿǹܼǪܘ

ܢ Ƕܼȥ ǧȡܵ ȷȉܵȂܘǧǼܵȥܵ ܕǶȥܵܵܬǶܵȚܼܬܿ ܿǸܼܕ . 
 ǧ ܹȂ̈ȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ Ǩ ȷȉܵȢ ܕǶܿǫܼȗܵܕܵܘ̈ܬܹ ܿǹܼǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǩȤܵ ܵǫܼȘǪܸ ǳ ܿȅܼܘ   

 ǨܵܬǶܼȎǳܵǫܼȘ ܿȋܼ ǩǳܵǸ ǵܿȈܵ Ȩȁܼܚ ܕܐ ܿǶܼȁ  ܿܗǶܼȁǷܵǹǪܸ ،ܢ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ
 ǧ ܹȏ̈ȅܵܘܕܼܘ ܹȮ̈Ȏܵǳܵȗ ǧȎܵȤܵǪܘ ،ǩȴܹȅܼܸܕ ǧ ܹȋ̈ܵܕ ǵȂܝ، ܼܗܿ ܿȉܼȆȈ ǨܪܵܬǶܼǭ

ȴȆܼܘܿܗ  ܿȆܼȈ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧȁܹܼܘǷǹ ܿȋܼܝ ܕǵܿǪ ،ǨܵܬǶܼȏȁܵܕ ܿǵܼȌȈ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȉܵȢܵȦǪܸ
ȮܵȂȋܵȤ ܘܕȤȚܵܿܘǶܼȥܵܬǨ، ܘȨȏȁܵǳȈܼܘܿܗ  ܿȚܼܕ ǧțܵȁܼȤ ܿǸܼ ܿܗǶܼȗܘǷܵȈ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ

ܢ ǶܼȁǶܵܬǨ ܕǶȥܵܵܬǶܵȚܼܬܿ ܿȦܼǪ  . ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧȁܹܼܘǷǹ ܿȋܼ Ȑ ̈ ܿȂܼ ܿǸܼܕ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ܼܬܿ
 ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ܵܗܘܼܝ ǧȏܵȁ ǧȁܹȠȋܸܢ ܕ ܿȨܼȋܼܘǦǪ ܹȮ̈ȏܵǪ ǧǪܵܵܪ ǧ ̈ȁܼܗܘ Ȩȁܼܕܐ

 ǨܵܬǶܼȏȏܵ ܿǻܼ ،ȮܵȂȌܵȌ ܿȗܼ ǨܼܘܵܬȤȂܼȦ ܿȅܼ ǧȡܵ ǧȏܵȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ ǧȒܵȚ̮Ƕܼǻ
ǵȁܝ  ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ ǩȤܵȢܵȁܼܬ ܐǶܼǪ ܝǵ ܿȂܼ ܿǹܼȈ ǧ ̈ǹܹȂܼǪܼܘܕ ،ȮܵȂȎܵȨܵȋܐܼܘ

ǵȁܝ ܿǵܼ ܵǪܼ ǵ̈Ȃܝ ܘܼܐܿ ܿǭܼܵܙܘȤ ܿǪܼܘ. 
 ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȏܵȁ ܢ ܼܕܿ ܚ، ǶȥܵܵܬǶܵȚܼܬܿ ܿȤܼȋܚ ܕܵܐ ܿȠܼȋܵ ǧȅܹ ǨܼܘܵܬȨȁܼȨ ܿǹܼǪܘ   

 ǧȏܵȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ ǧȎܵǶܼǼȑ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܹȁܼܕܗܘ ǧȁܹȳܢ ܵܐܬܿܘ
̈ ܿȨܼȏܵǪ ǧȡܵ

ܢ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȌܵȌ ܿȗܼܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ ǧ ܹȏ̈ǹܵȈǶܼȚܘ Ǩ  .ǶܿǫܼȘܵǪܕܵܘ̈ܬܹ
 

ǧ. ܗ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ǧȦܵȂܼȏǪ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ. 
 ȮܵȏȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȂǫܵ ܿǭܼ ǩǳܵǸ ȨȁܼǦȏܵȂܵȅ ،Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ   

 Ǩܐܹܙ ǩ، ̄ܐȳܹܙǨ ܘܹܪ̈ ܹǳ̈Ȃܵȗ ،ǧ ̈ȒܹȆܼ ܿǼܼȈ ȮܵȂܼȅܼܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȌȉ ܿȦܼȋܘ
ܗܿ  ǵܼܘ̈ ܼǪܵ ȮܵȂ ܕܼܐܿ ܿǪܼ Ƕǭܵ ǵܿȉܵȁ ܝǵȁ ܿȨܼțȂܼȉȁܕ  . Ǻ ܿǰܼ ܢ  ܼܗܿ ܸܐ

 ȨǪܸ ،ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܹȁܼܕܗܘ ǧȆܵȁ ǧ ܕܵܐܬܿܘȊȅ ،ǧȁܹȳ ܼܐܿ ܹȂ̈ ܿǹܼǪ ȨȁܼǦȢܵȂܼȌ ܿȗܼ
ǶܼȂܵܬǶܼǪ Ǩܫ  ܿǸܼ ǩǳܵǸ ܿܘܢǵ̄Ȉ Ǩܕܵܗܹܘ ǧȏܵȁ ǧǼܹȚǶܼǸܿܘܢ ܕǵ̄Ȉ ܚ ܿǷܼǸܵ

ǵȂܝ ܿȎܼܪܵܘǴܸǹܵȈܕ ȃܼȎܵܐ Ȑȋܼ ȮܵȂȉܵȗܸ  . ǧȁܹȳܕܵܐܬܿܘ ǨܵܬǶܼǼțܵ ܿǸܼ Ǩܘܵܐܵܗ
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 ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ܚ ܿǷܼǸܵ ȨǪܸ ȊȂ ܹǪܼܕܹܬ ǧȦܹȁܼȤȚ Ǩܵܘܹܬȳܬ ܿǦܼǪ
 ȮܵȁܼȠȋܕ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁܕ Ǩܵܬǳ ܿȁܼǷ ܿȋܼܘ ȮܵȂȏܵȡܕ ǩȤܵȂܼț ܿȥܼ ǧȒܵȚ̮Ƕܼǻ

 ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼܕ ǧ ̈Ȃܹȉܵȗܸ ǧ ܹǭܼȳ ܿǳܼȈ ǧȢܵȑܿܗ ܵܐǶܼǼȚܵǶܼǹǪ ǵȉܵȁ
Ǩ  .ǶȦܵǪܵܬǶܵȚ̈ܬܹ

 
 .ܕǳǪ ȮܵȂܼȅܼܼܘȴǪܼܵܘܿܗ ܘȮȏȂܵǼȑȤܸȅܵ . ܓ

ǵȉܹȁ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹܕ ȷȈܵȨ ܿȋܼ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ Ȩȁܼܐ    :» ǧȅܹ ܿܗǶܼȌȂܸȈ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ
ǧǼܵȉȚܵ.« ǧ ܹȏ̈ȂܵȒȎܸ Ȑȋܼ ȷȉܵȂܼȢȥ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵȂܼȚ ȷȈܵȨ ܿȋܼ Ǩܵܐܵܗ   

 ǨܵܬǶܼȎǳܵǫܼȘ ܿȋܼ ǵܿȈܵ Ȩȁܼܐ ǧȌܵȁܸ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȁܹǷǸܸ ȨȁܼܵܕܐǶܿǫܼȗܵܘ ،ǧ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼܕ
ǧǫܵǪܵ Ȑȋܼ ǨܵܬȤܵǫȈ ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ  . 

 ȮܵǹȂܼǫܼȥܘ ǨܵܬȤȂܼȢǸ ܢ ܿȨܼȂܼȘȥ ȇܼȁ ܕܼܬܿ    Ȯ̈Ȍܵȁܸܹ ܵܐܬܿܘǧȁܹȳ، ܼܐܿ
ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܵܐȮ̈Ȍܵȁܸ ȃ̄Ȏܹ ܕܗܼܘܕܹܪǧȡܵ ǧȏܵȁ ǩ ܵܐܬܼܘܪ  ܹȁܼܗܘ ،ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧȁܹܼܘǷǹ ܿȋܼ

 ǩȤܹȋܵ ǧ ܹȏ̈țܵȉ ܿȋܼ ،Ǩ ̈ǵܹȌ ܿȦܼȋ ǧ ܹȋ̈ǶܼȂȑܵ ،ǧ ܹȂ̈ȦܵȎܵ̄ܐ ǧ ܹȏ̈Ȏܵܵܗܘ ǧ ̈ǼܹȂܼȉ ܿȥܼ
 ǩȳܹǦǸܹȤ ܿǪܼ ،ǧ ܹȂ̈ȎܵȨܵȋܐܼܘ ǧ ܹȦ̈ț̮ ܿȏܼǹȂܼǪܼܕ ،ǧ ܹȂ̈ȉܵȗܸ ǧȂܹȏܵǸܼܵܘȳ ،ǧȌܵȥܸ

 ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȁܼȠȋܕ ǧȏܹǪܵȳ ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ȍ )ܵܐܬܿܘܪ(ܼܙܿ ܸḛ̏ ǧ ܵǭܼܪ ܿǳܼȈ ǧȂܵǼȋܵ 
ǧȂܵȦܵȎܵ̄ܐ ǧȏܵǼܵȈǶܼȥܕ  . ܹȮ̈ȏܵǪ ܿܘܢǵ̄Ȉ Ǩܕܵܗܹܘ ǧȁܵȠȋܵ ȷȈܹ ̈ȮܹȌܵȁܸ ،ǧ ܼȅܵܵܗܕ

ǩȴܹȂܼț ܿȥܼ ǩȴܹǪܵܕܼܘ ȷȈܵܘܕ ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼ ȷȈܵܕ  . ȷȈܹ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܘ
 ȷȈܹܿܗ، ܘǶܼȌȁܸܕ ǩܕܵܪ ǧ ̄ܐǧȎܵȤ̄Ǹܹ، ܸܐȷȈܵ ܿܗܘ ܕȐȋܼ ܼܨܿ ܵǫܼȉ ܿǸܼ ǨܵܬȠȂܼȋ ǵܿȉܵȁ
 ǧ ܹǫ̈ǻܵ ܹȮ̈Ȃܵȉܵȁܼܕ ȷȈܸܵܐ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȅܼܸܕ ȷȈܵ ǩȴܹǪܵܿܗ ܕܼܘǶܼȏǭܵ ǧȡܵ ȮܵȉȂܼȢȥ ǵܿȉܵȁ

 ܵȮȁܿܗ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǶܼȌȁܸܕ . 
 ǧȂܵȉǭܸ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵȂܵțǪܸ ،ǧȁܵȨܵȂ ܿǪܼܘ ǧȂܵȎܵȨܵȂܼȘȥ    ǦܵǪܵܗȷȈܵǶܼȂȅ Ǩ ܼܬܿ
  ȮܵȂܼȅܼܕ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧ ܵǫܼȢȎܸ ǩǳܵǸ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ،ǩܵܪȤܵȥ Ǩܢ ܵܐܵܗ ܿȨܼȡܵ

 ǧ ܹȏ̈ȈܵǶܼȦǪ ܿܗǶܼȌȁܸܕ Ȯܵȏ ܿȋܼܼܘǵȋ ȮܵȚܵܬǶȥܵܘ ȮܵȎȤܵȁܸ ǶܼǫȉܸǪܿܗ، ǩǳܵǸ ܼܗܿ
 ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ،ȮܵȂȌܵȌ ܿȗܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǶȦܵǪ ȮܵȂȦܵȎܵ̄ܐ ǨܪܵܬǦǸܹܬȤ ܿǪܼ ǩǳܵǸ ،ǧ ܹȁ̈ȨܵȂ ܿǪܼ

ǶܼȏȂܵȗȴܹǪ ȨȂܿܗ  ܿȈܼܘ ،ǩȴܹȂܼț ܿȥܼ ܼܘܿܗȨȂܵȉܵȁܼǳǪ ǧȂܵȦܵȎܵ̄ܐ ǧȒܵȚ̮Ƕܼǻ
ǨܵܬǶܼțȆܼ ܿȎܼܘ Ȯܵǫܼǻܵ ȷȈܸܵܐ ،ǨܵܬǶܼȎȨܵȈǶܼȆܼ ܿȎܼ  . ȷȈܵ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ܢ ܸܐ

 ǧȂܵȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ ǩܵܪǶȏܵǪ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ܿܗǶܼȁǷܵǹǪܸܿܗܝ ܕ Ǩ̄ܗܵܘ ǧȁܵܵܗܘ
ǶܼȂȏܵȆܵȁܬܼܘܿܗ  ܢ ȷȈܹ ܵܗܘǧȁܵ ̄ܗܵܘǦܵǪ ǨܵܗǨ ܼܐܿ ܿȨܼȋܐܼܘ ،ǧȂܵȎܵȨܵȋܘܐܼܘ

 ܵȮȂǸܵܘ ǨܵܬȤȂܼȦ ܿȅܼ  . ،ǧ ܹȂ̈ȎܵȨܵȋܿܗ ܐܼܘ ȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǶܿǫܼȘܵǪ ،Ȯܵȁܕܵܘܬܼܘ̈
 ȷȉܵȢ ܿǹܼǪ ܿܗ ǶܵȎǶܿǸܬ̈ܘܹ ȍ ܼܐܿ ܿȗܼ ǧȌܵ ܿȗܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǨܪܼܘܵܬǦǸܹܬȤ ܿǪܼ ǩǳܵǸ

ܿܗ  ̈ǶܼȥܵܬǶܼȆǪ ܢ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ ǧȏܵǪܵܪ ȷȉܵȂ ܼܙܿ ܿǸܼ ǳ ܿǸܼܘ ǧȂܵȌܵȌ ܿȗܼ ǧȦܵȉܵȚܕ
ܿܗ، ǵܿǪܝ  ȨȂܵȏܼܘ̈ ܿȌܼǸ ܿȨܼǪ ȮܵȏȂܵǼȑȤܸȅܘ ،ǧȂܹȎܵܕܼܘܵܬȴ ܿȋܼܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ

ǨܵܬǶܼǫܼǻܵܘ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȅܼǳܸǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵǮܼȂܼȢȋ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȂܵǼȑȤܸȅܕ. 
ǵȉܹȁ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹ ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȌܵȂܼȆ ܿǸܼ Ȥ ܿȢܼȂܼǸ ܿܗܘ ܕܸܕǧȂܵȅܼ «:    ܼܐܿ

ǵȉܹȁ ǧȏܵ ܵǭ̰ǶȈܵ ǧȦܵȌȥܸ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ،ǵǫܹȉܸǪ ǵȉܹȁ.« ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ،ǧ ܵȅܼܵܗܕ  
ܢ 

̈ ǶȦܵǪ ،ȮܵȂܵܬǶܵȚܼܬܿ ܿǫܼǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧ ܵǭ̰ǶȈܵܕ ǧȦܵȌȥܸ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ
ܢ ܵܐܬܿܘܪ ܿȨܼȋܼܘǦǪܘ. 

 
 ȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǶȥܵ  Ȯܵȁܵܬǵȉܵȁ ȮܵȂȚܵܿ . ܕ

]   ǩܙܼܘܵܗܵܪ : ،ǩȤܵǫ ܿǸܼ"ǨܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǶȥܵ" ، Ȑȋܼ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȁܵܵܬǦǪܹ"ܸܬܦǶȥܵ" ،

ܚ  ܿȤܼȆ ܿȚܼܘ ǧȂܵȗܵȠȋܸ ǧǹܵȎǳ ܿȋܼܕ ǧ ܹȎ̈ǳܵǸܼܘǦǪܘܕ Ǩܵܘܹܬȳܬ ܿǦܼǪܕ
 Ȯܹȁܵȳǳ ܿȋܼ ǧ ܹ

̈ȁܼܗܘ ȨȂ ܿȈܼܕ ܹȮ̈ȎܵǳܵȘǪܝ ܘǵȁ ǶܼȂܼܬܿ ܿǸܼܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȏܵ ܿȆܼȁ ܿǦܼǪ
ȮܵȁȤܵȡ ǧȡܵ ܕǧȌܵȉȗܵ، ܐȤܵǪ ǧȏܵȁܼܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǵȉܹȆǪ ،Ȯܵȁ ܿܗܘ 

ȨȂܼܘܿܗ  ܿǪܼܕ ǩȤܵȁܼȤ ܿȥܼ ǧȋܵܵܕ ǳ̄ ܼܗܿ ܿǸܼ ،ǧ ̈ȏܹǪܼ ܪǧȏܵȆܵȦǸܸ ǧȘܵȂܼȡ ܕܵܐȃܼȎ ܼܙܿ
 ǨܵܬǶܼȂ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȡܸܵܙܕ ǵܿȈܵ Ǩ̄ܗܵܘ Ȩȁܼܕܐ ǧ ܵǫܼȢȎܸ ǩǳܵǸ ،Ǩܵܘǵ̄ȁ

 Ǩ̄ܗܵܘ Ȩȁܼܼܘܿܗ، ܘܐȨȋܕܐܼܘ ǧȎܹȴ̄Ǹܹ̄ܐ ǩȴܹȅܼܝ ܸܕǵȂ ܿȉܼȅ ȍ ܿȗܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȁǶ ܿȦܼǪ
 ȷȉܵǫ ܿȡܼ ،ȃܼȂȚܵܨ Ȑȋܼ ǧȁܵȤȒܸȈ ǧȥܵȤȚܵܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȥܿܘȤȚܵܘ ǨܪܼܘܵܬǦǸܹ ǵܿȈܵ
ǶܼȏȂܵȗ̈ȤܸȈ ǧȗܵǳܸܿܗ ܘǶܼȂܵǪܼȠܸȈܿܗ ǶܼǪܬ  ܿȋܼܘ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǵǪܹǶܼǹ ܿȋܼܘ ܕǵܿȈ

ǶܼȂܬܼܘܗܿ  ܿǸܼ. 
ܚ  ܿǶܼȁ ܿܗǶܼȁǷܵǹǪܸ ،ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸ  ȃܼȎܕܵܐ ȮܵȌ ܿǸܼܼܘȨȋ ǨܵܬǶܼȂ ܿǸܼ ǨܵܗǦܵǪ   

  ȮܹȂܵȥȳǳ ܿȌܼȈ ȷȈܵܵܙǦǪܹܘ ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁܕ ǧȏܵȏܵǼǪ ȮܵȂܼȉȋ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ
 ǧȡܵ ǧȁܹȳܵܐܬܿܘ ǳ ܿȂܼǪ ǨǷܹȁܸܪǶܼȋܘ ǧȑܹܬܸܐǶܼȦȋ ܵܘܘǵ̄ȁ ǧȦܹȂܼȚܕ

ǨܵܬǶܼȁȤܵțȑܸܕ ȮܵǸ Ȥܼܘܿ ܿȋܼܘ Ȯܵȗǳܵȁܕ Ǩܵܬǳ ܿȁܼǷ ܿȋܼ . ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ܿܗǶܼȁǷܵǹǪܸܘ
ǶܼȎǶܿǸܿܗ  ǶܼǪܼȨܵȅܿܗ ǶܼȢțܵǸ Ƕǭܵܿܗ، ǩǳܵǸ ܐǳȁܼܼܘܿܗ ǩǳܵȁܼǦǪ ܕܼܐܿ
 ǧǸܵȠܵțǪܘ Ǩܼܘܵܬǳ ܿǹܼǪ ،ܼܘܿܗȨǸܵܕ ǩǳܵȁܼǦǪ ǨܵܬȤ̄Ǹܹܼܘܿܗ ̄ܐǳȁܼܘܐ
 ǩܵܪȨǫܵȈ ǧȦܵȂȚܵ ȷȈܵܘ ǧțܵȉȁܵܘ ǧȁܵȤȡܵܕ Ȯܵȥ ǳܼܪܿ ܿȌܼȈ ǧǼܵȦܵțǪܸ) Ȑȋܼ

ǩȴܹȅܼܸܕ (ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȂǪ. 
 ȷȈܹ ،ܢ ǶܼȂܼܬܿ ܿǸܼܕ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȗܵȠȋܸܢ ܘ ܿȨܼȁȠܵȋ ȇܼȁ Ȑ ܵܐܬܿܘǧȁܹȳ، ܼܐܿ ܿȏܼǸ    ܼܐܿ
ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁܕ  ȮܵȂȏܵȡܘ ȮܵȁȤܵȡܕ ǧǻܵܗ ܿȤܼǪ ǩܵܪȨǫܵȈ ǧȦܹȂܼȚ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ  .

 ȃܼȗǳȁܵ ǧȅܹ ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ȮܵȂ ܿǪܼ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼܕ ǧ ܹȋ̈ܵܕ ǵȂܝ ܼܗܿ ܿȉܼȅ ǧȦܵȂȚܵ ǧ ܵḛ̏ǳ ܿǸܼ
 ǳ ܿȅܼ ،ǧ ܹȏ̈ȦܵȈܹ ǧȘܵǪܪ ȮܵȁȤܵȡ ܘȮܵǪܼȨܵȅ، ܘܐȨȁܼ ܕȃܼȗǳȁܵ ǧȅܹ ܬȮܵȈܵ ܘܼܐܿ

 Ǩ ǧ ܕܸܐǶܵȋܹܬ̈ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȏǫǪ ǵȉܹȁ ǧ ܵḛ̏ǳ ܿǸܼ ǧǪܵܵܪ ǧȏܵȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ ǩȤܵȆ ܿȅܼ Ǩܵܐܵܗ
ǧȎܹȴ̄Ǹܹ̄ܐ  . ȷȈܵ ǧ ܵȁܼܗܘ ȨȂ ܿȈܼܕ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȋܵǶܵȂǪܘ Ǩ ǶܵȢȒ̈ܬܹ ܿȗܼܕ ǧȎܵǳܵȘǪܘ

 Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ܿܗǶܼȁǷܵǹǪܸ ،ǧ ܹȏ̈țܵȉ ܿȋܼ ȷȈܵܘ ǧ ܹȏ̈țܵȈǶܼȁȨȂǪܹ
 ،ǧȁܵȤܵȢǪܸ̈ܗ ܘǶܼǪܼȨܵȆȈ ȮܵȉȂܼȢȥ ،ܿܗǶܼȌȁܸܕ ǧȏܵȚǳܸǪ ȮܵǫܼȁܼȨȁ

ǵܿȈ ǩȤܵȋܵǷǪܸ Ǩܘ  ܹǵ̈ǭܵܘ ،ǧȁܵȤܵȢǪܸܘ ǧȁܵǶܼǭ ǧǼܵȉܵǹǪܸ ܘǳȏ̄ȋܸܹܪ̄ܫ ܼܗܿ
 ܹȮ̈ȂܵȈȨܸȌܸȈ ǧȘܵȌܵȦǪܸ Ǩ ǶܵȉܵȂ̈ܬܹ ܿȉܼǪܘ ،ǵܿȉܵȁ ܗȨܹȁܼȤȡܼܝ ܕǳȏȋܸ

ǧ ̈ǹܹȁܼȠ ܿȎܼ ܿܗ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ ܕǧȌܵȁܸ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȮܵȁ .  ܕǶܼȌȁܸܿܗ ǶܼǪܬ ܼܐܿ
  Ǩܵܬǳ ܿȁܼǷ ܿȋܼܘ ȮܵȂȏܵȡܘ ȮܵȁȤܵȡ ǧȡܵ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܕ ǧǪܵǶܼǸܬܼܘܿܗ، ܘȤܵǪ ȓȆܸȈ
 Ȑȋܼ ǨܿܘܪܵܬȠǪܵ ȷȈܵܘ ǨܵܬȤȁܼܗܕ ǧȁܵܕܵܗܘ ǧȏܵȁ ܿܗǶܼȌȉȗܬܼܘ ،Ȯܵȗǳܵȁܕ

ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȂǪ ǩȴܹȅܼܸܕ  . 
 ǧȋܵܵܬ ،ȮܹȂܵȥȳǳ ܿȌܼǪ ǧȁܵȤܵȢǪܸ ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܹȁܼܗܘ Ȑ ̈ ܿȎܼǶܿȏǪܕ ǧȆܵȁ    Ȋȅ ܼܐܿ

 ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȈܹܘ ȃȌܵ ܿȗܼ ǧȌܵ ܿȗܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܼܗܘ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ ܐܼܘܦ
ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȂǪ ܝǵȂ ܿȏܼȋܸ  ǨܿܘܪܵܬȠǪܵ ȮܵȦȂܼȚ  . Ȑȋܼ ǧǪܵܕܵܪ Ǩ ǵȑܵܕܵܘܹܬ̈

Ƿǹܼܘǧȁܹ ܕȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǶܼǪ Ȯܵȁܫ  ܿȋܼܘ ǧȏܵȁ ǩܼܘܹܪȤ ܿȦܼȋ ǧ ܹȏ̈țܵȉ ܿȋܼ
 ܵȮȁȤܵȡ ǧȡܵ ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ ܿܗǶܼǪǶܼǸܘ ،ȷȉܵȁܵ Ȑȋܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȏǼܵț ܿǸܼ  .

 ȮܵȂȏܵȡ ǧȡܵ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܕ ǧǼܵȚܵǶܼǸܕ ȮܵȂȉܵȁܼܕ Ǩܘܵܐܵܗ
 ǧ ܹ

̈ǫܼȢȎܸ ǧ ܹȏ̈țܵȉ ܿȋܼܕ ǧȏܵȂܵȏȋܸ ،ܢ ܿȨܼȡܵ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȁܹܼܘǷǹ ܿȋܼ ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁܕ
ǧȁܹȳܵܐܬܿܘ ǩȴܹȅܼܸܕ Ȑȋܼ ǵȉܹȁ ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ ǧǪܵܵܪ ǧȏܵȦܵȈܹܕ. 

ܢ  ܿȨܼȋܐܼܘ ȃ̈ ܿȏܼǪܕ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȎܵǶܵǭܵ ǧ ܹȂ̈ ܿǹܼǪ ܚ ܿȤܼȆ ܿȚܼ ܢ    ܘܸܐܕǶܿȁܡ ܸܐ
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ܗܿ . ܐ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ Ȯܵȏǫܵǹܸ ܕܼܐܿ ܿȋܼ. 
 ǧȂܵȅܼܸܕ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ܝǵȁ ܿǵܼ ܵǪܼ ǧ ܵܐܬܿܘȓȆܸȈ ǧȁܹȳ ܼܐܿ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȏǪܕ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ   
 ǵܿȉܵȆǪ ǵȉܹȂܼȦǭܼܵܪ ǧȅܹܝ ܕǵȁ ǶܵǫܵȉܸǪ ǧܼܬܿ ܵǮܼȁܼǷȋ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȂܵȎܼܵܘܵܬȤȁܵ

ǵȁܝ ܢ Ȑȋܼ .  ܐȨȁܼܼܘܼܬܿ ܿȨܼȡܵ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚ ǧǪܵǶܼǸܕ ǨܬܼܘܵܬȤȁܵ Ǩܘܵܐܵܗ
ȃܼǫǹܸ ̄ܗܵܘܘ ǵ̄Ȉܿܘܢ  ܿȋܼ ǧȅܹܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȦȎܵܕ̄ܐ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȁ ܿǷܼǪ ǧȏܹȁܼǷȋ ̈ܬܢǵܵ ܵǪܼ ܼܐܿ

ǵȂܝ ܿȏܼǭܵܕ ǧȗܹȳ ȇܼȁ ܼܙܿ ǵȁܝ ܼܐܿ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ ǧ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȏǪ  . ǧȂܵȎܵȨܵȋܐܼܘ ǧǪܵǶܼǸܘ
 ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ǵȉܹȁ ȷȈܹܘ ،ǧȁܵȤܵ ܿǪܼ ǵȉܹȁ ȷȈܹ ،ܼܘܿܗǵ ܵǪܼ ܕȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȓȆܸȈ Ȯܵȁ ܼܐܿ

 ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ȷȈܸܵܐ ،ȷȈܵȨ ܿȋܼ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ȇܼȁ ǵ ܼܐܿ ܹȁܼܬ ܕǶܼǪ ȮܵȘȂܼȌȥ ǧȁܵܕܵܗܘ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ
 Ƕǭܵ ǧȂܵȉܵǼǪܸ ǨܪܵܬǶܿȗܙ ǳ ܿȅܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ ܗȨܹȦȂܼǭܼܕܪ ǵȉܹȁ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ

 ǧȢܵțܵǸ Ƕǭܵܘ ǩܕܵܪ ܿȠܼȈ ǧȑܹܘܼܘȤ ܿǭܼ ،ǧ ܹȏ̈ ܵȂܼȎǵ ܿȋܼ ȮܹȁܵȴȋܵǷǪ ȮܵȥǶܼǭܪ ܼܕܿ
 ǵܿȉܵȆǪܘ ǧȂܵȚܿܗ ܸܨǶܼǫȈܸ ǵȉܹȆǪ ǵȈܹ ȷȉܵǫ ܿȡܼ ǧȅܹܿܗ، ܘǶܼȌȁܸܕ

 .ܐȨȁܼܼܘܬܼܘܗܿ 
 ǨܵܬǶܼȎȨܵȈǶܼȆܼ ܿȎܼܘ ȮܵȂȏܵȑ ȮܵȁܼǷǸ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȈܹ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ   

 ǧȏܵȋܸ ȮܵȦȁܼǳ ܕǧȅܹ ܼܗܿ ܿȡܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȂȅܼܸܕ ǩǳܵǸ ȷȈܵܿܗ، ܸܐ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ ǧǪܵǶܼǹǪ ܕܼܐܿ
ǵ ܹȂܼǪ  . ܫǶܼǪ ȨȁܼǦȎܵǶܵǭܵ ܿܗ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ ܕȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȓȆܸȈ Ȯܵȁ ܼܐܿ

ȷȉܵȁܵܿܗܘ ܕ Ȑȋܼ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȏܵȁܵǶȢܵȋܘ ǧȂܵȅܼܸܕ  . ȷȈ̄ܘܵܐܵܙ ǩȤܵǫܼǭܵܕ ȐȚܸܘܵܐ
ܿܗ  ̈ǶܼȂ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȏܵȋܼܘǵȋܘ ǩȤܵȁܼȤ ܿȥܼ ǩȤܵǫܼ ܿǸܼ ǵȉܹȁܼܼܘܿܗ، ܕȤǫܼ ܿǭܼܕ ȮܵȂ ܿǫܼȈ
 ǧȌܵȂܼȌ ܿǸܼ ܿܗ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ ܘܐȤȢܵȁܼܼܘܿܗ، ܐǳȏ̄ȋܸ ǧȏܵȁܼܹܪ̄ܫ ǶܼǪǶܼǸܿܗ ȓȆܸȈ ܼܐܿ

ǧ ̈Ȃܹȋܵǳ̄ ܿȡܼ ܿܗ ̈ǶܼȏȋܵǶȂܵǪܕ ȇܼȁ  .ǵȉܹȁ ܼܐܿ
 ǨܵܗǦܵǪ ȮܵȑܪܸܘǶܼǭܘ ǨܵܬȤ ܸǭ̰ǶܼǪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚܕ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ   

 ǧ ̈Ȃܹ ܿǸܼܕ ȮܵȂܼȅܼܕ ǨܵܬȤ ܸǫܼ
ܿǸܼܘ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǨܵܬȤȁܼȤ ܿȥܼ ،ǧȂܵȅܼܘܸܕ ǩȤܵȁܼȤ ܿȥܼ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ

 ǧȌܵȉȥܵ ǧȅܹ ،ܿܗǶܼǫȈܸ ǵȉܹȅ Ȑȋܼ ǵȈܹ ǧǫܵǹܸ ܿȋܼ ǧȅܹܿܗ ܕǶܼǭܵܙܘȤ ܿǪܼ ǧȡܵ
 ǧȅܹܬܼܘܿܗ ܘǶܼȂ ܿǸܼܕ ǧǭܵܵܙܘ ǧȚܵܨܿܘȤ ܿȚܼ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ȇܼȁ ǵȉܹ ܘǵȈܹ ǧȗܵǳȁܵ ǧȅܹ ܼܐܿ ܿȗܼ

ǵȁܹܕ ǩȤܵȢܵȁܼܘܿܗܝ ܐ ǵȉܹȁ ܼܘܿܗȤȢܵȁܼܝ ܕܐǵܿǪ ǵȈܹ ǩȤܵȢ ܿȂܼȋ. 
 ȊȂǪܹ Ȩȁܼܕܐ ǧȏܵțܵȉܸǸ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ ȷȈܵܘ ǧȂܵȚܘܸܨ ǧȂܵȅܼܸܕ ǧǪܵǶܼǸ Ǩܘܵܐܵܗ   

Ȥ ܿǪܼܿܗ ܘ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ  ܵܙܘǶܼǭܿܗ، ȤܵǪŭ ǩǳܵǸ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȁܵȤǪܸܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȮܵȁ ܘܼܐܿ
 ǧȏܵȂ ܿȥܼ ǧȡܵ ǧ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼܘ ǨܵܬǶܼȦȎܵܕ̄ܐ ȊȂ ܹǪܼܹܬ ǩǳܵǸ ،Ȯܵȏ ܵǭ̰ǶȈܵ ǧȂܵ ܿȌܼȥ

ǧȌܵȉܵȥܘ  . ǧȡܵ ǧ ̈ȌܹȂܼȒ ܿǪܼ ܹȮ̈ȂܵȎǶܼȘǻ ȃܼǪܼǵȁܵ ǧȅܹ ǧ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼ ǧȎܹ ܘܼܐܿ
 ܵȮȋܘܐܼܘ ǨܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǶȥܵ. 

 

Ȯܵȏǫܵǹܸ ܕǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁ. ܒ ܿȋܼ 
 Ǩ ǧ ܕܸܐǶܵȋ̈ܬܹ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼܕ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ܿȨܼǪ ȃܼȁܵܪȨ̄ǫܵȈ ܚ ܿȤܼȁܵܕ ǧ ܵḛ̏ǳ ܿǸܼ ܢ    ܸܐ

ܚ     ܿǶܼȁ ȷȉܹǪǶܼȡ ،ǨǶܹȏȂܼȎܕ ȮܵȉțܵȎ Ȑȋܼ Ǩܵܗ ،ǧȁܹȳܵܐܬܿܘ Ȑ ܿȏܼǸ ܼܐܿ
 ǩ ǧ ܘǵȑܵ̈ܕܹ ܹȎ̈ܵܬǶȋܵ ǧ ܹǫܼȁܼǵȁ ،ǧ ܹȏ̈ȉܵȂ ܿǸܼ ǧ ̈ǭܹܙܵܕǶܼǸ ǧǪܵܵܪ ǧȁܹǷǸܸܘ

 ǩȤܹȋǶܼȅ ،ǧ ܹȏ̈ȅܵܕܼܘ ǧȌܵȅǳ̄ ܿǹܼǪ ǧǫܹȂܼȉȑ ǧȦܹȂܼȚ ،Ȯܵȋܕܐܼܘ ǧǹܵǪǳ ܿȌܼȈ
 ǧȏܵȁܼܐ ،ǧȎܵǳܵǸܼܘǦȈ ǧȎܵǳܵǸܐܼܘ Ȑȋܼ ǧ ܹḚ̑ȁܼǶȅܘ ǧȅܼܵܘǳȈ ǧȅܵܕܼܘ Ȑȋܼ

ǳȏȋܸ ǳܼ̄ܝ،  ܿǸܼ Ȩȁܼܢ، ܐ ǶܼȂܼܬܿ ܿǸܼܕ ǧ ̈ȢܹȒ ܿȗܼ Ǩ Ƕܵȏܹܬ̈ ܿȆܼȁ ǧȎܹ ܼܐܿ ǵȂܝ ܼܐܿ ܿȉܼȆǪ
 ȷȈܵܘ ،Ȑ ܿȏܼȋܸ ȷȉܵȂܼȢȥ ǧȦܵȂܼȚ ȷȈܵ ǵȉܹ ܿȗܼ ǧțܵȉܵǸǶܼȥ ǵȉܹȁ ǧ ܵȁܼ̄ܐܬ ȷȈܵ

ܚ ǵȏܹȋܸ، ܗ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȦܹȁܼȤȚ Ȑ ܿȏܼǸ Ȑ ܐܼܘȮܵȂȎܵȨܵȋ «. ܕ.ܼܐܿ ܿǸܼܪܼܘ
 ܵȮȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ«.   ǩܵܪǶܿǼȎܵ ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ȇܼȁ ܢ ܼܐܿ ܿȨܼȡܵ ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȯܵȁܼܗܘ ǧǸܵܪܼܘ Ǩܵܐܵܗ

 ǧȌܵȁܸ ǩǳܵǸ ȇܼȁ Ȑ، ܼܐܿ ̈ ܿȎܼǶܿȏǫȈ ȮܵȑܪܸܘǶܼǭܘ ȮܵȂܼȋǶܼǸ ،ǧȏܵȁܵܕ ܿǵܼȋܘ
ܚ ǶܼȂܼǪܿܗ،  ܿǶܼȁ ǩܼܘܹܪǵǪܼ ܿȨܼȥܕ ǧȋܵǶȁܵ ܡǶܿȁܠ ܸܐܕ ، ܼܗܿ ܵܽȮȏǪܵǶܼǸ

 ܵȮȂȌܵȌ ܿȗܼ ܬܼܘܬܼܘܿܗȤȂܵǪܼܘܿܗ، ܘȨȂܼȘȥ ܿȨܼǪ. 
 ،ǧȁܹȳܿܗ ܵܐܬܿܘ ǵܼܘ̈ ܵǪܼ ܪǧȗܵ ܸܕǧȂܵȅܼ ܕܼܐܿ    ܘȤܵǪܵܬǨ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȮܵȁ ܕǵܿȉܵȁܼ ܼܙܿ

 ǧȏܹȏܵȗȳܘܕ ǧȢܵțܵǸ Ƕǭܵ  ȮܵȑܪܸܘǶܼǭ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚܕ ǵܿȉܵȁ ǧȗܵǳܵȂܼǪ
 ǧȎܵǶܿȏȡܵ Ǩܕܵܐܵܗ Ȑȋܼ ǨܵܬǷȂܼȏȥ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȈܹ ،Ȯܵȁܿܗ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǶܼȌȁܸܕ ǧ ̈ȏܹǪܵǶܼǸ

 ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȈܹ ،ܼܘܿܗȨȋܕܐܼܘ ǧȑܵǶܿȌȎܵ Ȑȋܼ ȮܵȢȂܼǸܪ ǵܿȉܵȁ ȷȈܹ ،ǧȂܵȌܵȌ ܿȗܼ
 ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ܿܗǶܼȏȋܸ ǧȁܵǷǸܸ ǧȦܵȂܼȚ ǵȉܹȁ ȷȈܹܿܗ، ܘǶܼȌȁܸܕ ǧȒܵȆܼ ܿǼܼȈ ȮܵǫܼȁܼȤȑ

 ǧǫܵǭܹ ǳ̄ ܿǹܼȈ ܿܗ ̈ǶܼȏȂ ܿȗܼ ǵܿȉܵȁ ܝǵȁ ܿȨܼȈȨܸȚǶܼȋܥ ܕǳܸ ܿȋܼܘ ǨǷܹǹ ܿȋܼܕ ǧȗܵܵܙܘ
 ǳ̄ ܿǹܼǪ ǩܵܪǵܸǪܼ ܿȨܼȥܿܗ ܕǶܼȏȂܵǪܼȠܸǪ ȮܵȦ ܵǭܼܪ ǩǳܵǸ Ȯܵȁܼܗܘ ȨȂ ܿȈܼܘ ،ǧȎܵȤ̄Ǹܹ̄ܐ
 ǩǳܵǸ Ȯܵȁܼܗܘ ȨȂ ܿȈܼܼܘܿܗ، ܕȨȋܕܐܼܘ ȷȈܸܵܐ ،ǧȎܵȤ̄Ǹܹ̄ܐ ǧȂܵȎܵȨܵȋܐܼܘ ǩܵܪǵܵǪܼǶܼȥ

ǶܼȌȉܵܬǦȈ ǨܼܘȨȋܼܘܿܗ  ܿȦܼȋ ȷȈܵܿܗ، ܸܐǶܼǫȉܸǪ ǨܵܬȤ̄Ǹܹ̄ܐ ǨܵܬǶܼȌȉ ܿȦܼȋ
 .ܵܐܬܿܘܪ

 ǵȉܹȁ ǧ ܵǮܼȁܼǷȋ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪܕ ǧǫܵȈܸܚ ܕ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȁܵǷܵǹǪܸ ǳ ܿȅܼܘ   
ȤȂܼȦܼܘܵܬȨȉȂܼǫܼǭ ،Ǩܼܘܿܗ  ܿȆܼǪ ܿܗǶܼȏȂܵȅ ،ܼܘܿܗȨȋܕܐܼܘ ǧȂܵȅܼܸܕ ǧǪܵǶܼǹǪ

 ȮܵȉȂܼȢȑ ،ܼܘܿܗȨȋܕܐܼܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȉܵȅܵǶܼȑ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȁ ܿǷܼǪ ȮܵȏȁܼǷȋ ،ǧȏܵȏܵǼǪ
 ǵܿȉܵȁ Ȑ ܿǻܼǶܼț ܿǸܼ ȮܵȂȌܵȌ ܿȗܼ ܢ ܿȨܼȂܼȈܵܘ Ǩܬ ܵܐܵܗǶܼǪ ،ǩȴܹȂܼț ܿȥܼ ܼܘܿܗȴǪܼܵܘǳǪ

 ǧǫܵȉܸǪ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ܪܼܘܿܗǶܼȢ ܿȂܼȋ ǳ ܿȅܼܘ ،ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ ǵȉܵǸ ܿȤܼȢ ܿȂܼȋܕ
 ǳ̄ ܿǸܼ ȇܼȁ ȮܵȉȡܸǶܼȑ Ƕܼȉȅܵ ǩǳܵǸ ȇܼȁ، ܘܼܐܿ ܚ ܼܐܿ ܿǶܼȁ ܿܗǶܼȁǷܵǹǪܸ ،ǧȂܵȅܼܸܕ

 ǧȎܹ ܿǦܼǪ ܢ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ ،ǧȂܵ ܿȌܼȦǪ ǧȎܵȠܵǫܸȉ ܿǪܼ ǧ ܵǫܼȅܼǶȅܵܘ ǧȏܵ ܵǭ̰ǶȈܵ ǧȦܵȌȥܸ
ǧ ̈

ܹǫܼǻܵ ܬܼܘ̈ܗǶܵȉܵȁܼܕ: 
ǵܼܘܗ̈ .    ܐ ܵǪܼ Ȯܵȏǫܵǹܸ ܕܼܐܿ ܿȋܼ. 

Ȯܵȏǫܵǹܸ ܕǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁ.    ܒ ܿȋܼ. 
 .ܕǳǪ ȮܵȂܼȅܼܼܘȴǪܼܵܘܿܗ ܘȮȏȂܵǼȑȤܸȅܵ .    ܓ
 .ǶȥܵܵܬȮȂȚܵܵ .    ܕ
ǧ.    ܗ ̈Ȃܹ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȂܵȉܵȗܸ ǧȦܵȂܼȏǪ. 

 ܵȮȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǨܵܬȤܵǪ 
ȐȂܼȌȂܵȏǪܸ ܸܪܫǶܼȅ 

 1979ܹܬܗܵܪܢ، ܐȤܵȁܼܢ 
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 Ȋ ܿȗܼ ȮܵȂܼȋܸܬܪ Ȑị̑ ǧȋܵǵȔܵ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ǧ ܹǪ̣ܼܘȨ ܿȌܼȈ ȮܵǪ ܿȤܼ ܿ
ܼǭ̰ IBM  ǧȡܹȳܵܵܘ

 ǧ ܹȘ̈ȁܼǷǪ punch cards ܕ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȦܸǪ1960 . Ƕǭܵ ܝǵȁ ܿȳܼǶܼǫ̣Ș ܿȋܼ
 ܹȮ̈ȂܵȏȂܵȏȋܵ Computers   ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸܕ ǧȁܹȴܵȕȗܸ ܗܵܘܘ ȃܼȉȢȥܵ ȨǪܸܕ    

 RothǨܗܵܘ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹ . ǶǮܵȈ ǧȏܵȁ ȷȈܵܵܙǦǪܹ ǧ ܵȁܼܵܐܕ ȃܼȎܵܐ ،ǨܵܬǷ ܿȁܼȤ ܿȌܼǪ
ǧȏܵȂܼȋ ǧȅܹȳ ܼܐܿ  .ȨȂǪܹ ܼܐܿ

 ǧȡܵRoth ، Ƕܼḛ̏ Ǩܵܗܹܘ ȷȈܹ ،ǵȉܹȁ ǧȢܵȁܼȤȚ ܢǶܿȢȂܼȕȆȈܸ ǧ ܵȁܼܵܐܕ
ǩܵܪǵ ܿȔܼܕ ǧǪܵܪǶܼȡ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȂܼȌ ܿȥܼ Ȯܹȗܵȳ Ȋ ܼܐܿ ܿȗܼ Ȯܵǹ ܿȂܼȏ ܿȋܼܕ ǧǹܵȁܵ̇ܗܝ ܸܗܫ . ܙܼܘ

 ȮܵȎȤܵǪ ܿǳܼȋ ẹ̑ȁ ܪ ܵܗܵܕǩ ܼܐܿ ȤȚ ǩǳܵǸ ɁȁܿܘǶܿȕȂܼȚ̮ܪ ܼܗܿ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ǧȏܵǹܵȉȚܸ ܼܐܿ
ǶܼǸ ǧܪܵܙ̇ܗ  ܵǫ̣ȦܵǹǪܸ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǩȤܵǫܵȕǪܸ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ȷȈܹܘ ǨܵܬǶܼȦȎܵȤ ܿǪܼܕ ǨǶܵȘ ܿȚܼܕ

ǵȉܹȁ ǩܹܪܵܪǶܼǸ ܸܗܫ . 
" ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ǧȁܵܵܘǵȈܸ Ȑị̑ ȨȂȉܹȥܵ ȷȈܹ ȨȎ݇ ȤȚܵܿܘǧȥܵ . ܕ. ܗ" ،Assyriologistܼܐܿ

 ܵȮȏțܵȉ ܿȋܼ  Martha Roth    Ȯܵȏ݇ȥܹ Ȑị̑ ȮܵȂܼȋܪȨܸȈ Ǩܵܘǵȁ ǨܵܬȤǪܸܼܘǳȋ1996 
 

THE ASSYRIAN DICTIONARY OF THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (CAD) 
Editor-in-Charge: 
Martha T. Roth 

 

Ǩܗܵܘ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹ ܕܵܐܬܿܘܪ، ̇ܗܝ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȋܵܘܐܼܘ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ܵܐǧȎܵ . " ܕǧȏܵȦܵȈܸ ܘܼܬܿ
 ȮܵȂȔܵǶܿȌȎܵ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ Ƕǭܵ ǧȏܵǹܵȉȚܸ ȃȎǶܵȁ ȮܵǮȂܼȉǪ ȨȁܼǦ ܼܬܿ ܿȏܼȂܼȋ ܼܐܿ
 ǨܵܗǦܵȈ ȃܼȎǳܵȗ ǧǪܵܵܪ ǩܹܪǶܼǫ̣Ș ܿȌܼȈ ȃȎǶܵȁ ȮܵȏȁܵȠ ܿȋܼȨȋܸ ǧ ܵȁܼܘܵܐܕ

ȷȉܵ ݇ǭ̣Ƕܼȥ  .  ǧȥܵܵܐܕ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ Ƕǭܵ ǧȏܵȂܵȕȎܸ ǩȤܹȋܵ Ǩܵܗܹܘ ȨǪܸ 
 ǧȆܵȁܵܵܘܘ ܬǵȁ ǧȁܹȳǶܼȥ ǶܿǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ ǧǪܵܵܨܘ ȨȂǪܹܕ ǩȳܹǶ̇ǹǪܵ

ǳ݇ܡ  ܿȡܼ ǩȤܵț ܿȗܼܕ   ܹȮ̈Ȃܵȉǫܸǻܸ Ȋ ܿȗܼ ܝǵ̈Ȃ ܿȏܼȂ ܿȗܼ90  ǧȗܹǶܼȌ ܿ
ܼǭ̰ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸ

 ܿǶǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ ǧȁܵȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚ ǩ . ǳܵǸǦܸȈ̈ܕܹ  
 

  http://oi.uchicago.edu/research/pubs/catalog/cad/  
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 ǶܿȘȔܵܪܼܘܵܬǨ ܕǶܿȢȂܼȕȆȈܸܢ

 
 ،ǧȏܵǪ̣ Ȥ ܼܙܿ ܿțܼȔ Ȑị̑  Chicago Sun Times 

 

ǧȏܵȌܵǭܪ ܿȨܼȋ  :ȇȈܵܬܼܘܪ ،ȖȂܼǭܪ ܿǶܼȂܼǭ ǧ ܵȂܼǪǶܼǻ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

90  ǩȴܹȂܼǹǪ ،ǩܪ ܵܗܵܕȨ݇Ǫܵ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸ )(Scholars ǧǪܵܵܨܘ ȨȂǪܹ Ƕǭܵܕ  
 ̇ǶǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ)University of Chicago ( ȣȥܵǶܼțȈ ܿܘܢǵȉȡܸܪǶܼȚ

 ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ)ܢǶܿȢȂܼȕȆȈܸ (ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ . ȷȉܵȈܵܕܕܼܘ ǧȡܹȳܵܵܘ ،ǧǪܵǶܼǸܕ ǩȳܹܵܗǶܼȎ
) ܵȮȂȚܵ Ȯܹȁܵȴ ، )ܼܪܿ ܿǭܼܹܐ ،ǧȥܹȴǸܸ ،ǧ ܹȔ̈ǶܿȌȎܵܕ ǧ ܹȋ̈ܵܕǶܼǭܘ ȮܵȂȏܵȋܕ ȷ ܹȉ̈Ǯ̰Ȕܸ

 ǶܼǼȡܸܕ ǧȗܵܪ Ȥܼܙܿ ܿǪܼܕ ǧȎܹȳܵܬǶܼȁ Ȋ ܿȗܼ ܹȮ̈Ȃܵȏ ܿȌܼǸ ǧ، ܼܬܿ ܹȆ̈ȉ ܿȋܼ ȊȂǪܹ
ǧǪܸȴȗܸܕ ǩȴܹǮܵȂܼǭ̰ܕ ǩȳܹܬǶܼȗܕ ǳȁܼȨȗ ǶܼǪ Ȯܵȋܬ ܼܕܿ ܿǷܼȋ  .ܘܼܗܿ

 ǧ ܹ
̈ǫ̣ȁܼȨȅ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧ ܹȚ̈Ǧȅܹ Ȋ ܿȗܼ ǩȴܹȂܼȢȎ ܵܘܘǵȁ ǧ ܹȦ̈ȂܼȚ ǧȎܹ ǵȂܝ ܼܐܿ ܿȉܼȅ

 ǩȤܵț ܿȗܼܕ ȷ ܹȈܼ̈ܘǳȏ ܿǭܼ Ȋ ܿȗܼ Ǩ Ǩ ܕܸܨ̈ܨܹ  ǦܵǪ (Clay tablets)ܬܵܘ̈ܬܹ
 ǨܵܬǶܼȂȏܵȁܼǳȋܕ ȮܵȥǶܼǭܪ ȮܵȢȁܼȨ، ܼܕܿ ܿȗܼ Ȑȁȳܹǵ ܿȎܼ ȨȂǪܹ Ƕǭܵ ܹȮ̈Ȃܵȉǫܸǻܹܘ

 ȊȂǪܹ ،ǧȦܵȎܵȤ ܿǪܼ2500ܕ ،ǧǹܵȂܼȦȋ ܡǳ݇ ܿȡܼ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸ 100 ܪȨ݇Ǫܵ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸ 
ǧǹܵȂܼȦȋ .ǩȴܹȂܼǹǪ  ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܹǹ̈ȂܼȉȚ ǶܿǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ ǧǪܵܵܨܘ ȨȂǪܹ Ƕǭܵܕ

 ǧȅܹܕ ȃܼȎܵܐ ǧȡܵ ǧȏܵȦܵǭ݂ ܕȨȋܸ ǧȏܵȁܼܵܪܿ ܿǵܼȋ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ Ȋ ܿȗܼ ǩܵܕܵܪ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼܕ ǧǪܵܪǶܼȡ
 ǧȌܵȅǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ܬǶܼǪ ǧ ܹ

̈ǫ̣ȁܼȨȅ ܵܘܘǵȁ ǧ ܹȦ̈ȂܼȚܕ ǧȢܵȁܼȨ ܿȗܼ ǧȏܵȦܵȈܸ ܼܝȤȡܵ
ǧȦܵȎܵȤ ܿǪܼܕ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ǩȴܹȂܼǫ̣ȗ ǧ ܕܼܬܿ ܹȏ̈Ǫ̣  .ܼܙܿ

 
 Ȯܵȉ ܿȌܼȆ ܿȋܼ ǧȡܵ ǵ̇ȉܵȥȤܹǭ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸ ȃܼȘȥ21ܸܬ ،ǧȢܵǪܵ28000 ܕܼܘ ،ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ 
 ܿǶǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚܕ . Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ܵܘܘǵȁ ǧȁܹȳǶܼȥ

1921 ، ǳ ܿȂܼǪ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸܕ ǧǸܵȨȌܸǪ ǧȁܵȤǪܸ ǵȉܹȦȂܼȚܕ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼțǪ85 
  ǧ ܹȡ̈ȨȚܸ ǧ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȂȉȌܸǪ ǧ ܵǪ̣ȨܵȆǪܸ ǧ ܹǹ̈ȉܵ ܿȚܼI (Index Cards)  ǨǷܹȡܸȳǶܼȡ

 Ȯܵȥ ǳܼܪܿ ܿȋܼ  Ƕǭܵ ǩȳܹǶܼǭ ǧ ܹ
̈Ǫ̣ȨȆ݂ ܿȋܼ ǧȦܵȌ ܿǸܼ Ȑị̑ ǩܫ ܵܙܘܵܕǶܼǪ Ƕǭܵ

Oriental Institute).( 
 

 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ǧȘܵȂܼǫ̣ǻ ǵȉܹȦȂܼȚ ǧȂܵȋܵǳ݇ ܿȡܼ ǧȢܵǪܵ1956ܕܼܘ . ǧ ܹȏ̈ȥܸ ȃܼȘǪܪ ܼܐܿ
 Ǩܵܘǵȁ ȮܵȁǷܹǸ ܡǦܹȡܵܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȋǶܿȂȔܵܕ ȮܵȎȤܵǪ ܿǳܼȋ ،ǩܪ ܵܗܵܕȨ݇Ǫܵ

ǵȌܹȈܵǶܼȦȈܘ ǵȁܹܵܪǶܼȦȈ" . ܼܝȨȉȢܵȥ Ȑị̑ Ǩܵܗ Ǩܵܘǵȁ ȃܼȦȂܼȎ
 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȈܵܐ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ1966 ǵ̇ȏܵȁܵȨ ܿȋܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȋǶܿȂȔܵܕ ȮܵȎȤܵǪ ܿǳܼȋ Ɂȁ  ܼܐܿ

،ǧ ܵȅ݂Ȥȁܵܕ ȃȏȢܵǫ̣ȥܵ  ȷȈܵ ǧȌܵȈܵǶܼȦȈ ȮܵȂܼȋܸܬܪ "Martha Roth  
 Ǩܵܘǵȁ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹ" Ǩܵܘǵȁܼ ȃܼȉ ݇ǭ݂ǶܼȦǪ ܼܝȨȂȋܵȤ ܿȚܼܕ ǧǸܵܐܼܘܪ

ǵȏܹȉܵȌܸȆ ܿȋܼܕ". 
 

 ǳ ܿȂܼǪ Ǩܵܘǵȁ ȮܵȁܼܪǶܼȥ ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚܕ ȮܵȂܼȋܸܬܪ
 ،ȮܵȂǸܵǳ ܿȋܼ ȮܵȔܸܐȨ ܿȥܼܕ ǧȏܵȈܵܐ ܿȨܼȦ ܿȋܼJames Breasted ، ǧȎܵȤܵǹ ܿǪܼ

 Ȯܵȥ ǳܼܪܿ ܿȋܼ Ǩܵܘǵȁ ǧ ̣ǪܵܬǶܼȋ ǵȉܹ ܵȂܼǹǪ̇ܗܘ ܕ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȂǹܵȎǳ ܿȋܼ ǧ ܹȡ̈Ȩȗܸܕ
 ǧȡܵ Ǩܵܘǵȁ ȮܵȏȁܵȠ ܿȋܼȨȋܸ ǶܿǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ" ǧ ܹȢ̈ȂܼȈܬ ܹȮ̈ ܿȂܼȡ Ȯܵǹ ܕܼܗܿ ܿ

ܼḚ̑Ȧ݇ ܿȋܼ
ǧȦܵȎܵȤ ܿǪܼ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼܕ ǧȌܵȁܵǶܼȡܕ  ". 

 Ǩ ǶܼǸ Ɂȁܕܵܪǩ ܕǶȋܵܕǶܵȏȗܵ̈ܬܹ ǧȕܵȅܸǶܼǼȋ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵȂܼȚ ܼܐܿ
Encyclopedia ، ǵȉܹȁ ǧȗܵǶܼǫ ܿȋܼ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚ

 ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ȊȆǪ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ،ǩ ܹǳ̈ȂܼȌȈ ǧȎܹȴܵǹǪܵ ǳ، ܼܬܿ ܿȂܼǪ ǧǹܵȉܸȚǶܼȋ ǧȏܵȁܵȤ ܿȥܼ
 ܵȮȢȁܼȨ ܿȗܼ Ȑȁȳܹǵ ܿȎܼ ȨȂǪܹ ܬǶܼǪ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȁܵܿܘȠǪܵܕ . ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵȂܼȚ ǳ ܿȅܼ

 ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȏܵȦܵȈܸ ،ǶܿǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚ ǨǵܵȋǶܼȦȋ
ǧȎܹȴ݇Ǹܹ݇ܐ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȌܵȂܼȥ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȦܵȈܸܘ ،ǧȁܵǳܵȅܵ ǵȉܹȁ ǨǷܵȘȈܸ ǳ݇ ܕܼܐܿ ܿǸܼ . ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȅ
 ܿǶǮȆܵȂܼȥܢ ܕǶܿȢȂܼȕȅǵȈܸ Ƕǭܵ ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܹȦ̈Ȃܼǫ̣Ǹ Ǩ ܹǷ̈ȘȈܸ. 

 
 ǳ ܿȅܼRoth  Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ȮܵȂܼȋܕܸܬܪ ȮܵȏȈܵܐ ܿȨܼȦ ܿȋܼ ǵ̇Ȉܵ Ǩ1966 ܗܹܘ ، ȮܵȂȋܵǳ݇ ܿȡܼ

 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚ Ȋ ܿȗܼ ǧǹܵȉܵȚ ǵ̇Ȉܵ ǩܹܪǶܼȥ1979 
ǧ ܵǭ݂ܪ ܿǳܼǪPost-Doctorate   Ǩܵܬǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ǧ ܵǭ݂ܪ ȍ ܼܕܿ ܿȗܼ PhD  Ƕǭܵ 

 ǨܵܬǶܼȁܬ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǶȉȉ ܿȌܼȋAssyriology ، ȨȂǪܹ Ȑị̑ Ǩܵܘǵȁܼ ǵ̇ ܵǭ݂ܪ ܼܕܿ
 ǩǳܵǸ Ȋ ܿȗܼ Ǩܵܘǵȁ ȮܵǹȂܼȉȚܕ ǧȆܵȁ ǧ، ܼܐܿ ܵȂܼȏ ܵǫ̣ȉȂܼȕȏȚܵܕ ǧǪܵܵܨܘ

 ǨǵܵȂܼǫ̣Ȏ ǧȁܵȤܵȂȋܵǶܿȔ ܢǶܿȢȂܼȕȆȈܸܕ ȮܵȂܼȋܸܬܪ (Inspired)  Ȑị̑
 ܿǶǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚ. 

 
Roth  ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁ ȨȂǪܹ ȍ ܿȗܼ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ȮܵȚܸܬǶܼȥ Faculty  ȨȂǪܹܕ 

 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ǶܿǮȆܵȂܼȥܕ ǧǪܵ1980ܵܨܘ Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ1996 ܘ ، Ǩܵܘǵȁ ȮܵȦȂܼȚ
̇ܗܝ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹ ܗܵܘǨ ܕǵȁ ȷȈܹܵܘǵȋܸǶܼȦȋ . ǨܵܬȮܵȋǶܿȂȔܵ Ǩ ܕǶܿȢȂܼȕȆȈܹܢ

 ȮܵȂܼȋܸܬܪ Ȯܵǹ ܸḚ̑ȥ݇ǶܼȋProject  Ǩܵܘǵȁ ǧȦܵȂܼȚ ȐȚܸܵܐ Ȯܵȏǫܵ ܸǮ̰Ș ܿȋܼ 
 ǩǳܵǸ ǵ̇Ȉܵ Ǩܘܗܹܘ ǵ̇ȌܵȈܵǶܼȥ" ܵȮȂȎܵȨܵȉȦܸȏȋܸ ǨܵܬȠțܵȎ". 

 ǧ ܵȅ݂ܕ ǵȉܹ، ܼܗܿ ܿȗܼ ȮܵȦǪܵܕ ǧȗܵǳܵȂܼȈ ǧ ܹȦ̈Ȏܵ݇ܐ ǧǪܵܵܪ ǧȡܵ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ǧȢܵȕ ܿȗܼ
 ̇ǵȉܵȁ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹ ̇ܗܝ ،ȷȉܵȢȥܵ ǧȅܹ ȮܵȂܼȋܸܬܪ" : ǧȂܹȎܕܼܘ ȃܼḚ̑Ǹ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ȷȈܹ ܼܐܿ

ǵȉܸȁ ǧȁܵȤȅܸ ǵǼܹȂܼȔ ȧ ܸǭ݂ܵܪ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ Ȋȅܕ ǧȆܵȁ ǧ . ܕǦܸȡܵܡ ܼܐܿ ܹȦ̈Ȏܵ݇ܐ ǧǪܵܵܪ
ǧ ܹȏ̈ȁܵǳȏȌܸȈ ǧȎܹǶܼȆ ܿȈܼ ȃܼǫǹܸ ܿȋܼ ǧȅܹ . ȃܼǪ̣Ȩȁܵ ȃܼǫǹܸ ܿȋܼ ȷȈܹ ǧȏܵȁܼܐ

 ܹ̈Ȯ ܿȘܼȕܵǪ". 
 

 ǨܵܬǶܼǪ̣ܨ Ƕǭܵ Ȑ ܿȁܼ  ǧȎܹȳܵܬǶܼȁܕ Ǩܪܵܬ ܿǶܼ ܿǻܼ ǧȡܵ ǧȎܵǳܵȗ ǩܹܪǶܼǫ̣Ș ܿȋܼ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȦܸǪ
ǧțܵȂܼȉȁ݇ ǳ݇ ̇ܗܝ  ܿǸܼܕ ȮܵȢȂܼȌ ܿȗܼ ǨܿܘܪܼܘܵܬȠǪܵ ǩǳܵǸ ̇ܗǶܵǭܵ ǧȏܵȁ ǧȁܹ݇ܬǶܼȋܕ

 .:݇ܐȤܵȋܸܗ̇ 
"،ǧǸܵȨȋܸ Ȑ ܿȁܼǦțܵȂܼȉȁ݇ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ȨȁܼܐǳܵȂܵȗ "Ǩܗܵܘ ǩȤܵȋܵǦǪܹ ̇ܗܝ . ȨȎ݇ ǳ ܼܐܿ ܿȅܼ

 ǩȴܹǫ ܿǸܼ ȣȥܵǶܼȚ Ǩܵܐܵܗ Ɂȁ ǩǳܵǸ Ȋ ܸܬܪȮܵȂܼȋ ܼܐܿ ܿȗܼ ܬǶܸȁ ǧǹܵȉܵțǪܸ
 ǧȏܵȂܵȗܸܪ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ Ƕǭܵ ȨȁܼǦȔܸܵܐȨ ܿȥܼ Ȩȁܢ ܵܗܹܘ Ɂȁ ܸܐ ܵܐܬܿܘǵȉܹȁܼ ، ǧȁܹȳܵ ܼܐܿ

ǧȦܹȁܼȴȚ ܹȮ̈ȂܵȈǶܼȅ݂Ǧȋܹ Ȑị̑ ȮܵȈǶܼȅ݂Ǧȋܹ  ǩǳܵǸ ȨȥܸȤȚܵܕ . ǧ ܹǪ̣ܼܘȨ ܿȋܼ ȨȎ݇ ܼܐܿ
ǧȎܵǳܵȗ ȊȆǪ ǧȎܹȴ݇Ǹܹ݇ܐ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȁܵǳȏȋܸ Ȋ ܿȗܼ ǧȎܵǶܼȌȎܸ ܬǶܸȁ. 

 ،ȮܵȂܼȋܕܸܬܪ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ǧ ܕܼܬܿ ܵȆ݂ȁܼȤ ܿȁܼ ǧǸܵȨȌܸǪ ǧȦܹȁܼȴȚ Ǩ ܹǷ̈ȡǶܼȎ Ƕǭܵ
 ǧȦܵ ܵǫ̣ǹǪܸ ،ȷȉܵ ̣ǭ݇Ƕܼȥܕ ǧǸܼܵܘܪǦȈ Ǩ ǳܼܘ̈ܬܹ ܿǸܼ ܵܘܘǵȁ ǧǪܹȳǶܼǭ̰ ǩȴܹȂܼǹǪ
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 Ǩ Ȑ ܵܗ̈ܘܹ ܿȁܼ ǩȳܹܵܐ ȍ ܼܐܿ ܿȗܼ
 ǨܵܕܵܬǶܼǸܘ ǧțܵȉܵǸǶܼȥܕ

 ǩܵܕǦȗܸ ǩܼܘܹܪȤ ܿȦܼȌȈܸ ،ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ܕܼܬܿ
Ȑ  "ܐȨȂܼȅܘܿ "ܕ ܿȈܼܸܐ Ǩܵܐܹܬ ǧȅܹܕ

 ܵȮȏ݇ȥܹ  ȊȆǪ  . ܹܪ݇ܫǳȏ݇ȋܸ
Ǩ : " ݇ܐȤܹȋܸܗ ܵܐǩȳܹ ܘܵܗ̈ܘܹ ܼܐܿ

 ǳ݇ ܿǸܼܕ ǨܵܕܵܬǶܼǸܘ ǧțܵȉܵǸǶܼȥܕ
 ǧȏܵȁ ǩȳܹܼܘȤ ܿȥܼ ȐȕܵȂܼȏǪ

 Ɂȁ Ȑ ܼܐܿ ܿȡܼܕǷܸȈܢ ܘ ܿȨܼȁܵǶܼȡǵܵȈ
 Ǩܪܵܬ ܿȤܼ ܿȥܼ ǩܘܵܗܵܕ ،Ȯܵȋܐܼܘ  ǩǳܵǸ

ܢ  ܢ ܘܸܗǶܼȂȁܼܵܬܿ ܕܐȨȁܼܼܘܼܬܿ
ܢ  ܐܼܘǶܼȂȎܵȨܵȋܼܬܿ

ܢ  ."ܘǶܼȁȤܵțȔܸܼܬܿ
 ܡ

 ǧȁܼܪǶܼȔܕ ܹȮ̈ȌܵȂ ܿȉܼȗܘ ǧ ̈ȌܹȂ ܿȉܼȗܕ ȮܵȥǶܼȏȅܕ ǧȏܵȈܵܐ ܿȨܼȥ◌ܸ
Ǩ، ܸܐܕǶܿȁܡ : "Ƕܿǭ̰ ،ǧȌܵȁܸܵܙǶܿǭ Ȝ̮ȁܼܪǧȁܵ ݇ܐȤܹȋܸܗ ǶܵȎǶܿǸ̈ܬܹ ǧȁܵ ܼܐܿ

ܚ ǦȘܹǪܵܕǩ ܕ ܿǶܼȁ ǧǸܹǶܼȁ ǧȦܵ ، 6763ܕȮܵȏ݇ȥܹ " ܵܐȨȂܼȅܘܿ "ܼܙܿ ̣ǫܵǹǪܸܕ

 ȨȁܼȨȗ ǳ݇ ܼܕܿ ܿǸܼ ǧȂܵȏܵǫȈܸ ǩȤܵǫ̣ ܿȔܼܘ ǨܵܕܵܬǶܼǸܕ ȷȉܵȅܵǶܼȕȈ ǵȉܹȁ
ǩܵܪȨ ܿȂܼȋ . ȍ ܿȗܼ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȚܹܬܼܘǶȥܵܕ ǩܵܕǦȗܸ Ǩܵܐܵܗ Ƕǭܵ

ܚ  ܿǶܼȁ ǧȚܹܸܬǶܼȥ ܐܼܘܦ ،ǧ ܵȁܼܪǶܼȔ Ȑǻܵܵܘ Ƕǭܵ ܢ ǶܵȎǶܿǸܼܬܿ ܼܐܿ
Ǩ ǧ ܘǳǸܵܵܘ̈ܬܹ ܹȦ̈ ܿǸܼ ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȅ Ƕǭܵ ܝǵȂ ܿȌܼ ܿȗܼ ".

ܚ : " ܘǶܼȋܙǵȈܹǳȁܸ ܘ݇ܐȤܹȋܸܗ ܿǶܼȁ ǧǸܹǶܼȁ ܸܐܕǶܿȁܡ ܼܙܿ
 Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ȮܵȁܵܪǶܿȔ ȮܵȂȎܵȨܵȋܐܼܘ Ȯܵȏ݇ȥܹܕ ǧȥܵȤܹǪ

 Ȯܵȋܐܼܘ ǩǳܵǸܕ ǩܵܕǦȘܹǪ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ǧǸܹǶܼȁ Ȯܵȁǳܵȉ، ܘܼܙܿ ܿȅܼܘ
 ܵȮȂȉܵǪܵǶܼȁ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ȤܕܼܘܵܬȮܵȂȏܵȥܵȤȥܸ Ǩ ܘܼܬܿ ܿȋܼ ǩȤܹȋܵ .

،ǧ ܵȁܼܪǶܼȔܕ ȮܵȂȈܵܨ " ܵܐܵܗǨ ܐܼܘȮܵȁܼȤǪ ǵ̇ȉܵạ̏ ،Ȯܵȋ ܼܐܿ
ܚ ܵܐܵܗǧȋܵǶȁܵ Ǩ ܕ ܿǶܼȁ ǧǫܵȉܵǼǪܸܘܿ "ܘȨȂܼȅܫ " ܵܐǦܸȚܵ

ǧ ܵȁܼܪǶܼȔ ȃ̈ ܿȏܼǪ ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȆǪ ǧȂܵȏܵǻܵܵܘ ǩܵܕǦȗܹ ȷȉܵǪǶܼȡ. 
 ǩǳܵـǸ ǵـȉܹـǪ̣ȤܸـȡǶـȋ ،ǶܼȉȂܼȚ̮ ȊȁܼǦܹȦܵȂܼȋ ǧǸܵǶܿȦȋܵ

 .ǶܼǪ ǧȂܵǪܵȤܵȗܵ ǧȏܵȦܵȉܸǪ ȮܵǸǶܼȦȋܬ Ǧȗܹܵܕǩ ܕ ܵܐȨȂܼȅܘܿ 
 

 ǧȂܵȏܵȋܵܐܼܘ ǩܵܪǦǸܹ ǩܵܕǶܼǭ" ǧȁܵǦȋܵȤ ܿǪܼ" ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼܕ
 ǩǳܹȡȳܸ ǵȉܹǪ̣ȤܸȡǶܼȋ ،ǧȁܹȳǶܼȔ Ǩ ܘܐܼܘǶܵȏȋܵ̈ܬܹ

 ǧ ܹǸ̈ǶܼȈܘ ȃܼȉȦȌܸȡܵ ȃ̈ ܿȏܼǪܕ ǧȦܹȁܼȴȚ ǧȂܹȎܵܬܼܘܵܬȴ ܿȁܼ
ǧȦܹȁܼȴȚ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȏܵȋܵܐܼܘ . ǩܵܕǶܼǭ"ǧ ܵȂܼȎܐ̣ܘܪ   " Ǩ ܕܐܼܘǶܵȏȋܵ̈ܬܹ

 ،ȮܵȂǻܵȤܵȡǶܿȌȁܼܕ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ Ȯܵȕ ܿȆܼ ܿǻܼܕ ǧȂܹȎܵܬܿܘܵܬȴ ܿȁܼ
 ǧȗܹܼܘǳ ܿȋܼ ،ǩǳܵȡܕܸܪ ȮܵȂȏܵȋܵܐܼܘ ǧǸܵǶܼȈ ǩǳܵǸ ǵȈܹȤܸȡǶܼȋ

ܕǧȌܵǸܵǶܼȎ ܕ  "ܵܐȨȂܼȅܿܘ،"ȨǫܵȕȏܸȈܼܘܵܬǨ ܕǶܼǸܵܕܵܬǨ ܼܘܿ
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 ȃ̈ـ ܿȏܼǪܕ ǧ ̈țܹȈ ȍ ܼܐܿ ܿȗܼ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȎܵȨܵȋܐܼܘ ǧ ܹǫ̈ ܿǭܼܘ ǧ ܹȔ̈ܬܵܐǶܼȥܕ ǧȎܹȴܵǪ ܿǳܼȋ
 ܼȃȉȦȌܸȡܵ Ƕǭܵ ܢ ܿȨܼȋܐܼܘ  . ǧـǹܵȁܵܙܼܘ Ǩܵܐܵܗ Ƕǭܵ ܵܘܘǵȁ ǩȴܹȁܼܘܗܕ

ȦܹȁܼȴȚ ǧـǧ"  ܵܐȨȂܼȅܘܿ " ܕǦȗܹܵܕǩ ܕ ܹȌ̈Ȍ ܿȗܼܘ ǧ ܹț̈Ȃܸǻܵ Ȑị̑  . ǧـ ܹȏ̈ـȦܸـǪ
 ǩܵܕǦـȘܹـȈ ܗܵܘܘ ǧـ ܹǹ̈ȁܸ ǧȅܹ ǧ ܼܙܿ ܵȁܼܪǶܼȔܕ Ȑ ܿȌܼ ܿȗܼ ȃ̈ ܿȏܼǪ ،ǩȴܹȂܼǫ̣ȗ

ȨȂܼȅܘܿ " ܕ ȁـǵܝ "  ܼܐܿ ܿȨܼـǼـ ܿȉܼـțـǪܸ ،ȐȕܵȂܼȏǪ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼܕ Ǩܵܬǳ ܿǸܼ Ȯܵȏ݇ȥܹܕ
ǧ ܹȏ̈ȕܵȂܼȎ ȨȂǪܹܕ ǧȋܵǶܿǹȈܵ ǧȏܵȂܵȅ Ƕǭܵ ،Ȯܵȏ݇ȁܼǳȋܪ ܕǳܵ ܿǫܼȈ. 

 
 ،ǧـǹܵـȁܵܙܼܘ Ƕـǭܵ ǧـ ܵǪ̣ȤܸـȡǶܼـȋ ǵـȉܹȦȂܼȚܕ ǧȂܵȋܵǳ݇ ܿȡܼ ȷȉܵȉȌ ܿȋܼ
 ǧـȏܵـȈܵܐ ܿȨܼـȦـȋܸ ،ǧـȁܵܪǶܿـǭ ǧـȥܹǶܼـȋ ȊـȁܹܐȤܹǫ̣ ܿǭܼ ǩȤܵȢ ܿȂܼȌǪܸ
 ǧـȌܵـȦܸـǪ ǵȉܹȋǷܸȋܕܗܼܘ ،Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȂܵȢܵȂܼǼȂܼȈǶܿȚ Ȯܵȕ ܿ ܼȆ݂

ܿǻܼܕ
Ȯܵȕ ܘ݇ܐȤܹȋܸܗ ܿȆܼ ܿǻܼܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȎȤܵǪ ܿǳܼȋܕ " : ǧـȏܵـȂ ܿȦܼǪ ܢǶܸȁ ȷȈܹǶܼǫ ܿȡܼ

 ،ǧȂܵȏܵȋܘܵܐܸܪ ǧȁܵܪܵܕǶܼȡܘ ،ǧȂܵǪܵȤܵȗܵ ǧȂܵȏܵǻܵܵܘ ǧȗܵܕܵܙܘ ǧ ܹȋ̈ǶȂ ܿȢܼȈ
 ǧـ ̈ȋܹǶܼـȂـ ܿȢܼـȈ ـǧ، ܼܘܿ ܹȂ̈ـȎܵǵȅܵ Ǩ ǵܵ̈ܬܹ ܵǪ̣ ܿǦܼȈ ǧ، ܼܘܿ ܹȂ̈ȔܵǶܿȌȎܵ ܹȮ̈ȘܵȂܼȕȈ ܼܘܿ
 ǧـ ܹȂ̈ـȋܵǶܿȏȡܘܸܐ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȚܵܵܬǶȥܵܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈Ȏܵܵܬǳȗܸ ܢ

ܿ
ܼȨ̈ȘܵȂܼȔܘ ،Ȑ ܿ

ܼȔ̈ܬܵܐǶܼȥܕ
ǧȂܹȎܵܕܼܘܵܬȴ ܿȋܼܘ ". 

 
ǳȏ݇ȋܸ Ȯܵȕܹܪ݇ܫ  ݇ܐȋܸـȤܹܗ ܿȆܼ ܿǻܼܕ ǧȂܵȉǭܵ ǧȏܵȈܵܐ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ " :  Ȑـ ܿǹܼـȁܵܙܼܘ

 Ǩܵܬǳ݇ـ ܿǸܼ Ȯܵـȏ݇ـȥܹܕ ǧـȥܵܕܹܪ ǩܵܕǦȘܹǪ  ǧȋܵǶȁܵ  ܡǶܿȁ6763ܕܸܐܕ  ،
  ǧـ ܹȔ̈ܬܵܐǶܼـȥܘ  ǧـ ܹǫ̈ـ ܿǭܼ  ܝǵـȂـ ܿȉܼـȆـȈ  ǵ̇ـȉܵـȁ  ǩܹܕǶܼȂ ܿǸܼ

ܢ ܿȨܼȋܕܐܼܘ ܹȮ̈ȂܵȥǶܼȏȅ ǧ .  ܼܘܿ ̣ȆܵȥܵǶܼȚ ȷȈܵܕ ـǶܼȆȥܸ (  ، ȐܵܬǨ( ܼܘܿ ܿǹܼـȁܵܙܼܘ
ǵȉܹȁ ܢ  ."  ȮܵȎǶܼȘǻ ܕǦǸܹܪܼܘܼܬܿ

 ،ǧȁܵܪǶܼǭ ܥǶܿȦȁܼ ǧȁܵܵܪǶܼȔ ǩǳܵȁܵǶܼǸܕ ǧȂܵȋܵǳ݇ ܿȡܼ ǧȏܵȈܵܐ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ 
ǵǫܹ ܘ݇ܐȤܹȋܸܗ ܿǭܼܕ ǧȌܵȦܸǪ ǵȉܹȋǷܸȋܚ : "ܗܼܘ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȘܵȕܵȚ Ȑ ܿȏܼǸ ܼܐܿ

 
 8 ȐȕܵȂܼȎܕ ǧǸܵȤ ܿȂܼǪ 2013  ، ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ Ȑ ܿȌܼ ܿȗܼܕ ܹȮ̈ȏܵǪܘ ǧ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȏǪ

 ǧ ܵȂܼȅȤ ܿȚܼܕܗܿܘ ȃܼȉȦȌܸȡܵ Ȯܵȏ݇ȁܼǳȋܕ ǧȎܹȴܵȌȗܵ ǧȁܵܵܪǶܼȔ ǧȁܵǳܵȉ ܿȅܼ
" ܵܐȅـȂܼـȨܘܿ " ܕܵܗǧȆܵȔܵ، ܙܼܘǵȉǹȁܸܿܘܢ ǧȥܵȤܹǪ ܕȮܵȏ݇ȥܹ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪȁـȮܵ ܕ

6763 ، ǵȉܹȁ ȷȉܵțܵȏǪܸ1ܕ ܵȮȏ݇ȥܹ Ȋȅܕ ȐȕܵȂܼȏǪ . 
 

Ƕǭܵ ǧȏܹȅܵȳ ܙܼܘǧǹܵȁܵ ܕǦȗܹܵܕǩ ܕ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ " ܿܘȨȂܼȅܵܐ  "  Ǩܵܬǳ݇ـ ܿǸܼ Ȯܵـȏ݇ȥܹܕ
 Ȯܵȁܵܘܘ6763ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǵȁܼ   : ،ȮܵـȂـǻܵȤܵȡǶܼȌȁܼܕ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ Ȯܵȕ ܿȆܼ ܿǻܼ

 ܹȮ̈ـȌܵـȂـ ܿȉܼـȗܘ ǧ ܹȌ̈Ȃ ܿȉܼȗܕ ȮܵȥǶܼȏȅ ،ǧȁܵܵܪǶܼȔ ǩǳܵȁܵǶܼǸܕ ǧǫܵ ܿǭܼ
 ȮܵـȂـǹܵـȂܼـȦـȋ ȮܵـȂـȏܵـȁܼǳـȋ ȮܵـȥǶܼـȏـȅܘ ،ǧȌܵȁܸ ǧ ܵȁܼܪǶܼȔܕ
 Ƕـǭܵ ǧـȚܵǶـȥܵ ǵـȉܹـȢܸـȥܕ ǧȏܵȅܵܪ ܿȨܼȦȋܸ ǧǹܵȁܵܙܼܘ ǩܹܪǶܼȌǮ ܿȌܼȈ

 ܼȃȉȦȌܸȡܵ Ȯܵȏ݇ȁܼǳȋܕ ǧǮܵȉ ܿțܼȂǪܹ  . ǵ̇ـȉܵـȘـȕܸـȚ ȮܵȂȌܵ ܿȗܼ ȮܵȈ Ǧȋܹܼܙܿ
 Ȯܵȥ ǳܼܪܿ ܿȋܼ Ȑị̑ " ܼܪܝǳܵـȁ ȂܼȕȌܵȈـǵ ܼܗܿ ǵܵܕǳǫܸȗܵ ǩ ܼܐܿ ܿȔܼܕ " ǧـǪܵܘȠܵـǪ

ǧȎܵܿܘǵǻܵ ܡǦȋܵܕܸܐ ǨܵܬǵȌܸ ܿȦܼȋ ǧȎܵǳܵȂ ܿȋܼ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧǹܵǼܵȦ ܿȋܼܕ. 
 

 Ȑـị̑ ܗܵܘܘ ǧـȦܵـ ܵǫ̣ـǹـǪܸ ،ȮܵȈ ǶܼȋǳܵܬǨ ܕǦȋܹܼܙܿ ܿȢܼȋ ǶܼȂȥܵǶܼǪܵܬǨ ܼܕܿ

 ȃܼȉȦȌܸȡܵܕ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ Ƕǭܵ ȮܵȂȋܵǳ݇ ܼܬܿ ܿȡܼ Ǩǵܵǭܵ ǧȡܵ
 ǩܵܕǦȘܹǪ ǧȏܵȁ ǧǸܹǶܼȁ ܢ ܼܙܿ ܿȨܼȋܐܼܘ ȃ̈ ܿȏܼǪ ǧ ܵȁܼܪǶܼȕǪ

 Ȯܵȏ݇ȥܹܿܘ ܕȨȂܼȅ6763ܕܵܐ 
ܪȖȂܼǭ ـ  ܿǶܼȂܼǭ ǧ ܵȂܼǪǶܼǻ ǧȁܵܬܿܘܵܪǦܵȈ ǧȂܵǪܵȤܵȗܵ ǧȏܵȦܵȈܸ Ȑị̑ ǧȏܵȌܸǭܸܪ ܿȨܼȋ

ȇȈܵܬܼܘܪ 
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 ǧǹܵȎǳ ܿȋܼ ܬǶܼǪ ȮܵȂȅܵܬܼܘܪ ǨܵܬǶܼȁȤܵ ܿǪܼܕ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȢܵȂܼǼȂܼȈǶܼȚ
ǧȂܵȗܵȠȋܸ . ǧȡܵ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ǧȁܵȤܵȢǪܸ ǶܼȆȋܵ ܢȤܵȂܼȌ ܿȥܼ)PhD ( Ƕǭܵ

 ܵȮȂܼȉܵ ܹǪ̣ܸܬ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȂܵǸܘ݇ܐ ȃܼȢȂܼǼȂܼȈǶܼȚ . ȮܵȦȂܼȚ ǧȘܵȁ ǧȏܵȥܵ ܼܙܿ
 ǧȡܵ ȮܵȌȂܼȥܪ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ)PhD (          ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȌܵȉȗܸ Ƕǭܵ

)Assyriology .(    ǧ ܵǭ݂ܪ ȤȂܼܝ ǧȡܵ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȁܵȤܵȢǪܸ ܼܕܿ ܿ
ܼḛ̏ ܵܙܐܟ

)PhD (ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȌܵȉȗܸ Ƕǭܵ . ǧȁܵȤܵȢǪܸ Ȑȋܼܵܝ ܐܿܘܬȤǫȔܵ
 ǧȂܵȏܵȋܵܐܼܘܬ ǧȏܵǼܵȈǶܼȦǪ ǧȁܹ

̈
ǶܼǪ ǵȉܹȁܬ ǧȂܵȎܵǶ̣Ț ܕܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ

)ǧȂܵȅܵܬܼܘܪ ( ǧǸܵȨȌܸǪ1915 ،   ܿܘܢȤǼȏȡܸܕ ǨܼܘܵܬȤǫ̣ ܿǸܼ Ƕǭܵ
)Stassler ( ܟȤȉܵȅܕ ǧǪܵܵܨܘ ȨȂǪܹܕ
)Clark ( ǧȌܵ ܿȗܼ ȊǼܵȡܕ ȮܹȁܵȴܵȢȈܸ

ǧȂܵȏܵȉܵȅ ǧȂܵȎܵǶܼȚܘ. 
ܐܼܘܦ ܐǵܵǪ̣Ƕܼȥ ǵ̇Ȉܵ Ȩȁܼܵܪǩ  . ܐ.ܐ.ܫ

ǧȡܵ  ǵ̇ȉܵȁ  ǩܹܪǶܼȁ  ܕܼܗܿ
MARA) )  ( Ǩܵܬǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ǧȅܹȳ ȨȂǪܹ ܼܐܿ

ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȁܵܵܨǶܼǪܕ ( ǧȔܵܬܵܐǶܼȥ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ
 Ȯܵȏ ܿȋܼ ܿǦܼȈ ǧȁܵȤǪܸ ǵȉܹȦȂܼȚܕ ǵȉܹȁ

 ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȏܵȦܵȈܸܕ ǨܵܬȤǼܵȎܘ
 ǨܵܬǶܼȉȂܼȈܕ ܘȤȋܵܕܼܘܵܬǨ ܘȮܵȔȤܵțȈܸ ܼܘܿ

) ܼȃȏܵȔܵܵܗ ( ǧȁܵܵܨǶܼǪ ǧȡܵ
 ȮܵȂȌܵȉȗܸ ǨܵܬǶܼȚܵܬǶȥܵܕ)academic (

ǧȅܹȳ ȨȂǪܹ  ǳ ܼܐܿ ܿȂܼǪ 
)electronically  ( ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȅܘ

 ܿǶȁܕܐܿܘܕ ȷ ܹȉ̈Ǯ̣Ȕܸ ǧȦܵ ܵǫ̣ǹǪܸ ،ǧ ܹ
̈ǫ̣ȁܼȨȅܘ ǧ ܹȘ̈Ȃܼǫ̣ǻ Ǩ (Ƕ̇ȉȋ̈ܐܹ

audio ( ،ǧ ܹȂ̈Ǽܵǫ̣ ܿȥܼ ǩ ܹǳ̈Ȃܵȗ ȇȁ ȤܕܼܘܵܬȮܵȂȎܵȨܵțȔܸ Ǩ ܼܐܿ ܿȋܼܕ
ǧȁܹȳܵܕܵܐܬܿܘ ǧȦܹȁܼȴȚ Ǩ ܹǷ̈ȘȉܸǪ Ȯܹȁܵȴȋܵܘܙ ،ǨܵܬǶܼǸǶܿȦȋܵ . ǧȦܵȂܼȎ

Swedish  ( ȮܵȂȏܵȡ ȷȈܵ Ȋ(ܕܵܐܵܗǶܼȥ ǨܬܵܐǧȔܵ ܕ ܿȗܼ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȂܵȏǪܸ
ǶܼǪܫ ǶܼǭܵܪǶǭܵ ǩ ܕܼܘdigital library  ( ǧȂܹȎ(ܸܐǧȁܵȤܵǫȈܸ ȷȈܵ ܠ

Ǩ ǳ݇̈ܬܹ ܿǸܼ ǧ ܹȏ̈Ǫ̣ ܿǷܼǪ ǧȁܹȳܵܬ ܵܐܬܿܘǶܼǪ ǧȂܵȏܵȂܵȅ ǧȅܹȳ  .ܘȨȂǪܹ ܼܐܿ
 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ،ǵȉܹȁ ǧǪܵȤǸܸ ǧ ܵȂܼȋǶܼȏȡܸܐ ȐȚܸ2012ܵܐ ǩܵܙܘܵܕ ،ǩܵܕ ܿǵܼȈ 

 Ȑị̑13,500 $ ǧȡܵ ܕܼܘܙ Ǩܕܼܘܵܙ ǨܵܬȤ ܿȁܼ ǵȈ ȧȂܼȚܿܘܢ Ƕܼȥܕܹܪǩ ܼܗܿ
 Ȑị̑ ǩܵܙܘܵܕ ،ǧȂܹȎܕܼܘ  Ƕǭܵ ǧȁܹȳܵܕܵܐܬܿܘ ǧ ܹȢ̈ȂܼȏȔ21,000 $

 ،ǧȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁܕ ǧȏܹȁܵȴȡܵ ǧȡܵ ǧ ܹǪ̣ܗǶܼȁ10,000 $) ܿܘܢǵȉȦȂܼȚ
 ȮܵȥǶܼȏȅܕ ǩܬܵܪǶܼȗ Ȑị̑ ȨȁܼǦȦȁܼȤȚܘ ȨȁܼǦȏܵȉܵȁܼܕ ǧȌܹȡܸǶܼȋ

 ܵȮȂȎܵǶܵǭܵ ( ǧ ܵǪ̣ܬǶȋܵ ǧȡܵ ǧȏܵȅܵǶܼȥ Ɂȁ ܘǧǪܹȤܸȡǶܼȋ ܼܐܿ
ȨȔ Ȝ̮Ȃܵܪܘܤ ܿȔܼǶ̇ǭ̰ܕ ǨܬܼܘܵܬȤȁܵܕ . Ǩܕܵܐܵܗ ǨܵܬǶܼȂ ܿȗܼȠȌܸǪ

ǦܸȚܵ ǳǪܸ ǧȅܵȤܸȂܫ  ܿȋܼܕܵܐ Ȯܵȁܵܐܬ̇ܘܵܪ ȮܵȔܸܐȨ ܿȥܼܕ ǧȌܵȥܸ ǧȏܵȅܵǶܼȥ
 ǧȁܵܘܵܐܬ̇ܘܵܪ ǧȂܵȕܵȉܸǮȎܸܐ ǧȏܵȦܵȉܸǪ ǧǸܵǶܼȈ ǩǳܵǸ Ȋ ܿȗܼ ǧ ܵǫ̣ȁܼȨȅ

 ǧȔܸܵܐ ȖȆܸȈ)Ȩ ܿȂܼȏǪܸ (  ǧȌܵȈ ܕȮܵȌȂܸȡܵ  ܸܕȨȔܵܪܘܤ ȖȆܸȈ ܼܨܿ
 ǩȤܵȦǭܸܕ  ǧȂܵȏܵ ܵǪ̣ܗ ܪǧȗܵ  ܼܕܿ ǳܵȂܢ  ܕܼܬܿ ܿȋܼܕ)Golden Gate 

Bridge Plaza ( ǵ̇Ȉܵ ܼܝȤǫܸǹ ܿȔܼ ǧȅܹ ǧ ܹȦ̈Ȏܵ݇ܐ ǧ ܹȎ̈ǶܿȂȉȌܸǪܸܕ ǧȆܵȁ ܼܐܿ
 ȨǪܸܘ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȗܵܕǶȋܵ ǩǳܵǸ ǧȁܵܵܗܘ ȨǪܸܘ ،Ȯܵȏ݇ȥܹ ȊȆǪ

ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȌܵȦܸȈ ǩȤܵǼȎܵܘ ǩǳܵǹܸȦ ܿȋܼ. 
   

 ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ȷȈܹ ،ǵ̇ȉܵȁ Ȯܵȏǫܵ ܸǮ̰Ș ܿȋܼ 
 ȮܵȔܸܐȨ ܿȥܼ ǩǳܵǸ ȃܼȅ݂؟ ܵܕܐǧ ܵȅ݂ܕ ܼܗܿ

Ɂȁ ܫ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ǧȁܵȠܵȋ . ܐ.ܐ.ܙǶܿȗܪܵܬǨ ܼܐܿ
 ȮܵȉȘܸǪ ؟ǨܵܬȤ ܿȁܼ ǧ ܼܗܿ ܵȅ݂ܕ ܕܵܪǩ ܼܗܿ ܕܼܗܿ

ȨǸܿܘܢ Ȩȁ ȷȉܵȢܵȦǪܸܿܘܢ  ܼܐܿ
 ǨܵܬǶܼțȁܼȠ ܿȂܼȈ)ȷȉܵǪܵܕ ȮܵȌ ܿȕܼ ܿȌܼȈ (

ǵ̈Ȃܝ ܿȂܼ ܿǸܼܿܘܢ . ܕȨǸ ȮܵȉȘܸǪ ܼܐܿ
 ǧȌܵȅǳ݇ ܿǹܼǪ ܿܘܢȨȁ ǧȗܵǳܵȂǪܹ

 ȐȆܸȋǶܼȋܘ ،ǧ ܹȂ̈Ȣܵȏ ܿȎܼ Ȯ̈Ȃܵȋܹ ܼܐܿ ܿǶܼ ܿȡܼ
 Ǩܗܵܘ ǧȂܹǸܵ ǨȠܹȋܵ Ȑ ܿȏܼȋܸ ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ

Ǩ Ƕܵȏ̈ܬܹ ܿȆܼȁ Ƕǭܵ . ȮܵȉȘܸǪ ܵܐȃܼȎ ܼܐܿ
ȨǸܿܘܢ Ȩȁ ȷȉܵȢܵȦǪܸܿܘܢ  ܼܐܿ

 ǧȗܵǳܵȂǪܹܕܵܐܬܿܘܪ ܘ ǨܵܬǶܼțȁܼȠ ܿȁܼ
 ȮܵȗǶܿȕȚܵ ǵ̇ȉܵȁܼ ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼܿܘܢ ܕȨȁ

 ȮܵȁȨܵȏ ܿȋܼܘ ǩȤܵǼܵȏȈܸ ȮܵȂȋܵǳ݇ ܿȡܼ
 ݇ǳ ܿǸܼ Ȋȅܿܘܢ ܕȨȁ ǧȗܵǳܵȂǪܹ ǩܢ ܘܵܗܵܕ Ȥܕܼܘܼܬܿ ܿȋܼܢ ܘ ܿȨܼȂܼȘȥ (ܕܼܬܿ

cent (ܫ ǧȡܵ ܿܘܢȨȁ ܼܘܹܪܗǳ ܿȥܼܐ.ܐ.ܕ . ǳ݇ ܿǸܼ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȦܵǸȤܸǪ
ȨǸܿܘܢ ǶȏܵȁܸǶܼȗܬܿܘܢ  .ܹܪǧȡܵ ǧȥܵ ܕܼܘȮܵȅ ܕܼܐܿ

   
ǶܼțȁܼȠܵܬܘǶܿȅ݂ܢ، ܕǦܸȡܵܡ  ܿȁܼ ǧȡܵ ǧȌܹȂȕ ܿǪܼ ܿܘܢȨȁܼܵܗܘ  

 ܵȮȂȏܵȂܼȋ . ܘܼܐܿ  
ǧȅܵȤܸȂ ܿȋܼܕܵܐ  ǧȁܹȳܵܕܵܐܬ̇ܘ  ȮܵȔܸܐȨ ܿȥܼ     

   
 ،ȖȂܼǭܪ ܿǶܼȂܼǭ ǧ ܵȂܼǪǶܼǻ ǧȁܵܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ǧȏܵȦܵȉܸȈ ǧȏܵȌܵǭܸܪ ܿȨܼȋ  

 ȇȈܵܬܼܘܪ 
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ǧȅܵȤܸȂ ܿȋܼܕܵܐ ǧȁܹȳܵܕܵܐܬ̇ܘ ȮܵȔܸܐȨ ܿȥܼܕ ǧ ܹ

̈ǫ̣Ȃܼǫ ܿǸܼ ǧȌܹǸ ܿȳܼ:  
   

  ȮܵȔܸܐȨ ܿȦܼȈ ܢǶܿȅ݂ܘȨܵȁܵȴ ܿȁܼ ǧȡܵ  ǧ  ܼܗܿ ܹȌ̈Ȃܼȕ ܿǪܼ  ǧǪܵܿܘܢ ܵܪȨȁܵܗܹܘ 
 ǧȅܵȤܸȂ ܿȋܼܕܵܐ  ǧȁܹȳܵܕܵܐܬ̇ܘ)AFA ( ǨܵܬǶܼȡȤ ܿȚܼ ǧȏܵȁ ǩǳܹ ܸǫ̣ȗǶܼȋܕ

 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ǧȁܹȳܵܢ ܵܐܬܿܘ ܿȨܼȋܐܼܘ ȃ̈ ܿȏܼǪܕ ǧ ܹȂ̈ ܿǸܼ Ƕǭܵ2012 . Ȑ ܿȏܼǸ ܼܐܿ
 ǩǳܵǸ ǩǳܵǫ̣ȘȈܸ ܢǶܿȅ݂ܘȨܵȁܵȴ ܿȁܼ ܿǵܼȈ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȢܹȂܼȏȔ ܹܪ݇ܫǳȏ݇ȋܸ
 ǧȂܵȎǶܼȥܪǶܼȚܕ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǨܵܬǶܼȡȤ ܿȚܼܕ ǨܪܵܬǶܼǭ ܫǶܼǪ ǨܵܬǶܼȁǶ ܿȥܼ

 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ2013 . Ǩܵܬǳ݇ ܿǸܼ Ȯܵȏ݇ȥܹܕ ǧȋܵǳ݇ ܿȢܼȈ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ǧȁܵǷܵǹǪܸ Ɂȁ ܼܐܿ
 ǧǹܵȎǳ ܿȋܼ Ƕǭܵ ǧ ܹȏ̈ȡܵǶȗܵܘ ǧȂܵȎܕܕܼܘ ǧ ܹȂ̈ȋܵǶܼȏȡܸܐ Ǩ Ƕܵȏ̈ܬܹ ܿȆܼȁ ܿǦܼȈ
 Ȯܹȁܵȴ ܿȁܼ Ȯܵ ܕܼܗܿ ܿȁܼǷ ܿȌܼȈ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ǩȤܵǫܵȕǪܸ ،ǧȏܵȁ ǩǳܵȁܵǷǪܸ ǧȂܵȗܵȠȋܸ

ǧȁܹȳܵܢ ܵܐܬ̇ܘ
ܿ
Ȩܵܘ̈ܬܼ ܿǸܼܢ ܘ

ܿ
ǶܵȎǶ̇Ǹ̈ܬܼ ܚ ǧȡܵ ܼܐܿ ܿȤܼȁܸ ܚ ܼܗܿ ܿȠܼȋܵܕ ǧȡܵ .

 Ȑị̑ ǧȁܹǶܼȏ ܿȥܼ ǩܬܵܪ ȴȗܵ Ȑܿܘǧȡܹ ܕǶǭܵ ܼܐܿ ܿȁܼ ǧ ܹȁ̈Ƕܼȉǭܵ ǧ ܹț̈Ȉ ܿǦܼǪ
 Ƕǭܵ ǧȂܵǹܵǪܸܘ ǧȎܹȴ݇Ǹܹ݇ܐ Ǩܵܘܹܬȳܬ ǧ ܕܼܐܿ ܹǪ̈ǶܼǸȨܸȈ ܝǵ̈Ȃ ܿȏܼȅܵܕܼܘ

ǧ ܹȢ̈ȕ ܿȗܼ Ǩ Ƕܵȏ̈ܬܹ ܿȆܼȁ ǵȂܝ ǧȦܵȂܵȚ ǧȏܵȁ ȷȈܹ . ܼܐܿ ܿȏܼȋܸ ǧǪܵܵܪ
 ǧȏܵǼܵȈǶܼȥ Ȑị̑ ǧȎܵܕܵܪǶܼȗ ǧȏܵȁ ȷȈܹǶܼǫ ܿȡܼ Ǩܹܙ ȷȈܵܘ ȷȉܹǪǶܼȡ

ǧ ܹȂ̈ȉܵȂ ܹǪ̣ܸܬ ǧ ܹȔ̈ܬܵܐǶܼȥ Ȑị̑ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǩܬܵܪ ܕȨȁܼǦȏܵȉܵȁܼ ܵܐȃܼȎ . ܕܼܐܿ
 ȃܼȎܵܐ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧȂܵȥǶܼǮ݂ȥܿܘܢ ܕȤǼȏȡܸ Ƕǭܵ ǧȏܵȁ ǧȂܵǹܵǪܸܕ

 ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬ̇ܘ ǧȎܹ ǶܼȏȂܵܬǦȢܵǪ ،Ǩܡ ܼܐܿ ܿȦܼǪ ȃܼȂ ܿǸܼܵܘܘ ܕǵȁ ǧȢܹȁܼȴȗܕ
ǧȏ̈Ȧܵ ܿǸܼ Ǩ Ƕܵȏ̈ܬܹ ܿȆܼ ܿȁܼܐ Ƕǭܵ ǧȏܵȁ ǧȂܵǹܵǪܸ ǧȡܹܿܘȴȗܵ . ܢ ܸܐ

 ǩǳܵǫ̣ȘȈܸ ǨܵܬȤ݇Ǹܹ݇ܐ ǧȎܵǳܵȗ ǩǳܵǸ ܿܘܢǵȉǪ̣ ǶܿȆ݂ȉܵȌܵȕܢ ܼܗܿ ܿǪܼ
 ǧȡܵ ܢǶܿȅ݂ܘȨܵȂܵǹ ܵǪ̣ܘܕ ،ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤȋܵ)AFA ( ܿܘܢǵȈ ȨȂ ܿȈܼ

 Ǩܐܵܬ ܿǳܼ ܿȋܼ)tax .( ǧȡܵ ǩܵܪǵ ܿǪܼ ̇ܘܢȨȁܼ ܿܘܢȨǸ ܕǶȅ݂ܿܘܪܗܿܘܢ، ܼܐܿ
ǧȏܵǼܵȌ ܿȗܼ ǧȆܵȦǸܸ Ƕǭܵ ܵܐܬܿܘܪ. 

   
 ǧȅܵȤܸȂ ܿȋܼܕܵܐ ǧȁܹȳܵܕܵܐܬ̇ܘ ȮܵȔܸܐȨ ܿȥܼ )AFA ( ǨܵܬǶܼȏȂܼȢ ܿȂܼǪ

 ȷȈܵܕ ǧ ܹȢ̈ȂܼȏȔ ǩܹܪǶܼȁ ܿǵܼȈ ǨܵܬǶܼȌ ܿǸܼ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ȮܵȉȂܼȢȥ
ǨܿܘܪܼܘܵܬȠǪܵ .ܫ ،ǧȁܵܵܪǶܼȥ Ȑị̑ Ǩܵܗ ǧȋܵǶȁܵ Ȋȅ.ܐ.ܐ . ȮܵȂܼȗܕǶܼȋ

ܢ  ܿȨܼȋܐܼܘ ȃ̈ ܿȏܼǪ ǧȡܵ ̇ܗȤܵȁܸ ܘȨǪܸ ǵ̇ȏܵȂܵȗȤܸǪ ǵ̇ȉܵȁ ȮܵȘȂܼǼܸȡ ܼܗܿ
ǧȏܵȁܼܕ ǧȆܵȁ Ȋȅ ǧ ܼܐܿ ܹȢ̈ȂܼȏȔ . Ȯܵȏ݇ȥܹܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȋǳ ܿȢܼǪ2012 ،

 ǧȁܹȳܵܕܵܐܬܿܘ ǧȔܵܬܵܐǶܼȥ Ȑị̑ ǧȎܵܕܵܪǶܼȗܕ ǨܵܬǶܼȘǪܵ ǩǳܵǸ Ȑ ܿȉܼǪܸǶܼȡ
 ǧȡܵ ǨܵܬȤ ܿȁܼ ܬܵܪǦȎܵǶȁܵ ǩܢ، ǧǫܵȉܵǼǪܸ ܼܗܿ ܠ 800ܕܼܐܿ  1000 ܼܗܿ

ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬ̇ܘ ܹȮ̈
ܿțܼȉȅܸ . ǧȋܵܵܬ ǧ ̈ȁܹǶܿȉǭܵ ܵܘܘǵȁ ǨǶȁܹܗܹܘ ܹȮ̈

ܿțܼȉȅܸ ǧȎܹ ܼܐܿ
 ǧ ܹȁ̈ȨܵȂܵȏǪܸ ǧȦܹȁܼȴȚ ܹȮ̈ȁܵǶܼȢȂܼȏȔ ̇ܘܢǵȈ ܗܵܘܘ Ȩạ̏ܘܐ

ǧ ܹȂ̈Ȣܵȏ ܿȎܼܘܵܐ . Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧ ܵǪ̣ܪܵܗǶܼȕǪ ǧȌܵȅ ܢǶ̇ȅ݂ǶȈܵ ܚ ܿȤܼȋܵܐ Ǻ ܿȘܼǪܵ
 ǧȎܵǳܵȗ ܝǵ̇Ǫ ܪ ǳȉܼܘܵܬǨ ܵܐܵܗǶܼǭ ǧȏܵȡܵǶȗܵ ǨܪܸܘǵȉܹȔ، ܼܗܿ ܿ

ܼǮ̰Ǫ
 Ȑị̑ ǩܢ، ܘܵܙܘܵܕǦȎܵǶȁܵ ǧȡܵ ǵ̇Ȉܵ ǧǼܹȋ ȮܵȂȎܵܢ ܙܼܘܵܙ Ȥܼܬܿ ܿȁܼ  350ܼܗܿ

 ǧȁܹܘܗܹܘ ǧ ܵȁܼܪǶܼȔ Ȑị̑ ܵܘܘǵȁ ǧȢܹȁܼȴȗ ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ܹȮ̈
ܿțܼȉȅܸ

ǦȎܵǶȁܵ Ƕǭܵ ǧܢ ܹȁ̈Ƕܿȉǭܵ  .ܐ.ܐ.ܫ . ȮܵȗǶ̇ȕȚܵ ǵ̇ȉܵȢܸȥ ܐܼܘܦ
 Ȯܵȏ݇ȦܹǪ ǨܵܬȤ ܿȁܼ ǧȏܵȚܵǶǻܵ ǳ ܕܙǨǶܵȁܼ 2012ܕܼܗܿ ܿȅܼ )flash flood (

 ǵȉܹȕȚܸܪǶܼȚܘ ǩȤܵǼȋܸܕ ȊȂ ܿȔܼ ǵȉܹȌȡܸǶܼȋܘ ǵȈܹ ǧǹܹȋ ǧ ܵ̈Ȃܼȋܕ
 ǧȎܵǳܵǸܕܐܼܘ ǧȏܵȌȁ ܿȨܼȈ)Krasnadar ( ǩܬܵܪ ǳ݇ ܼܐܿ ܿǸܼ ،ǧ ܵȂܼȔܪܼܘ Ƕǭܵ

ǧ ܕܵܐܬ̇ܘȤȌȗܵ ǧȅܹ ǧȁܹȳܼܵܝ ܗܵܘܘ ܹȦ̈ȏȅܸܕ ǧȆܵȁ ǵȉܹȁ . ǧȎܹ ܼܐܿ ܼܐܿ
 ǧȏܵȚܵǶǼܵǪ ܝǵȂ ܼܿạ̏ǳȏȋܸ ȊȆȈ ܿܘܢǵȉȢȈܸܬܼܘ ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ

ǧ ܵ̈Ȃܼȋܕ . ǧ ܹȏ̈ȁܵȠ ܿȋܼȨȋܸ Ȑ ܿȈܼ Ǩܕܗܹܘ ،ǧ ܹȌ̈Ȃܼȕ ܿǪܼ ܿܘܢȨȁܼܵܗܘ
ǨܵܬȤ ܿȁܼ ܿǵܼȈ Ǻ ܿǼܼ ܿȌܼ ܿȋܼ Ǩܼܘܵܬǳȉ ܿ

ܼǮ̰Ǫ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧ ܵǪ̣ܪܵܗǶܼȕǪ .ܐ.ܐ.ܫ .
 Ƕǭܵܕ ǧȁܹȳܵܵܐܬܿܘ ǧȡܵ ȮܵȂȎܵܙܼܘܵܙ ǨܵܬȤ ܿȁܼ ܐܼܘܦ Ƕܼȥܸܕܪܵܬǵ̇ȉܵȁ Ǩ ܼܗܿ

 . ȤܵȂܼȘǪ ȃܼȋȨܵȆǪܵܩ
   

 ȮܵȂȔܵǶܿȌȎܵ ǨܵܬǶܼȎǳܵǫȘ ܿȋܼܿܘܢ ܕȤǼȏȡܸ ǵ̇ȉܵạ̏ ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼ 
 ǨܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼ ،Ȯܵȁܵܐܬܿܘܵܪ ȮܵȂܼȘȥ ǩǳܵȏܵȕȈܸ ،ǩȤܵǼܵȏȈܸ ܘǧȔܵȤܵțȈܸ ܼܬܿ

ǨܬܼܘܵܬȤȁܵܘ . ǨȠܵǸܵ ܪȨ݇Ǫܵ ܚ ܿǶܼȁ ǧ ̈Ȃܹȉȅܸ Ȑ ܿȏܼǸ ǧ ܼܐܿ ܵȅ݂ܕ ܼܗܿ
 ǧȂܵțܵȕȅܸ ǧȏܵȅܵǶܼȥܕ ȮܵǪ̣ ܿȤܼȢ ܿȌܼǪ Ȑ ܿȈܼǶȡܵܕ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ܢ ǵܕܼܘܼܬܿ ܿȗܼܕ

 ǧ ܵǭ݂ܪ Ƕǭܵ ǧȌܹȂܼȥȳ ǧȏܵȁ ǧ ܼܕܿ ܹȦ̈ȂܼȚܕ ǩ ܹǳ̈ȂܼȌȈ ܕǧȡܵ ȮܵȁȤܵȡ ܼܬܿ
ǵȈ Ǻܿܘܢ  ܼܿǪ̇ȤܸȢ ܿȋܼ ȨǪܸ Ȑ ܿȏܼǸ ȃܼȏȁ ܕܼܐܿ ȷ ܼܐܿ ܹȉ̈Ȣ ܿǸܼܕ Ȯܹȁܵȴܵȡܕ

ǧȁܵܵܐܬ̇ܘܵܪ ǧȌܵȉȗܸ Ɂȁ Ȯܹȁܵȴܵȡ  ܵܐܬܿܘAssyriology )  (  ǧȁܹȳܵ(ܼܐܿ
 ȷ ܹȉ̈Ȣ ܿǸܼܘ  ǧ ܹǸ̈Ȩȋܸ  ܝǵȂ ܿȉܼȅܕ ( ، ،ȮܵȂȉܵ ܹǪ̣ܸܬ ǨܵܬǶܼȏȂܵǸ݇ܐ

ǧȅܵȤ ܿȥܼܘ ǧȂܵȢܵẠ̑ǼẠ̑ȈǶܼȚ ǧȌܵȉȗܸ ،ǧȎܵǶܿȏȡܵ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧȔܵǶܿȌȎܵ .
 Ȯܵȥܸܐ ǧȡܵ ȮܵȁȤܵȡܕ ǧțܵȕȅܸ Ȑ ܿȁܼ ǧȏܵȅܵǶܼȥ ܢ ǦܵǪܵܗȮܵȏ݇ȥ Ǩ ܗܼܘܸܕܼܪܿ

 ȃܼǹȉȚܵܝ ܕǵȂ ܿȈܼܸܐ ȮܵȂܼȚǶܼȔ ǵ̇ȉܵȦȂܼȚܕ ǧ ܹȏ̈Ǽܵț ܿǸܼ ǩ ܹǳ̈ȂܼȌȈ ܼܬܿ
 ،ȨȁܼܐȤܵ ܿǪܼ Ȑ ܿ

ܼȋ̈ǶܼȂ ܿȡܼ Ɂȁ ǧȌܵȉȗܵ ǧȡܵ ܵܐܬܿܘܵܪǳܵȂܵȗ ǧȁܵܐȨȁܼ ܘܼܐܿ
ǧȎܹȴ݇Ǹܹ݇ܐ ȷ ܹȉ̈Ȣ ܿǸܼ Ƕǭܵ ǩܪ ܵܗܵܕ ǧ ܼܗܿ ܹȂ̈ȉܵȗܸ ȮܹȂܵȥȳǳ ܿȋܼ Ƕǭܵ . ǧȡܵ

ǧȕܵȚ̮Ƕܼǻ : ȮܵȂܼȋܪ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȎܵȤܵǪ ܕܼܬܿ ܿǳܼȋ ܫ Ƕܼȁ ȊȆܸȂܼܐܿ ܿȋܼ
 ǧ ܵẠ̑ǻܵȤܵȡǶܼȋܕܸܕ ȮܵȎǳܵȏȔܵ ȮܵȂȡܵȤܵȂܼȗ)Iraq Sustainable 

Democracy Project  ( ǧȡܵ ǧȂܵǪǶܼǭ ǧȦܵȂܼȚܘ 
)PhD ( ǧȂܵȢܵȂܼǼȂܼȈǶܼȚ ǧȌܵȉȗܸ Ƕǭܵ) ȮܵȌ ܿǹܼ ܿȚܼ

ǧ ܹȢ̈Ạ̑ǼȂܼȈǶܼȚܕ Ǩܪܵܬ ܿǶܼ ܿǻܼܘ ǧ ܹȢ̈Ạ̑ǼȂܼȈǶܼȚ؛ )ܕ ǧȁܵȤȅܸ ǧǸܵȨȌܸǪ
 ǧǭܵܪ ǧȡܵ ǵȉܹȁ ǧȁܵȤܵȢǪܸ)PhD ( ܹȮ̈Ȃܵȋ ܼܕܿ ܿǷܼȋ Ȋ ܼܗܿ ܿȗܼ

ǨȨܵـȎȤܵـȡ 
  (Appeal)  
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  ƤǤǍܬƲǡ1964 
ǧȆȁȤȋܕܐ Ȯȁܐܬܘܪ ȮȑܐȨȥܕ ȮȉǮȋ 

ƣǞƦ37ܕܘ ƣǋ̈ƾǋǇ 6763 ܀ 2-1  ܀ 

 ܵȮȂȚܵܵܬǶȥܵ ܀ ȮܵȂȏܵțܵȈǶܼȁ ܀ ȮܵȂȎܵܕܼܘܵܬȤ ܿȋܼ 
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